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EXECUTIVE .STJPNART 

The. purpose of this work element is to enable the Metro Rail Project staff 
to select preferred design alternatives for the communications system and 
its major components. This report includes analyses of the alternatives 
and teconendations for vehicle radio service, telephone service, closed 
circuit television (CcTV)., and cable transmissIon service (as). 

Originally, two other analyses were to be included: an analysis of 
lease-vs.-buy telephone equipment, and an analysis of TV camera aperture 
control vs. higher levels of illumination. 

Analysis of the lease-vs.-buy alternative was discontinued after Pacific 
Telephone representatives informed us that a recent cOurt ruling precludes 
any guarantee that the telephone cOmpany will be in the leasing business 
when telephone services and equipment are being procured for the Metro 
Rail System (see Appendix H). The evaluation of TV camera aperture 
control was discontinued, after a technology assessment showed that 
moderately priced cameras meeting the video requirements with relatively 
wide-range automatic aperture control ban recently become available. 
Thus, one camera design is suitable for all station requirements, without 
the need for extra illumination (see Appendix C). 

The methodology used in the analyses compares the total annual costs of 
each alternative, including capital, maintenance, and operating costs. 
Annualized capital costs were developed on the assumption that money can 
be borrowed f or 32 years at lfl annual intereSt. All costs are in 1982 
dollars. 

The results of these alternatives analyses are expected to advance the 
design of the counications system toward a configuration that will 
optimize economy, performance, and reliability. Table A and the paragraphs 
below summarize the results of each alternative analysis. 

PASSENGER VEBICLE RADIO SERVICE 

The analysis of vehicle radios evaluates three alternatives: nonremovable 
radio, removable nonoperable radio, and removable operable radio. For the 
first two alternatives a portable radio is needed for each train so that 
the operator can communicate while away from the train. The annual 
equivalent cost ($74,153) of the removable operable radio is the lowest. 

The additional handling risk during check-in and check-out and mounting 
and dismounting from the vehicle raises concerns that need to be addressed 
in detailed deSign. The removable nonoperable radio ha! the same risks 

and has an annual equivalent cost of $90,327. The nonremovable radio., with 
an annual equivalent cost of $100,350, is the most expensive of the 3 
alternatives. The remavable operable radio is recommended for the Metro 
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Rail System at this time. However, it is also recoended that the 
current PATCO system, which is similar to the removable operable radio 
analyzed in this chapter, be considered during final design. 

TELEPHONE SERVICE 

The telephone service covers administrative calling, mktUtenance 
calling, and emergency caning. This analysis evaluates three 
alternatives: three separate exchanges, two combined exchanges, and one 
combined exchange. The One combined exchange configuration has a 24% 
savthgg in annual equivalent costs over three separate exchanges, and a 
15% Stings over the two combined exchanges configuration. Thus, the 
one combined exchange configuration is recoiended for the Metro Rail 
System. 

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV) MONITORS 

The analysis of monitoring techniques evaluates three alternativs to 
dedicated monitoring. (Dedicated monitoring was eliminated due to the 
high cost of providing such a system..) Multiple camera sequencing, 
split-screen projection, and split-screen sequencing are analyzed. 
Although multiple bamera sequencing is not. the least expensive, it is 
only 5% more than split-screen sequencing and has a proven track record 
in the tail rapid transit industry. It also has the lowest equipment 
cost of aU three alternatives and implements the fullest potential of a 
single TV screen. 

It ie reco=en4ed that this alternative be implemented. However, during 
detailed design certain cameras may be appropriately sequenced in 
monitors, while other scenes may require continual Surveillénce. Thus, 
a combination of multiple camera sequencing and dedicated monitoring 
might be most effective. 

CABLE TRAflSMISSION SYSTEM 

This analysis evaluates three alternatives for use as the back bone 
cnmnm4cations facility: 1) an audio frequency copper Wire system using 
physical copper pairs for each telephOne and audio circuit back to 
central control (with coaxial cable fo.r CCTV). 2) a multiplexed coaxial 
cable system for both audio and video circuits and 3) an optical fiber 
cable system using digitized audio and video multiplexing (TDM). 

To enhance future expansion capabilities and to realize expected future 
cost reductions and performance capability of the optical fiber cable 
system its implementation is recoended even though its present annual 
equivalent cost is highest. 
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Table A 

COST SUMMARY OF COMMUNICATION AZJALYSES* 

VEHICLE RADIO SERVICE 

Nonremovable Radio 100,350 
Removavie Nonoperable Radio 90,327 
Removable Operable Radio 74,153 

TELEPSO SERVICE 

Three Separate Exchanges 166,400 
Two Combined Exchanges 140,900 
One Combined Exchange 126,600 

CCVT .HCNITORS 

Multiple Camera Sequencing 962,907 
Split-Screen Projection 1,503,435 
Split-Screen Sequencing 923i218 

CABLE TRA1SMISSI0! SYSW1 

Copper Wire (Video on Coax) 805,142 
Coaxial Cable 891,544 
Optical Fiber Cables 1.179,669 

*AIinual equivalent cost in 1982 dollars 
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Chapter 1 

4$ INtRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In WBS element 14CAC, Kaiser Engineers' contractual responsibility 
was to develop engineering analyses, conclusions1 and recom- 
mendations on the alternative characteristics of the corunications 
system where several options are Evailable. KE was to analyze the 
alternatives, reporting on the following: -. 

o The most cost-effective components 

o Differences in performance characteristics and operating 
experience 

o Any problem areas for SCRTD application 

It was recognized that some design options would have a major 
impact on the Metro Rail System's and the counication system's 
effectiveness, while others would have only minor impact, or no 
impact at all. KE was to analyze on.Iy those items that would have 
a major impact on the coUnication system and/or the Metro Rail 

4$ 
System. 

XE prepared a list of candidate design alternatives which was 
influenced by the District-furnished list of Metro Rail Project 
AlternatIves, dated December 30. 1981. At a meeting on March 1, 
1.982 with the Metro Rail Project staff, the proposed list was 
presented and discussed. At that time the following six items 
were selected for analysis: 

o Vehicle radios 

o Telephone. service configuration 

o Closed circuit television monitors 

o Cable transmission system 

o Controlled aperture cameras 

o Lease or purchase of telephone system 

The first four of these items became the framework for KE'.s work 
effort in WBS I4CAC, and ate discussed in Chapters 2 through 5 of 
this report. The last two items are covered in Appendices C and 

4$ 
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1.2 PURPOSELOBJECTfVES 

Kaiser Engineers' primary task in WBS I4CAC was to detélop 
engineering analyses conclusions, and recommendations on the 
communication system alternatives in sufficient detail to enable 
the District to make the most beneficial choice from among the 
alternatives. 

The output of WBS I4CAC leads dirEctly into later cotunication 
work elements, and the divelopment of information in this work 
element will be used to establish the. design criteria called for 
by WBS 16.CAC. 

1.3 SCOPE 

The following parAgraphs summarize the general scope. of the 
alternative analyses covered in Chapters 2 through 5. 

1.. 3.1 Passenger Vehicle Radio Service Analysis 

Alternatives studied: 

o Nonremovable vehicle radio with portable operator's radio 

o Removable nonoperable radio with portable operator's radio 

o Removable operable ra4io 

The analysis was based on a fleet size of 142 vheicles made into 
71 dependent pairs. The functional requirements of the service 
are to provide the train operator with continuous Communication 
with Central Control, cornication capability when not dnboard 
the vehicle, and cóunication with yard control when entering or 
leaving the yard. 

1.3.2 Telephone Service Analysis 

This analysis studied methods which could be used to provide the 
three telephone functions: administrative calling, maintenance 
calling, and emergency calling. The following alternatives werE 
studied: 
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S 
o Three separate exchanges 

o To cothbined exchanges 

o One combined exchange 

1.3.3 Closed Circuit Television (CcTV) Monitor Analysis 

Alternatives to be studied: 

o Multiple camera sequencing 

o SplItscreen projection 

0 Sequential splitscreen project-Ion 

Initial of the alternatives determined that the 
"dedicated monitoring" alternative, which requires one TV monitor 
for each camera-, would be too expensive. 

1.3.4 Cable Transmission Service CTS) Analysis 

This- analysis will be submitted under separate cover in January 
1983. 

1.4 MEtRODOLOC! 

KE made an analysis of the alternatives under consideration. The 
following list was developed to define those areas which would 
show critical differences between the alternatives: 

o Capital Costs 

o Operating Costs 

o Maintenance Casts 

o Annual Equivalent Costs 

o Technical Risk 

o Availability 

In some instances, other qualitative factors which showed major 
differences between the alternatives were also included. The 
methodology section of each chapter details the addition or 
deletion of any evaluation factor. - 
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1.4.1 Design Assumptions 

Design asEumptións for thi purpose of this report were made by 
Kaiser Engineers on the baSis of the following; 

o SCRTT) Metro Rail Project Architectural Standards for 
Corunication - 

o SCRTD Metro Rail Pteliminary Operating Plan and Design 
Criteria 

The particular design assumptions used fr each analysis are 
listed in each chapter. 

1.4.2 Peftinent LiterAture 

Tin order to obtain the latest information on communication 
systems, a literature search was uiade. Vendors were contacted and 
applicable reports, papers, and equipment specifications obtained 
and reviewed. Kaiser Engineers' reports on other trAnsit iystens 
welê reviewed for thy data that would apply to the Metro Rail 
System. For details, see Appendix A, Bibliography. 

1.4.3 Vendors, Users, and Associates: 

Interviews were also conducted with the following: 

o Equipment manufacturers 

o Personnel at existing rail rapid transit systems 

o Telephone company personnel 

o Engineering asaociates in the rail rapid transit field 

For a complete listing of users, vendors, and associates, see 
Appendiz B, List of Sources. 

1.4.4 Calculations 

Cost comparisons were based on preliminary estimates; these costs 
will be further developed in later work elements. The cost 

analyses include annualized capital cost, based on borrowing money 
at 122 interest for 32 years at an annual payment schedule of 
$123.28 per $1,000.00 borrowed. 
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Other cost values used in calculations were: 

. 
o Energy cost - $0.07/kwh 

D 

o Operating labor rate - $18.00/hr 

o Maintenance labor rate - $19.30/hr 

For more details regarding calculations, see Appendix C, 
Calculations. 

1.4.5 Appendices 

Backup data for the analyses is presented in Appendices D, E, F, I, 

3, and K. Information on two analyses that were discontinued is 
included in Appendices C and B. 

SCRTD LIBRARY 1-5 rTransit Systems Development 
Los Ang&es, CA 



2.1 

Chapter 2 

PASSENGER VEHICLE RADIO SERVICE ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this study is to determine the optimum configura- 
tion for the passenger vehicle radio service equipment to be used 
on the Metro Rail System. The functional requirements of the 
service are to provide the train operator with the ability to 
maintain continuous communications with Central Control on the 
mainline during revenue operation and with yard cnvrol when 
entering or leaving the yard and operating within the yard limits. 
Additionally, the vehicle radio service will be required to 
provide communications capability at any other location on or near 
the train. 

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

In all three alternatives the control head allows the cab speaker 
and microphone to he used with the train PA and inter- 
counminications apparatus.. Also, the train number can be set 
manually by the train operator. 

.2.2.1 Nonremovabl&Radio (Alternative 1) 

In this alternative all, radio equipment is permanently installed 
on each dependent pair of cars. Figure 2-1 shows the configura- 
tion for a dependent pair. The train operator is issued a 
portable radio unit to provide communications while away from the 
cab. The following equipment is requited: 

o A-Car: Transmitter/receiver, quarter-wave antenna in- 
stalled on top of the car, encoder, contrOl head, power 
supply, microphone1 and speaker. 

o B-Car: Control head1 microphone, and speaker. 

o Portable Equipment: One handheld-type radio per train. 

2-1 
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2.2.2 Removable Nonoperable Radio (Alternative 2) 

In this alternative, the transmitter/receiver unit is removable... 
All other radio equipment is permanently installed, as shown in 
Figure 2-2, on each dependent pair of cars. As with the first 

alternative, the train Operator is issued a portable radio unit to 
provide corunication capability while away from the cab. The 
following equipment is required: 

o A-Car: Quarter-wave antenna installed on top of the car, 
encoder, control head, power supply, microphone, and 

speaker.. 

o B-Car: Same as A-car except no power .suppl. 

Q Portable EqUipment: One handheld-type radio per train and 
tine réiitivable tranSmitter/receiver per train. 

2.2.3 Removable Operable Radio (Alternative 3) 

In this alternative, the radio transmitter/receiver is removable 
and, since it is fUlly operable outside the train, it can be used 

by the operatOr to provide cunicatiOn while away from the cab. 
The control hea4 charges the battery in the remOvable radio Unit 
whenever it is installed in the operator's console. The following 
equipment, as shown on Figure 2-3 is required: 

o A-Car: Quarter-wave antenna installed on top of the car, 
encoder, control head, battery charger, power supply, 
60-watt linear amplifier, microphone, and speaker. 

r 

o .BrCar.: Same as A-car except no power supply. 

o POrtable Equipment: One hand-held type removable operable 
radiO e± train. 

2.3 APPLICATION HISTORY 

WMATA, BART, and MARTA use a nonremovable vehicle radio for train 
operator äOtunications and Baltimore and Miami plan to do the 
same. Transit systès in Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago use 
a removable nonoperable radio for train operator counications on 
the train. CONRAIL and the San Diego trolley use a removable 

operable radio service for train operát.ot corunication. PATO 
recently modified their existing fleet to have a removable 

operable radio in each car of each dependent pair. 
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2.4 METHODOLOCY 

The basic quantitative and qualitative evaluation factors 
discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.4, are used in this analysis. 

2.4.1 Design Assumptions 

For the purpose of this analysis, Kaiser Engineers made the 
following assumptions: 

o Alternatives 1 and 2 have 6-channel capacity with a rated 
power output of 60 watts. 

o The handheld radio has 6-channel capaicty with a rated power 
output of 6 watts. 

o The radio Operates in the FCC allocated frequency range of 
150 to 176 MHz. 

o No coaxial antenna leads would be routed between the cars. 
Therefore, an antenna mst be installed on each cir that has 
a transmitter. 

o Fleet size is 142 vehicles made into 71 dependent pairs. 

o A maximum of 19 6-car trains (114 cars total) will be 

4$ operating during peak hours. 

o The remainder of the fleet (28 cars) will be on standby or 
undergoing maintenance. 

o Annual Metro Rail operating time is 20 hours/day x 365 days 
a 7,300 bouts. 

o Portable transmitter/receivers and radios will be checked in 
and out of a secured storeroom once each day. 

o 25 portable units will be required to support a peak of 19 
revenue t±a1ñs 

o The operator inserts removable equipment in the cab area of 
only the headend car of the train. 

2.5 RESULTS. 

2.5.1 Capital Costs 

The capital costs are systenwide. Three battery chargers ($360 
each) are required for the portable units in Alternatives I and 2. 

These chargers will charge the batteries in the portable units 
while they are in the store room between assignments to a train 

4$ operator. One charger is required for Alternative 3 to charge the 
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portable units which are not assigned to train 
operators. Those assigned to train operators are charged while 
they are plugged Into the train units. 

A. Fixed radio. Permanently instAlled radios will be require4 for 
each mafried pair; a total of 71 units at $2,515 each or $178,565. 
Also 25 portable units at $2,595 or a total of $64875 are 
required. 

B. Removable nanoperable radio. A removable transmitter/receiver 
will be required for each operating train, 25 units at $2,136 each 
or $53,400. One hundred forty-two of the permanently installed 
section of the radio are required at $445 each or $63,190. 
Also 25 portable units at $2,595 or a total of $64,875 are 
required. 

C. Removable operable radio. Removable operable radios will be 
reqUired for each operating train, 25 units at $2,595 each or 
$64,875. One hundred forty-two of the permanently installed 
section of the radio are required at $455 each or $63,190. 

Table 2-1 

CAPITAL COSTS 

(1) (2) (3) 

Equipment Nonremovable Removable Removable 
Radio Nonoperable Operable 

Radio Radio 

Permanently installed 
radio equipment. 178,565 63,190 63,190 

Portable radio unit 64,875 64,875 64,875 

Portable nonoperable 
transmitter/receiver - 53,400 

Battery charger (3 units 
for complete system) 1,080 1,080 360 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $244 ,52O $182,545 $128,425 

A1NT1ALIZED CAPITAL. COSTS $ 30,144 $ 2:2,504 $ 15,832 

* Iñstillition äosts of permanently mounted equipment are essentially equal 
for each alternative and are therefore not included. 
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2.5.2 Operating Costs 

V Operating costs are shown in Table 2-2.. 

A. £tierg'j. There1are 59,830 athtual operating trait hours for the 
Metro Rail System. A 110% factor is assumed to allow for gap 
trains and wait time before End after tuna (59,830 x 1.1 = 65,813). 

1. Nonremovable radio. Based on manufacturers' information, 
the power consumption for each 60 watt radio will be 480 watts 
(0.48 k. This gives a total annual energy cost of: 

$0.07 per kwh x 65,813 hr x 0.48 kW - $2,211 

2. Removable nonoperable radio.. Uased ott manufacturers' 
information, the power consumption for each 60 watt radio is 
480 watts (0.48 kW)... This gives a total annual energy cQst of: 

$0.07 per kWh x 65,813 hr x 0.48 kW a $ 2,211 

3. Removable operable radio. To approximate the power 
consumption f or the 6 watt radios, 60 watts were subtracted 
from the 60 watt radio power consumption to give a net of 420 
watts (.42 ICtfl. This gives a total a!uwa.l energy cost of: 

$0.07 per kwh x 65,813 hr x 0.42 kW a $ 1,935 

B. Labor. Since train operators will, as part of their routine 
duties, operate the radio equipment no matter which alternative is 
selected, the labor costs are the same for all and have not been 
included in this study. There is, however, labor involved with 
checking out the portable transmitter/réceivërs and radio units. 

The estimated (by KE) ateràge time to check a unit in-and-out on a 
daily basis is 2 hours total per unit per week. Therefore, this 
annual labor cost would be: 

2 hours/week x 52 weeks x 19 units x $19.30/hr $38,137 

For option 2 the operator has 2 units to check in and out. An 
additional time equal to 10% of the time fOE the first unit has 

been allocated to the Second unit. 

$38,137 x .10 - $3,814 

See Table 3-8 in the Preliminary Operating Plan, WBS 13 Dli. 
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TAble 2-2 
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 

(1) (2) (3) 

Nonremovable Removable Reiovab1e 
Radio Nonoperable. Operable 

Radio Radio 

EnerEv* 2,211 2,211 1,935 

Administration (check- 
in and check-out) 

Removable nonoperable 
transmitter/receiver - 3,814 - 

Removable operable radio - - 38,137 

Portable radio 38,137 38,137 - 

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS $40,348 $44,162 $40,072 

2.5.3 Maintenance Costs 

For the purposes of evaluating the three alternatives, the cost of 
an annual maintenance contract f or parts and labor was calculated. 
General Electric stated that 10% of the equipment capital costs 
are normally asked for parts and labor on an annual maintenance 
contract.** Maintenance costs are shown in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3 
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COSTS 

(1) (2) (3) 

Nonremovable Removable Removable 
Radio Nonoperable Operable 

Radio Radio 

Service contract 
with radio vendor' $24,452 $18,255 $12,843 

Replacement of portable 
radios (l/I2Iyr.) 5,406 5,406 5,406 

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COSTS 29,858 23,661 18,249 

* The energy costS tot the permanently installed radio equipment (control 
head, microphone, and speaker) are included with the train PA system, are 
very low, are virtually identical for the 3 alternatives, and are there- 
fore not considered here. 

**See, Appendix D, Radio Service Data, Meeting Minutes with General Electric, 
May 25, 1982. 

Service contract with vendor includes all labor 8fld spare parts costs, 
therefore, there are. no spare parts shown separately in the Radio Cost 
Analysis. 
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2.5.4 Annual Equivalent Costs 

Table 2-4 summar-izes the above three costs, and., using the formula 
shown in Appendix D, shows the annual equivalent costs. 

Table 2-4 

RADIO COST ANALYSIS 

(1) (2) (3) 

Nonremovable Removable Removable 
Radib Nonoperable Operable 

Radio Radio 

Capital Cost (installed) 244,520 182,545 .128,425 

operating Cost (annual) 4.0,348 44,162 40,072 

Maintenance Cost (annual) -29858 23,661 18,249 

Total Operating and 
Maintenance Costs $ 70.206 $ 67,823 $ 58,321 

Annualized Capital tost $ 30,144 .$ 22,504 $ 15,832 

AWVAL EQUIVALENT COST $100,350 $ 90,327 $ 74,153 

2.5.5 Technical Risk 

All three alternatives Utilize off-the-shelf equipment that has 
beet Used in rail rapid transit senice. The. radio equipment will 
be furnished with solid-state components that provide a long life 
expectancy, instantaneous operation, and very low failure rates. 
The technical risk with the radio is more associated with having 
correct interfaces between the various system elements on the 
vehicle, in Central Control, and in the portable usage than in the 
equipment itself. The removable radio alternatives have the 
disadvantage of additional handling risk during the check-out/ 
check-in procedure and mounting and dismounting from cars. Both 
require repeated installation and removal of equipment with 
connectors. Such connectors are subject to malfunction due to 
vibration, din accumulation, and physical damage. Removable 
equipment is also subject to loss and damage while being handled 
and carried by train operators. 
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2.5.6 Availability 

Equipment for all three alternatives is readily available. During 
final design the availability of equipment required for the 
selected alternative will be determined. 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

On a cost basis, the remdvable operable radio (Alternative 3) is 
the least expensive. However, the risks (as discussed in Section 
2!5.5) associated with the constant removal and replacement of the 
radio raises concerns that would need to be addressed in detailed 
design. Alternative 2 also has the same risks. Thetef ore, the 
removable operable radio (Alternative 3) is best spited to the 
Metro Rail requirements. 

2.7 RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that Alternative 3 be selected for the passenger 
vehicle radio service for the Metro Rail system. Is is also 
recommended that the current PATCO system, which is similar to 
Alternative 3 except that a removable, operable radio is installed 
in each car, be considered duflnt final design. This PATCO 
configuration eliminates the administrative costs of a constant 
check-in/check-out activity, minimizes the reliability/loss/damage 
problems associated with fre4uént insertion into the mounting, but 
does not, hwëvir, realize the capital cost savings due to fewer 
transmitters/receivers fleet wide. Because of these factors the 
cost effectiveness of this additional alternative should be 
examined more closely. 

L 
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Chapter 3 

TELEPI4ONE SERVICE A!ALYSIS 

3.3 INTRODUCTION 

The telephone facilities may be broken dovri into three categories 
£ or analysis: 

o TelephOne instruments 
o Cable transmission system (outside cable) 
o Central switching equipment (rEX) 

The first categOry of equipment includes telephone sets, termil 
blocks, distfibution panels,. and the corresponding interconnecting 
wiring. The second category, outside cable., provIdes the 
conductive connection for carrying signals to and frOm the 
telephone instruments. The third cate6ry is the PBX* equipment, 
which makes the connection between the calling- and 
called-telephone lines. 

This chapter of the report is concerned with the cost Of 
.installájon and maintenance of the first and third categories of 
equipment, including telephone pláttt, telephone Instruments, and 
PBX equipment. The second categbiy or outSide cable is the 
subject of a separate section of this report (see Chapter 5). 

3.1.1 FUnctional Requirements 

The telephone service will provide a means of cou nication to 
serve the following three functions: 

A. Administrative calling. This function will be provided by 
telephones ldëated in Metro Rail offices, stations, shops, and 
Central Control. They will be used for placing calls to and 
receiving calls from âther Metro Rail telephones, exchaiige 
telephones in the. Los Angeles extended area, and telephones 
reached Over the toll telephone and state private-line 
ne&orks. 

* 
Stands for private branch exchange; sometimes also referred to as PA3X 
for private aUtomatic branch exchange. 
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B. Maintenance calling. This function will be provided by 
telephone BetA locAted in shops and Equipment rooms, and by 
telephone test sets which plug into weatherproof jacks located in 
signal bungalows, on wayside signals, in the fare collection 
areas, ventilation shafts, and in traction power substations. 
These telephones wi-il be used for communication between 
maintenance personnel 

C. Emergency calling. This function will be provided by 
telephohes located on station platforms and other critical 
locations. They will be used for calling Central Control. 
These telephones wi-li have no pushbuttons or dials but will be 
provided with automatic ringdown sent by removing the handset 
from its cradle. 

If administrative and maintenance telephones also have the 
capability for emergency calling to Central Control, they will 
have ringdown sent by pressing only one dual-tone multifrequency 
(DTMT) key on the instrument. 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The following paragraphs describe the options studied for 
telephone service: 

3.2.1 Alternative 1: Three Separate Exchanges 

The three telephone services may be provided by installing 
separate exchanges for each function including separate 
instruments, lines, channels, and switching arrangements f or their 
interconnection. 

3.2.2 Alternative 2.: Two Combined Exchanges 

Two services, administrative and maintenance, combine calling on 
one exchange with emergency calling on another exchange. Separate 
instrUrneüts, lines, channels, and switching apparatus are supplie4 
for each exchange. 

3.2.3 Alternative. 3: One Combined Exchange 

All three services are combined into one exchange with all 
telephone calling with coon lines, channels, and switching 
apparatus. Instruments for emergency phones are separate. 

3.3 APPLICATION HISTORY 

Recently constructed heavy-rail transit properties have similar 
telephone service needs as those required for Metro Rail. Table 
3-1 provides a comparison of the facilities installed on BART, 
MARTA, and WMATA. 
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Type 

to 
Call 

Table 3-1 

COMPARISON OF TELEPHONE FACILITIES 

BART 

Automatic ringdpwn 

Central COntrol 

MART4 

Automatic ringdown 

Central Control 

WMATA 

Press "*" pushbutton 

Central Control 

Central Nonetelephones None--calls are. Combined PEX 
Office from each station handled by one-way 
Switching appear on a separate ringdown apparatus 

"press-and-hold" and appear on console 
button on console corunications panel 

NAI*rENANCE 
TELEPHONES 

Type Plug-in Plug-in Plug-in 

Able to Party on own Party on own Party on own 

Counicate line line line 
with 

CEiñtIal Non None None 

Of lice 
Switching 

ADNINI STRAtI VS 
TELEPHONES 

Type DTMF püshbuttdn DT} pushbutton DTMP pushbutton 

Ability Any adam. Any adinin. Any admin. 
to Call telephone telephone telephone 

Switching 
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3.4 

The evaluation factors discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.4. were used 
in the analysis of the alternatives. The primary evaluation factor in 
the Study of the telephone service alternatives is the annual 
euttalent cost. This cost is composed of two components--the annual 
capital cost of the installed equipment plus the maintenance expense 
of the installed equipment. 

Cost estimates for the telephone equipment are based øü averaging data 
obtained from various suppliers of telephone eqUipment. The annual 

.majntenance expense is calculated from expense ratios applied to the 
cost of corresponding categories of telephone equipment. These ratios 

are based on the experience of typical small telephone utilities 
operating in Southern California. 

3.4.1 Design Assumptions 

Under all alternatives, the telephone service will provide the 
following functions and facilities: 

A. Emergency telephones. Separate emergency telephones will be 
installed at public locations where required. These telephones will 
be without dials and will be provided with automatic ringdown to 
Central. Control activated by removing the handset from its cradle. A 
separate line or channel will connect each telephone to the PEX at 
Central Control, which will have access to the required number of 
answering lines at the attendant's console. 

. 

B. Administrative and maintenance telEphones. Administrative and 
maintenance telephone with rnaiñténance jacks will be installed, where 
required, with PTMF dialing and access to all other 
administrative and maintenance telephones. Call waiting, call 
forwarding1 and call conferencing capabilities will be included. 
Access to Central Control for emergency calling would be possible 
by pressing a single "" pushbutton. Each telephone or jack 
location will have a separate line or channel to the PBX at Central 
COntrol.. 

Table 3-2 shows the distribution and function of the telephone 
apparatus assumed for the alternati4es studied. It shows the 
number of telephones and jack locations that would be required if 
separate exchanges were to be provided for each function, and the 
numbit required for the alternatives which combine mOre than 
one fUnction into a single exchange. The chart also shows the 
total number of circuits, including the allOwance for trunk 
circuits which are required f Or calls made to telephones 
served by other exchanges. 
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Table 3-2 

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEPHONES 

S 

Separate Exchanges (1) Combined Exchanges (2 & 3) 
Emerg. Admino MOintenance Emerg. Admin. and Maintenance 
Ringdown Telephones Telephones Jacks Ringdovn 
Telephones Telephones Telephones Jacks 

Each Passenger Station 
Platform 6 - - 3 6 - 3 
Ventilation shaft I - - 2 1 - 2 
Fare collection area 2 - - 2 2 - 2 
Equipment room 1 2 2 2 - 2 2 
Attendafltts booth 1 1 - - - 1 - 
Power substation 1 1 2 4 - 2 4 
Tunnel cross-passages 12 - - - 12 - - 

TOTAL/station 24 4 4 13 21 5 13 
TOTAL/16 stations 384 64 64 208 336 80 208 

Wayside Locations 
SIgnals - - - 28 - - 28 
Switch machines - - - 38 - - 38 

Central Control 
Control room - 65 2 12 - 65 12 
Equipment room - 5 2 32 - 5 32 

Yards and Shops 
Signal bungalows - - - 20 - - 20 
Yard signals - - - 35 - - 35 
Signal towers 3 12 3 25 - 12: 25 
S.& I. Shop - 32 12 - - 32 - 
Maintenance shops - 50 18 - - SO - 

TOTAL Telephones & Jacks * 387 228 101 398 336 246 398 Required VBX Lines 8 Trunks 387 274 599 336 770 

*Figures include an allowance, for outside trunks of approximately 20% of the number of telephone lines connected exce for the emergency telephone service where outside calls are not anticipated. 
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3.5 RESULTS 

3.5.1 Capital COSts 

The capital costs are the total of the procurement and installation 
costs. Table 3-3 provides the unit costs which are used in 
developing the total capital costs for each option. 

Table 3-3 

* 
COST DEVELOPMENT DATA 

Material 
Telephone instrument, DTMF pushbutton $ 55.00 
Telephone instrument, all-moünted, without 

dial. for automatic ringdown 36.00 
Telephone jack .16.00 

Electronic PBX: 
100-400 line capacity, per line 450.00 
400-800 line capacity, per line 400.00 
800-1600 line capacity, per line 350.00 

Labor 
Install telephone instrument, each 50.00 
Install PBX equipment, per line 40.00 

Table 3-4 shows the capital cost for each alternative based on the 
material and labor costs given in Table 3-3. 

* 
See Appendix E, Telephone Service Data, for backup costs. 
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Table 3-4 

CAPITAL COSTS 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Number Unit Number Unit Number Unit 
Required Cost Amount Required Cost Amount Required. Cost Amount 

MATERIAL 
Emergency Exchange 
Ringdown instruments 387 

PBX line equipment 400 

Admin. Exchange 
Telephone instruments 228 
PUX tine equipment 300 

Main.fCombined Ex. 
Telephone inatniments 101 

Telephone Jacks 499 
PBX line equipment 600 

TOTAL MATERIAL 

INSTALLATION 
Telephone instruments 
and Jacks 12.15. 

PBX equipment, per 
line 1300 

TOTAL INSTALLATION 

TOTAL Material 
and Installation 

ROUNDED CAPITAL COST 

$ 36 $ 13,932 336 1 36 $ 12,096 336 $. 36 $12,096 
650 180,000 350 450 157,500 - - - 

55 12,540 - - - - - - 
450 135,000 - - - - - - 

55 5,555 244 55 13,420 244 55 13,420 
16 7,984 398 16 6,368 398 16 6,368 

400 240,000 800 400 320,000 1200 350 420,000 

$595,011 $509,384 $451,884 

50 60,750 978 50 48,900 918 50 48,900 

:40 5.2,000 1150 40 46,000 1200 40 68,000 

$112,750 $ 94,900 $ 96,900 

707,761 

$710,000 

1-7 
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3.5.2 Operating Costs 

A. Labor. The cost of operating personnel is not included 
because all the equipment operates Unattended. Any "operator 
asSistance" which may be required would be performed by the same 
Central Control. personnel, irrespective of the alternative 
selected.. 

3. Energy. me cost of electrical energy used in electronic 
telephone systems is very low compared to other types of 
electrical power loads. The largest telephone exchange considered 
in this study would have a power requirement. of only 2,000 watts. 
Supplying this load on an annual basis would represent an 
insignificant amount in the overall cost of the alternatives 
(approximately 1Z). 

3.5.3 Mainteñánce Costs 

A.. Labor. Unless telephone service is obtained from The Pacific 
Telephone and Telegraph Company on a monthly-charge basis, 
maintenance will be performed by Metro Rail technicians. Th.e same 
crews will maintain other electrical and electronic apparatus in 
addition to the telephone. apparatus. tt is necessary, therefore, 
to estimate the amount of time and and material that will be used 
in the maintenance of the telephone equipment. 

As an approximation of this cost, the expetse rAtios were derived 
from the experience of public utilities engaged in providing 
similar telephone senice.* Data obtained from the files of the 
California Public Utilities Conunission have shown that, for the 
telephone companies examined, the ratio of expense of instrument 
repairs to the plant value of telephone instruments ranges from 
17.8 to 18.7 percent.. Similar ratios for expense of repair 
central office equipment (PEX) to the plant. value of central 
office equipment ranges from 9.9 to 10.3 percent. 

The values judged appropriate for use in this study and the 
resulting maintenance expense estimates are shown in Table 3-5. 

* 
See Appendix E, Telephone Service Data, for backup costs. 
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Table 3-5 

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE 

Telephone riflstfllmafltS 
Maintenance (18% of 

capital cost) 
PU equipment 
Maintenance expense (10% of 

capital cost) 
TOTAL ESTIMATED 
MAINTENANCE 

!!rttiVe I Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

$101,000 
18,200 

607,000 
60,700 

$ 78,900 

3.5.4 Annual Equivalent Costs 

$ 80,800 
14,500 

524,000 
52,400 

$ 66,900 

$ 80,800 
14,500 

68 ,000 
46,800 

$ 61,300 

For the analysis of the telephone service, the total annual 
equivalent cost consists of the annualized capital cost plus the 
estimated annual maintenance expense. Table 3-6 shows the 
combination of the capital costs from Table 3-4 as modified to 
obtain the annual cost, and the estimated maintinince from Table 
3S to obtain the annual equivalent cost for all three options. 

Table 3-6 

TELEPHONE ALTERNATIVES COST ANALYSIS 

Alternative I Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Capital Cost (Table 3-4) $710,000 $600,000 $530,000 

Annualized Capital Cost 87,500 74,000 65,300 

Estted Annual Maintenance 
(Table 3-5) 78,900 66,900 61,300 

ANUAL EQUIVALENT COST $166,400 $140,900 $126,600 

SAVINGS (compared 
to highest cost) 

- 15% 
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3.5.5 Reliability 

The central switching e4Uipment (PEX) used in this comparative 
analysis comprises small electronic switching systems (ESS).. 
Experience with 155 equipment has shown that it is more reliable 
and requires less maintenance than the electromechanical PBX 
equipment used previously, and its reliability may be further 
increased for larger electronic PBX installations. For units of 
1,000 lines or more, it is possible to add a redundant central 
processing unit (CPU) to the PBX apparatus to assume operation in 
case of malfunction of the primary CPU. This can be obtained 
without appreciable increase in the cost per line. 

For many years telephone instruments have been considered fairly 
rugged and reliable. Their rEliability has also been increased by 
replacing the rotary dial, which is susceptible to dirt 
contamination and to mechanical maladjustment, with touch-tone 
dialing. 

Overall, the only option which offers an advantage in reliability 
is the option that will be able to profit by the redundant 
features offered in the larger PBX units; that is, Alternative 3. 

356 Technical Risk 

The telephone instrument is a standard electromechanical device 
including a receiver1 transmitter, hybrid coil, ringer, 
switchhook1 and DTMP dial. The basic apparatus has been in 
general use for over 30 years and the. touch-tone feature has been 
in general use on telephone company exchanges in California for 
over 15 years. 

Electronic PEX installations began replacing electromechanical PU 
plants approximately 12 years ago and have since become standard. 
for these reasons there is little technical risk with any of the 
telephone service altenatives considered. 

3.5.7 Availability 

The availability of telephone equipment is very broad. Telephone 
instruments and PUs are available from many vendors of faring 
apparatus manufattured in a number of European countries, Japan, 
Canada, and the United States. The equipment. for any of the 
alternatives should therefote be obtainable with little 
difficulty. 
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3.6 CONCLUSION 

flis analysis concludes that the alternative offering the lowest 

annual equivalent cost is that which combines into one exchange 
all téléphone calling with coon lines and switching apparatus. 
The analysis showed that this configuration offers a 24% savings 
in annual equivalent costs over the separate exchange alternative, 

and a 15% savings over the partially cotbined exchange 
alternative. These savings are obtained by minimizing the 
quantity of telephone instruments and PBX line equipment required, 

as well as by taking advantage of the lower cost per line 

available with larger PBX equipment. 

3.7 

Additional savings will be realized in the CTS through the use of 

a combined exchange, because fewer telepháne lines will be 

required to carry signals to and from Central Control. Under the 

combined exchange configuration, emergency telephone service would 
be provided in public areas by separate wallmounted telephones 
without dials, arranged tp ring at Central Control when the 
handset is removed from the switchhook. 

All telephones in this analysis are single party line units. Each 

telephone has a dedicated circuit to the central PEX. In this 

way, there would be no interference caused by a telephone line 

being shared by maintenance or administrative personnel. 

The recommendation is to combine all telephone requirements into 

one exchange using coon switching apparatus and lines 
(Alternative 3). Emergency phone instruments are separate. This 

installation would offer the lowest equivalent annual cost and 

fully meet the requirements of the Metro Rail System telephone 

service. 
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Chapter 4 

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION MONITOR ANALYSIS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The use of closed-circuit television (CCIV) sueiIlance on 
transit systems as a deterrent tO crime has been an accepted 
practice for many years. Afl o the newer operating rail systems 
(BART MARTA, WMATA, and PATCO) employ some form of CCIV 
surveillance. Systems under construction or in the design stage, 
such as Miami, Baltimore, and Houston, are including CCIV for 
their future operation. The extent to hich each of these systems 
use CCIV varies from property to property and is based upon the 
uniqueness of each property. 

An sample of factors which influence the extent of CcTV usage on 
a system are: the operating environment through which the system 
traverses, physical constraints of the system, manned or unmanned 
stations, budget limitations, and others. Once a decision is 
reached to use CCTV on a system,. several critical issues must be 
addressed, such as: areas of system to be monitored, the 
monitoring technique to be used, and local or remote monitoring. 
All of these issues must be addressed early in the design as they 
greatly impact the design of facilities. 

This analysis of monitoring techniques reviews the advantages and 
disadvantages of three viable alternatives to dedicated monitors 
for each camera, and provides sufficient cost data tO enable an 
economic comparison of alternatives. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Several techniques for CCIV monitoring are available in the 
marketplace, each with advantages and disadvantages. These 

techniques include: 

o Dedicated monitoring 
o Multiple camera sequencing 
o Split-screen projection 
o Sequential split-screen projection 

The initiAl, screening of the. alternatives eliminated dedicated 
monitoring as a further consideration as a result of the high cost 
-of providing such a system. Dedicated monitoring for the SRfl 
system would requite an array of 1t6 CCIV monitors with a large 
monitoring staff. Ellminition of this alternative is consistent 
with the transit. industry trend toward providing an effective 
system at a reasonable cost. The three remaining alternatives, 
which are described below, will be analyzed. 
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4.2.1 Multiple Camera Sequencing (Alternative 1) 

Multiple camera sequencing is a method in which several scenes are 
projected on one monitor in automated sequential order. The 
normal range of scenes is from 2 to 5. For this alternative, the 
System is designed to sequence 4 cEmeras on each monitor. Large 
or small mOnitots can be used. This method, which requires 3 
monitor screens per station, additionally allows the viewer to 
select and hold a specific scene desired, and can be likened to 
changing a channel on a television set. Normally, the sequencing 
rate can be adjusted from 2 seconds to 3 minutes of viewing time. 
A block diagram of Alternative 1 is shown in FigUre 4-1. 

4.2.2 Split-Screen Projection (Alternative 2) 

Split-screen projection is a method whereby 2 or more scenes are 
projected on a single monitor via a splitter. Two scenes per 
monitor were selected as the basis for the study of this 
alternative. This method would requIre 6 lonitor screens per 
station. A block diagram of Alternative 2 is shown in Figure 4-2. 

4.2.3 Split-Screen Sequencing (Alternative 3) 

The split screen sequencing method would use a combination of 
apparatus to pelrmit three camera irnage to be seqüence.d in 
rotation on a iplit screen showing two dislats. Two monitors per 
Station would be required. A block diagram of Alternative 3 is 
shown in Figure 4-3. 

4.3 APPLICATION HISTORY 

In the transportation industry CCIV is being used for monitoring 
activities at passenger stations and facilities. The Illinois 
Central Gulf Railroad uses Alternative 1, multiple camera 
sequencing. Each monitor is dedicated to 5 fixed cameras which 
are sequenced every seven seconds. Port Authority Transit 
Corporation (PATcO) uses one monitor screen per camera, as does 
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) and the 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. A revis of the above 
properties and BART, Baltlthore, Miami, and MARIA determined that 
the Metro Rail System will mOnitor by far the largest number of 
cameras in a single Central Control center. 
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4.4 METHODOLOGY 

The alternatives ore analyzed using the evaluation factors 
described in Chapter 1,. Siction 1.4. Additional qualitative 
factors Observation continuity and TV monitor personnel work 
load, are discussed in Sections 4.5.5 and 4.56. The SCRTI) 
Architectural Standards for Cunications and the APTA Guidelines 
for Transit Security were reviewed, and a possible configuration 
was developed for the Metro Rail System. 

4.4.1 Design Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made for the pütpose o this 
analysis: 

o Closed circuit television surveillance of stations shaM be 
required on a 24hour a day basis. 

o Two TV surveillance sites are added for the purpose of 
monitoring two storale yards. 

o The primary location for monitoring the CCTV system is the 
Central Control facility. 

o CCIV monitoring personnel are also responsible for 
answering the public assistance telephones. 

o Twelve fiSed TV cameras will be provided at each 
passenger station and at each shop/yard. 

o No CCV coverage of a central revenuecounting facility is 
considered because of its specialized function and separate 
monitoring location. 

o Areas subject to CCV surveillance include: fare 

collection, handicapped! service entrance and egress, 
security telephones, fire emergency telephones, patrén 
assistance telephones. toilet room entrances, stairs at 

terminations, escalators at terminations station platforms 
at termination of vertical circulation elements and at 
platform ends End at corridors, and pedestrian bridges and 
underpasses within stations. 

o No video recorders are included in the analysis since the 
costs would be similar for all three alternatives. 
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4.4.2 Operational Assumptions 

The SCRTD operational concept for CcTV iurveillance established to 
date requires that Centra) Control will have the prima 
responsibility for monitOring the CV surveillance system.. Each 
station will be prOvided with twelve fixed cameras which will send 
images of various areas within each station to Central Control. 
An array of monitoring equipment combined with dedicated 
monitoring personnel will be located at this facility. Additional 
TV monitors will be provided for the surveillance of two vehicle 
storage yards located at each end of the operating line. 

provisions for one additional monitor in each station wil-1 be 
included in the design of stations. It is expected that if 

stations are manned, CCIV monitoring will not be a primary duty of 
the station agent. Central Control will advise the station agent 
of any situation which is occurring at his/her station which may 
necessitate further investigation or assistance. The station 
agent may then switch a single video monitor to the appropriate 
image for further viewing. 

Both of these policies are in accordance with the recoendations 
of Closed Circuit Television in Transit Stations: ADplicatioñ 

4.5 RESULTS 

4.5.1 Capital Costs 

The capital costs for equipment for each of the three alternatives 
ate shOwn in Table 4I. These costs have been obtained from the 
manufacturers and include only the cost of the basic equipment.** 
The costs associated with the installation of equipment and the 
procurement and Installation of cabling from stations and yards to 
Central Control have not been included in this analysis. FOr 
Alter atives I and 3 no cost was included for the. master 
sequencer function since it is anticipated that the timing wi-il be 
established at each station and no additional hardware is 
required. The detailed cost data for capital equipment is shown 
in Appendix F. 

* See AppendixF, CCTV Backup Data, for more information. 

*Component cps were obtained from Panasonic CCtV Products and CE, with 
the Panasonic data used as the baseline. See Appendix F, CCTV Backup 
Data, for sore information. 
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Table 4-1 

CAPITAL COSTS 

(1) (2) (:3) 

- - 

Multiple Split- Cdbinètion 
Qty Camera Qty Screen Qty Split-Screet 

Sequencing Projection Sequencing 

TV cameras at each 
station, tUtomatic 
light compensat ion 
lens, scanner control 
($1,260 ea.) 12 15,120 12 15,120 12 15,120 

Camera se4uencers 
at each stition 
($280 .) 

a) Four image 3 840 - - 

b) Three image - 4 1,120 
TV monitors, 12", 
autoiiätic cOntrol 
($360 ea.) 

a) Central Control 3 1,080 6 2,160 2 720 
b) Each station 1 360 1 360 1 360 

Camera splitters 
at each étatlon 
($360 ea.) 
a) Wa image - 6 2,160. - 
b) Three image - - 4 1,440 

TOTAL STATION COST $ 17;400 $ 19o800 $ 18,760 

TOTAL SYSTD( COST $313,200 $356,400 $337,680 

anwarzw CAPITAL COST $ 38,611 $ 43,937 $ 41,602 

*16 at passenger stations and 2 for the yards. 

Closed CircUit Television in Transit Stations: Application 
GUidelines yEs pTUbliShed by UNTA itt August 1980. This repárt 
discussed life-óycle costs of CTV installations. The report 
stated that "Depending on size, pricing policies, construction 
requirements, and many other factors, a CCTV transit station 
security system can have a purchase cost of anywhere from $1,500 
to $20,000 per camerafmonitor installed." This was for a one 
camera to one monitor system. This indicates that there is a 
large tolerance on the anticipated cost. of CCTV installations. 
The costs shown above are within this range but on the low side 
since combined monitoring, minimum functional requirements, and a 
competitive bid process are anticipated. Also, the data 
transmission equipment is not inclu4ed. 
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4.5.2 Operating Costs 

The labor cost associated with monitoring a CCTV system is 
inevitably a major factor in the selection of a surveillance 
system. The only cost item in this category consists of 
personnel to monitor the televisions at Central Control. Table 
4-2 shows the total quantity of monitor screens required in 
Central Control for each alternative, And the number of! 

employees needed for each operating period and the number of 
monitors each employee would watch. 

Table 4-2 

Employees Required in Central Control 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Altetnative 3 

TV Monitors at Central 
Screens per itätidn 3 6 2 

Total screens 54 108 36 

Off-flours Period 
10 pm-6 am, 
7 days/week 

SundAy Base Period 
6 am-tO pm, 
1 day/week 2 3 2 

Peak Periods 
6-10 am & 2-6 pa, 
5 days/week 2 2 1 

Base Period 
6 am-tOpm, 
6days/week '3 6 

Total employees in 
Central dining peak period 8 4 

TV Monitors 
per employee during 
peak periods 11 13.5 9 
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The number of employees per shift is based upon a review of 
related transit property studies and attual' experience of Kaiser 
Engineers personnel. The calculations Used t determine the 
numb-er of personnel required are shown In Appendix C, 
Calculations. The following factors determine the number of 
employees required: - 

o Sequencing or nonsequencing 
o Other employee duties 
o Distance employee is I roti TV screens 
o Configuration of TV screEns 
o tevel of activity on the display screens 

Circuit Television in Transit Stations: Avtli 
Guidelines discussed, in Section 3.3, the numbir of moñitôrs 
which cäñbe viewed by each "operator." It concludes thAt 9 to 
16 is the reasonable range of monitors for each employee. 

These numbers of employees convert to a total staff level and 
annual operating costs f or the three alternatives as shown in 
Table 4-3. Only labor costs are included because a cost 
comparison of energy costs between all these alternitives showed 
only a slight cost differEnce The labor costs are based on 
2,080 total paid work hours per year and 1,920 total productive 
work hours per year. 

The staff levels are established around four system operating 
time zones. The base period consists of two eight-hour shifts: 6 

am to 2 pm and 2 pm to 10 pm, S1± days/week. The peak period 
consists of two four-bout periods: 6 am to 10 am. and 2 pm to 6 

pm. The off-hour period consists of the eight-hour period from 10 
pm to 6 am, seven days/week. The Sunday base period consists of 
two eight-hour shifts:! 6 am to 2 pm and 2 pm to 10pm. 
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. Table 4-3 

MN AL. OPERATING. COSTS (LABOR) 

(1) (2) 

Multiple Camera Split-Screen 
Sequencing Projection 

(3) 

Slid I. SUTI 

Split-Screen 
Sequencing 

Peak Periods 
6-10an&2-pm, 
5 days/week, 
8 hours/day 112,320 112,320 74,880 

Employees/yr (3) (3) (2) 

Base Periods 
6 n-tO pm, 
6 days/week. 
16 hours/day 299,520 599,040 299,520 

Employees/yr (8) (16) (8) 

Off-Hours Period 
10 pm-6 am, 
7 days/week, 
8 hours/day 74,880 74,880 74,880 

Etlovees/yr (2) (2) (2) 

Sunday Base Period 
7 am-tO 
1 day/week, 37,440 74,880 37,440 
16 hours/day 

Employees/yr (1) (2) (1) 

TOTAL EWLOYEES 14 23 13 

TOTAL OPflATING COSTS $524,160 $861,120 $486,720 
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4.5.3 Maintenance Costs 

Table 4-4 shss the maintenance costs for all three 
alternatives. 

A. Labor. The labor costs are established around two time 
zones: the Monday to Saturday (6 day) coverage over a 24-hour 
period and the Sunday only 24-hour period. For Alternatives 1 

and 3, during the 6-day per-iod at least one technician would be 
stationed at Central Control and one other technician would be 
available for on-site maintenance at the stations. During the 
24-hour Sunday period, one technician would cover the complete 
system. For Alternative 2, because twice the number of monitors 
are required, the number of technicians has been appropriately 
increased as shot. The backup data is shown in Appendix F. 

3. Spares. The cost of spares is based upon IOZ of the base 
equipment cost for each alternative as recommended by both 
Panasonic and GE. The backup data .15 shown in Appendix F. 

Table 4-4 

MqWUAL MAINTENANCE costs 

(1) (2) (3) 

Multiple Camera Split-Screen Cbmbinat1on 
Sequencing Projection Split-Screen 

Sequencing 

Labor 

a) CCTV Technicians 
24 hrs/day 
6 days/week 321,152 481,728 321,152 

Technicians 8 12 8 

b) CCTV Technicians 
24 hrs/day 
Sunday 40,144 80,288 40,144 

Teclthicians 1 2 1 

Spares 38,840 36,360 33,600 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE COSTS $400,136 $598,376 
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4.5.4 Annual Equivalent Costs 

Table 4-5 provides the annual equivalent. cost comparison data for 
the three configurations. The annual equivalent costs are 
compute4 using the formula shown in Appendix C. Calculations. 

Table 4-5 

CCTV COST ANALYSIS 

(1) (2) 

Multiple Camera SplitScreen 
Sequencing Proj action 

Capital Costs1 313,200 356,400 

Operating Costs (annual) 524,160 861,120 

(3) 

Comb inauoh 
SplitScreen 
Se4uenciñg 

337,680 

486,720 

Maintenance Costs (annual) 400,136 598,376 394,896 

Total Operating and 
Maintenance Costs $924,296 $1,459,496 $806,736 

Annualized Capital Costs $ 38,611 $ .43,937 $ 41,602 

ANNIAL EQUIVALENT COST $962,907 $1,503,435 $923,218 
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4.5.5 Observation Continuity 

All 12 TV cameras at each station are energized 24 hours a day. 
Patrons En not aware of whether the image seen by the camera 
is being observed by a Metro Rail employee. It is therefore 
possible to achieve the crime deterrent affect without having 
an employee actually look at each camera scene 24 hours a day. The 
operating scenarios for each alternat-ive are discussed below: 

A. Multiple Camera Sequencing (Alternative 1). Witkl this 
alternative the scene from each camera is shown on the TV 
monitor only 25% of the tine. If the scenes are sequenced 
every 6 seconds, then each area being monitored would appear 
on the monitor for 6 seconds, then be off for 18 seconds. 

In the evint that a TV monitor or sequencer failed, the 
scenes -rout 4 cameras would be lost until repairS were made. 

B.. Split-Screen Projection (Alternative 2). With this 
alternative each scene from each camera is shown 100% of 

the time on one-half of the monitor screen. The images are 
therefore One-half the size of those available for observation 
using Alternative 1. In the event that a TV monitor Or splitter 
fails, then scenes from 2 cameras would be lost until repairs 
were made. 

C. Split-Screen Sequencing (Alternative 3). With this 
alternative each scene from each camera is shown one-third 
of the time. If the scenes are sequenced every 6 seconds, 
each area being monitored would appear on one-half the 
monitor for 6 seconds and then be off for 12 seconds. In the 
event that a sequencer failed, scenes from 3 cameras would be 
lost. If a splitter or mnitor failed, scenes from 6 cameras 
would be lost until repairs were made 

A potential solution for monitor failures for any of the 
alternatives would be to provide redundant- monitoring 
capability. The plan would require an additional number of 
spare monitors which would permit monitoring personnel to switch 
the images norma ily seen on the failed monitors to the spare 
monitors. Equipment which would permit this redundancy has not 

been developed at this time, but the possibility should b.e analyzed 
upon selection of the alternative. In general, the best continuity 

is provided by Alternative 2, follOwe4 by Alternatit'e 1 and then 3. 

4.5.6 TV Monitor iersonnel Workload 

Closed Circuit Television in Transit Stations addresses 
personnel, work ichédules, including the nber of TV screens 
each employee can effectively monitor. The. report concludes 

that -i-f a lot of activity were present one person could monitor 9 
screens. If there were little activity then one person could 

mOnitor up to 16 screens. In the report's discussion of constant 

1, 
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U.S. sequential monitoring modes, the constant monitoring mode is 
the preferred method. Hwever, the report does state that 
sequential monitoring would be acceptable for unusually low 
activity areas and In areas where there were extreme limitations 
on space. The numbét of employees has been adiusted for an e4Ual 
work load (see Table 4-2) for each alternative, thus the labor 
cIo.st.s reflect any variation in work load. 

4.5.7 Technical Risk 

The use of splitters (Alternatives 2 and .3) is a somewhat new 
technology for widespread corercial use and must be considered 
a greater risk than the. sequencing mode (Alternative 1). 

4.5.8 Availability 

Based on conversations with both CE. and Panasonic, splitters are 
not as cottercially available as sequencers. This limitation may 
not be a factor by the time of the procurement stage. 

4.6 

Alternative I requires the least amount. of equipment, which is 
reflected in the total equipment dollar value.. This is a direct 
result of sequencing four images onto one monitor, signifi- 
oantiv reducing the number of monitor screens required. This 
method requires 3 TV monitor screens per passenger station. 
Sequencing has a proven track record in the transit industry, 
with off-the-shelf hardware available from most vendors. 
However, due to the seqüèücing feature, periods of unobserved 
time are a characteristic of this method; the condition could 
be compensated for by providing the operator with a device to 
Stop and hold a particular scene. 

Alternative 2 is not an attracti!e alternative dUe to the intensive 
labor requirements. A total of 37 E loyees makes this plan the 
most labor intensive, because the split screen showing only 2 
images per monitor significantly increases the number of monitors 
required per station, which increases the labor force. The plan 
also has the highest equipment cost due to the increased number 
of units requirid. 

Alternative 3 has the lowest labor requirement of all three 
alternatives, due to the optimum use of a single TV Screen by 
splitting the screen and sequencing the projected images. These 
features require less mOnitoring personnel. A disadvantage is 
that combining all these .1 eatures results in a "busy" TV screen 
End could possibly result in operator monotony and fatigue. 
Equipment cost ranks second when compared to the other plans. 
This alternative has no track record and is not. conveniently 
available from vendors. 
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4.7 RECOMMENDATION 

It is récormiended that Alternative I be implemented. Although 
this plan is not the least expensive overall (ranked second), 
it is only 52 more than Alternative 3, its proven track record and 
availability makes it the best alternative. It has the least 
equipment cost of the three alternatives, and effectively 
implements the fullest potettial of a single TV screen. Once 
the final decision to have or not to have a station attendant is 
made, the final criteria for CCrV can be established. Further 
analysis at that time would determine the optimum CCTV 
configuration. 

During detailed design1 certain cémeras (scenes) may be appropriately 
sequenced in monitors while other scenes may require continual 
surveillance. Thus, a combination of Alternative 1 and the "one 
cameraone monitor" approach may be logical. Also, slow scTan 
transmission, as described in Closed tircuit Television in Transit 
Stations in Section 4.6.2 may also bi En Alternifive for cettain 
scenes (see Appendft fl. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CABLE TRANSMISSION SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

On October 26, 1982, Kaiser Engineers Corporation of California 
issued a letter of intent to enter into a contract with De 
Leuw, Cather & Company to perform certain preliminary engineer- 
ing studies and tasks associated with the Cable Transmission 
Subsystem which, will be the basic backbone communications 
subsystem which ties passenger stations to Central Control 
in the Los Angeles rapid rail line. 

Task I. of the work involved performing a cOmparative evalua- 
tion of three alternative methods of configuration for the 
cable transmission subsystem. These three alternatives were 
stipulated by Kaiser Engineers and are briefly described as 
follows: 

1. Alternative I - All voice, data and control fünc- 
tions would be connected between Central control 
and each passenger station via copper wire pairs 
without repeaters. Video signals. would utilize 
coaxial cables and repeaters where necessary. 

2. Alternative II - Voice, data, control circuits and 
video would be connected .ftOm Central Control to 
the passenger stations via coaxial cable. Either 
frequency division or time-division multiplex 
techniques could be used. The cable transmission 
Subsystem must provide for ringing, supervision 
and all signaling for the circuits carried. 

3. Alternative III - The communications signals all 
may be transmitted by light waves over optica.l 
fiber-cables with appropriate terminal eqbipment 
and repeaters. 

The factors to be considered in the evaluation were specified 
to be: 

1. Cost Factors 

a. Capital Costs 
b. Operating Costs 
c. Maintenance Costs 

2. QUantitative Factors 

a. Technical Risk 
b. Hardware Availability 
c. Relevant Judgemental Factors 
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Task II of the work involved preparation of detailed subs:ystem 
description, preliminary specif;iôations and drawings, and 
definition of interfaces. 

The following material pertains to the evaluation of the 
alternative subsystems. 

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Figure 1 is a composite of the system which has been construct- 
ed from information contained in the scope of services 
pertaining to the number of circuits for each terminal loca- 
tion, from the recommended alignment drawings dated 9-16-82., 
and from Kaiser supplied Figure 5l entitled "Cable Align- 
ment." 

5.2.1 Alternative *1 

Alternative 1 utilizes dedicated clopper pairs for each tele- 
phone, voice or data circuit between the central control 
facility and each terminal location. In addition, each 
passenger stat ion is equipped to transmit a minimum of four 
video signals to the central control facility at which loca- 
tion certain areas of each passenger station will be 
monitored on closed circuit television (CCTV) monitors. 

This alternative contains only CTS cabling between Central 
Control and the terminal points. It does not include any 
cabling between. P.BX or other subsystems a.nd the CTS, nor does 
it include station circUits at the terminal locations. 

Most PABX equipment can tolerate a loop resistance of 1,200 
to 1,500 ohns where subscriber equipment is connected directly 
by copper wire pairs. The PABX to be used in the Los Angeles 
RTD system is not yet specified.. Therefore, a loop resistance 
of 1,500 will be assumed. 

The loop resistance is a function of the wire. guage and the 
temperature, and is the sum of the tesistance. of both conduc- 
tors for the length of the circuit. Telephone cable with 
large pair counts can be obtained in standard wire gauges, AWG 
26, AWG 24, AWC 22 and AWG 19. Where circuits must be extended 
for great distances, economics dictate that the smallest wire 
gauge that can satisfy the requirements be used. Because of 
the environment which exists along a rapid transit wayside, 
wire gauges smaller than AWG 22: are not considered adequate. 

Because the cost of copper cable increases rapidly with 
increases in wire gauge, devices have been developed which 
effectively increase the loop resistance that can be handled 
by a PABX or central office. Such devices are called long 
line adaptors or loop extenders. These devices are used to 
overcome the resistance to direct current flow. 
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In voice circUits, there are other losses that must be con- 
sidered. One of these is the audio attenuation in the cable. 
telephone circuits are considered to have a band pass ranging 
between 180 Hz and 4,000 Hz.. Between the conductors of a pair 
of wires in a xnulticondUctor cable., there exists mutual capaci- 
tance. Techniques of cable construction have been developed 
such that the capacitance is minimized and is approximately 
0.083 microfarads per mile. However, in every long circuit, 
there is sufficient capacity be.tween conductors to cause 
nonlinear attenuation of a complex voice signal. Higher 
frequencies in the voice sIgnal are attenuated at a higher 
rate than are the lower frequencies. 

The least expensive method of treating a cable to improve its 
frequency response is to load the cable with luntped induc- 
tance for ea.ch pair at periodic intervals. One standard 
loading scheme allows the addition of 88 mh coils at intervals 
of 6,000 fet +0%, -6%. This treatment results in a fairly 
flat response between 200 Hz and 3,200 Hz with a cutoff frequency 
of about 3,600 Hz. Each added coil will increase the loop 
resistance by about 8.5 ohms. For this study, 13-88 loading 
will be considered. When AWG #19 or AWG *22 wire is used, 
the maximum length of a telephone circui without loading is 
18,000 feet. 

Finally, even with loop eAtenders and loading on the cables, 
sOme circUits in the RTD starter line are of sufficient 
length to require amplifiers to overcome the effects of 
overall signal attenuation. 

If we assume that the conduits from the guideway to the 
cOmmunications equipment areas are to be standard 4' pipes, 
the maximum size cable that can be put into the cableway for 
the cable transmission subsystem can .have a diameter of not 
mote than 2.5 inches for 40% fill of the conduit. 

AWG *19 communications cable suitable for direct burial or 
duct installation can be procured in pair counts of Up to 300 
pairs with the diameter less than 2.5 inches. A standard 
reel length is 1,000 feet for this pair count. 

AWG *22 communications cable suitable for direct burial or 
duct installatioi) can be procured in pair coUnts of up to 600 
pair coUnt is 1000 feet.. 

Cables with smaller pair counts in both gauges can be procured 
in longer reel lengths. Jumbo reels that hold 6,000 feet can 
be obtained in either gauge itt a 75 .pair count. 

The cables which make up the various circuits for Alterna- 
tive 1 in this study will utilize AWG *22, where possible, to 
reduce the cost. Composite cables utilizing lengths of *22 
and *19 gauge wire have been calculated to produce loop 
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resistances which can be used with the loop extenders and 
loading plans. 

For each cable! where entrance is made to a passenger station 
to drop circuits, all circuits which terminate at the station 
will, be. wired to protector blocks. Through-circuits will be 
wired to standard terminals and jUmpered through to continue 
to the next station. All circuits at Central Control will be 
terminated on protector blocks. 

The material immediately following will describe each of. the 
separate circuits which make up the Cable Transmission Sub- 
system in Alternative I. Each circuit is accompanied by a 
figure showing the terminal points, distances and circuit 
requirements. 

5.2.1.1 Circuit *1 - Central Control to Main Yard 

This circuit provides for 400 telephone subscriber circuits. 
and ten voice grade circuits for other purposes between 
Central Control and the Yard. The 10 percent spare require- 
ment raises te total pair count requirement to 450 pairs. 

Two separate cables will be installed for the primary cir- 
cuits.. One cable of *22. AWG gauge wire will contain 300 
pairs, and the second cable of *22 AWG gauge wire will contain 
150 pairs. 

No loading, long line adaptors or other special treatment is 
required on any of the pairs in thIs circuit. 

The redundant citu.cit will be identical to the primary 
circuit. 

5.2.1.2 Circuit *2 - Central Control to Seventh & Flower 

This cable circuit. provides for 209 voice grade circuits to 
be dropped at Union Station, Civic Center, Fifth & Hill and 
Seventh and Flower stations. Requirements for each station 
are as shown on Figure 3. A 300 pair, *22 AWG cable will be 
installed between Central Control and Union Station. Leaving 
Union Station, a 200 pair *22 cable will continue to the 
Civic Center Station. Between Civic Center and Fifth and 
Hill, a 150 pair *22 AWG cable will be installed. Seventy- 
five pairs of *22 wire will be required between Fifth and 
Hill and Seventh and Flower. 

The cables require no loading, long line adaptors or special 
conditionaing. Because of reel length restrictions, splices 
will be required. 
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5.2.1.3 Circuit *3 - Central Control to La Brea 

The distance for each of the drop points on this circuit is 
greater than can be handled with an unloaded circuit. However, 
with proper selection of cable site and splice points, the 
loop resistance, including the loading coil resistance, can 
be held to .11.500 ohms. The PAfl can work with this loop 
resistance without long line adaptors or amplifiers. 

Fpr this circuit, #22 AWG gauge. is used between Central and 
Western. Between Western and La Brea, approximately 5,000 
feet of #22 will be installed, and approkimately 6,000 feet 
of #19 cable will be used. With this arrangement, the total 
loop resistance to the farthest point will be very' close to 
1,500 ohms. 

A 300 pair cable will be 
and the Alvarado station, 
Vermont. Between Verynont 
be required, and a 150 pa 
between Normandie and Wes 
between Western and La Br 

installed between Central Control 
and also between Alvarado and 
and Nornandie., only 200 pairS will 

ir cable can satisfy the needs 
tern. The composite *22/19 cable 
ea need only be 75 pairs.. 

5.2.1.4 Circuit #4 -. Central Control to Studio City 

This circuit is a total of 
AWG would result in a total 
not including loading coils 
total', loop resistance minus 
1,500 ohm capability of the 
be necessary to use long li 
provide the capacity for th 
3,500 ohms total loop resis 
loading points.. Each coil 
The. total loaded loop resis 
will be 3,479 ohms which is 
extenders. Voice frequency 

. 

92.839 kilofeet. A cable of *22 
loop resistance of 3,360 ohms 
Even with #19 AWG wire, the 

loading coils would exceed the 
PABX equipment. Thus! it will 

ne adaptor teóhnigues which will 
e PABX to work with as much as 
tance. The cable will require 14 
will add 8.5 ohms of resistance.. 
tance for the farthest circuit 
within the capacity of the loop 
amplifiers will also be required. 

A 300 pair cabld will be required between Central Control 
and Fairfax, extending on to the Beverly station. Between 
Beverly and Santa Monica, a 200 pair cable will be required. 
Between Santa Monica and Studio City, a 75 pair cable can 
satisfy all requirements. 

5.2.1.5 Circuit *5 - Central Control to the North Yard 

This circuit is a total of 109.05 kilofeet. It will require 
loading at 17 points with H-88 loading coils. Therefore, 
the total wire resistance which can be tolerated while 
remaining within the 3,500 ohm capability of the loop extenders 
would be 3,356 ohms. The circuit must be a mixtUre of *22 
and. *19 AWG wire. The most economic arrangement utilizes 
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76,080 feet of *22 gauge wire, and 28,504 feet of *19 wire to 
reach the North Hollywood station. This much of the circuit 
will require 209 pairs in the cable. From the North Hollywood 
Station to the North Yard, a 150 pair cable of #19 AWG gauge 
will be required. Voice frequency amplifiers will be required. 

5.2.1.6 Video Transmission - Alternatives 1 and 2 

By agreement, the video transmission techniques and elements 
re established as being the same for the wireline subsystem 

-Alternative 1 - and the coaxial cable subsystem - Alterna- 
tive 2. 

The video circuits discussed in this and succeeding paragraphs 
in Section 5.2 are applicable to Alternative 2 as well as 
Alternative 1. 

Because of the noise enviroñmeñt inherent in electrical rail. 
transit., frequency modulation techniques have been selected 
for this alternative subsystem study. Despite the require- 
ment for additional bandwidth when FM is used rather than the 
Vestigial Sideband AM modulation technique normally employed 
in CATV systems, the 10 dB signal to noise ratio improvement 
over All modulation in the sane carrier-to-noise enviornment is 
sufficient to warrant utilizing FM modulation. In addition, 
FM systems display a very high immunity to impulse noise 
because of the inherent discrimination against AM signals. 

The choice of cable size vi). materially affect the overall 
subsystem costs. CATEL applications engineers have stated that 
the twenty-mile starter line can be operated with a coaxial 
cable of 1/2 diameter. While this will result in a greater 
number of trunk amplifiers, the larger diameter cables would 
increase the total cost were they to be used. There are, 
however, Some practical limits on the number of amplifiers 
which can be cascaded on a common circuit.. 

L. 

In the Los Angeles CTS subsystem, trunk amplifiers must be 
placed where they can be serviced. This will mean installa- 
tion of amplifiers in the cross passages in the subway areas, 
and these cross passages will occur every 600 feet along the 
rail system. Getting out of the cable tray and into the cross 
passage will involve cable length :.in addition to the normal 
linear run length. If we asslume that each trunk amplifier 
installation will add 50 feet to the cable length, and that 
each pair of connectors will add 1 dB of loss, the 400 MHz 
loss of a 1/2 inch cable will dictate that amplifiers be 
located every 1,200 feet (every other cross passage). 
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The subsystem will be designed for a 27 dB loss maximum in 
each span to the extent that thIs possible with the cross 
passage spacing of the rail system. The higher frequency 
carrier assignments will be allocated to stations closest to 
Central Control. In this manner, as the cable gets farther 
from Centrol Control,, the modulator frequencies will continue 
to deörease.. Since Cable losses a;e calculated on the basis 
of the highest frequency in use, greater spacing may be 
possible between amplifiers in thi sections of cable where 
the frequencies are lower than 400 MHz. 

Video will be transmitted within the 50 to 400 MHz. band with 
video channels on 14 MHz spacings. Within this band, 25 
video channels can be multiplexed on a single cable via 
freqenc'-division techniques. 

Because the attenuation of the video signals is greater at 
the higher radio frequencies, it will be necessary to intro- 
duce equalizers at each amplifier location. These devices 
serve to equalize the signal levels across the total spectrum 
prior to introducing the signals into the trunk artplifiers. 
Thus, the amplified sIgnals enter the cable following each 
amplifIer at equal levels. 

Figure 7 shows a typical station arrangement for CCTV. Video 
front each camera (or sequencer, if employed) is fed into an FM 
modulator. Each modulator operates on a different RF frequency. 
The signals. are combined in a "splitter" network, and are 
introduced into the cable via a dirctional coupler where they 
join signals from passenger stations more distant from Central 
Control and share the same cable path. 

Figure 8 shows a typical section of coaxial cable passing 
through several passenger stations.. Figure 9 depicts a 
typical setup for receiving and demodulating video signals 
from a passenger station. 

Redundancy in the CGTV transmission facility will be through 
an arrangement where two separate cables are fed from the 
same source material toward the terminal point. At the 
terminal point.., the carriers on each cable will be monitored. 
Loss of any single carrier should result in an alarm condi- 
tion. Loss of all carriers on a cable should cause an alarm 
condition and switch all service to the redundant cable. 

The redundant cable will be monitored in the same manner as 
the main cable. Should a failure occur in the redundant 
cable while the main is in use, an alarm should be sounded, 
and switching to the failed facility should be inhibited. 

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the cable circuits and typical 
frequency plans for the inbound video service. 
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5.2.2 Alternative *2 - Coaxial Cable for Voice/Telephone/Data 

For Alternative 2, the video transmission syster will be 
identical to that shown for Alternative 1. 

For voice circuits, Pulse Coded Modulation of the FM carriers 
will be used rather than frequency-division multiplexing. 
With hardware that is available tOday, PCM will likely be 
somewhate less expensive, and will provide the added benefit 
of increasing the immunity of the voice and data to the noise 
ehvironment. prevalent along electrified railway. PCM 
ntdulation on FM carrier equipment should provide extremely. 
good immunity from noise. 

VIDAR has successfully used a 12-port multiplexer which it 
offers as an off-the-shelf hardware item to combine three T-2 
carriers at 6.:3 Mbps into a 19 Mbps bit Stream to transmit 
288 voice channels over one 1.6 MBz. wide carrier channel.. 

There is a requirement to transmit 979 voice channels from 
Central Control toward the North Yard. By utilizing a scheme 
in which up to 288 channels may be mUltiplexed on a single 
carrier, the number of carrier frequencies needed is reduced. 

Figure 13 is a simplified schematic of the outbound cable for 
coaxial voice and data subsystem. In this scheme, the same 
radio frequency channel is monitored at several suceeding 
stations. At each location, the 12-port multiplexer dèmod- 
ulates the bit stream and feeds the time-division multiplexed 
signals to the appropriate T-1 carrier terminals. By employ- 
ing this scheme, only the four lower frequency channels are 
used on the outbound cable. This allows trunk amplifier 
spacing to be maximum and reduces the costs. 

r 

Figure 14 is a simplified schematic showing the arrangement 
for connecting T-1 carrier terminals at Central Control into 
the. 12-port multiplexer for transmission on the coaxial 
cable. Figure 15 shows the station arrangement for detnodu- 
lation. 

Figure 16 is a simplifIed schematic of the inbound cable for 
coaxial voice and data. In this scheme, each passenger 
station is assigned its own carrier channel. As was done in 
the CATV cable, the coaxial cable enters each passenger 
station where that station's carriet is injected into the 
cable via a directioal coupler. At Central Control., carriers 
are separated by frequency division multiplex techniques, and 
each carrier is demodulated via a 12 pott. multiplexer which, 
in turn, feeds its assigned T-1 carrier units. 
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Redundancy in this scheme is achieved in the same manner as 
in the CCTV coaxial cable scheme. The data will be fed into 
both the primary and the redundant cable for both the inbound 
and outbound cable paths. At the receiving end, the carriers 
will be monitored, and loss of the carriers will cause a 
switch to the redundant cable. 

5.2.) Alternative 3 - Fiber Optics 

AS described in the Scope of Services, Alternative 3 will 
utilize a pair of fibers for each voice link between Central 
Control and a terminal point. In addition, one fiber will be 
required between each passenger station and Central Control 
for each television circuit. As a minimum, then, six fibers 
are required for each passenger station, with seven being the' 
minimum required for three of the stations. A pair of fibers 
will satisfy the requirements for the Main Yard and the North 
Yard. 

For the purpose of this study, we will assume a cable with 
high quality, graded index, fiber having losses of not more 
than 3.5 dB per kilometer due to attenuètion. Repeater 
spacing will be about. .10 kilometers (see design assumptions 
5.4.1). 

IT-T reports that it has supplied fiber cables with up to 35 
fibers for its customers. A single cable to carry all of the 
circUits in the first link of the rail starter line would 
require 89 fibers between Central Control and Union Station. 
Because there is a lack of information concerning the tensile 
strength and pulling problems with a cable of almost 90 fibers, 
this study will be based on cables with a maximum of 38 fibers. 

a: 

Full motion television can be transmitted at a 6.3 Mbp.s rate 
(T-2 carrier with 96 channel capacity). The equipment to 
allow this is designed to interleave television and voice 
signals into a common bit stream, and it is quite expensive. 
Since the fiber optic alternative described in the Scope of 
Services stipulates a separate fiber for each television 
signal, this study will utilize the T-3 carrier television 
enceder and transmission rate of 44.7 P1bps. 

Voice signals will be transmitted at the standard T-2 rate 
for 96 channels - 6.3 Mbps - over a separate pair of fibers. 
One fiber will carry the outbound signals, and the second 
fiber will carry the inbound signals. 

Figures 17, 18 and 19 show the cable arrangements for each of 
the fiber optics circuits. Because fiber óables are made- 
to-order, each leg of the circuit contains only those fibers 
which are required for stations beyond. 
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5.3 APPLICATION HISTORY 

Of the three technologies involved in the three alternatives 
under study, the utilization of wire pairs - Alternative 1 -is 
the oldest and most mature. Largely because of the Bell 
Telephone System, the standards for telephone performance are 
such that all of the hardware required for the first alterna- 
ti9e is available from a large number of suppliers.. However, 
circuits of thelength required in the RTD starter line are 
generally avoided because of noise problems. 

CATV techniques hich are recommended for the video transmis- 
sion in. both Alternatives I and 2, and far the voice, data and 
control circuits in the second alternative art quite mature, 
and video modulators, trunk amplifiers, combining circuits and 
directional couplers are available from a number of suppliers. 
The number of sources for FM modulators and demodulators is not 
as numerous as for M hardware. 
The Pulse Coded Modulation equipment Which is used to translate 
the voice, data and control signals from an analog signal to a 
binary bitstream is avaible IrS a number of telephone equip- 
ment manufacturers. Perhaps as many as 200,000 T-1 carrier 
systems are in use in interexchange service for trunking in 
telephone systems in this cou.ntry alone. 

It has only been within the last. year or so that fiber optics 
systems have begun to be designed and installed in system 
applications which are not, to some degree, experimental. 
Prior to that time, most of the system, applications were 
largely expeimental or test applications between telephone 
exchanges in this county. The crowded conditions of many 
existing cable ducts within metropolitan areas makes the small 
fiber cable size and the inherent very wide bandwidth of the 
fibers extremely attract.ifl for telephone service expansion 
and for cable replacement. 

Fiber optic. technology is maturing rapidly, and standard 
hardware is now available from a number of manufacturers. 
There are several sources for the type of hardware postulated 
in Alternative 3. 

By the time when a cTS subsystem might be specified, procured 
and installed, lasers and photodlodes will be available which 
operate in the longer wavelength region of 1.3 micrometers 
will be as readil.y available as those now available for opera- 
tion in the 0.850 micrometer wavelength. 
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5.4 METHODOLOGY 

The methodology which led to the development of the individual 
subsystem configurations which were studied as Alternatives 
1, 2, and .3 in this report is largely explained in the 
portions of this report which describe the three basic 
configurations. There are, however, some assumptions which 
were made, and some calculations to support the basic study 
designs which will be presented here. 

5,4.1 Des.iQn. Assumptions 

1. The PABX equipment will handle a loop resistance of 
1,500 ohms for a subscriber line. 

2. The maximum temperature in a ductline or cableway will 
not exceed 50 degrees Celsius or 122 degrees Farenheit. 

3. The resistivity of annealed copper is 10.371 ohms for 
one foot of wire having an area of one circular Ml. 

4. Each. station entrance adds 100 feet to the cable length. 
Each station exit adds 100 feet to the cable length. 

5. Telephone circuits will be two-wire. 

6. Emergency telephones are to be located at cross passages 
at intervals of 600 feet. At each cross passage, two 
telephones will be located. Each phone will be a part 
of a separate system. These two telephones will constitute 
the redundancy for emergency telephones along the 
guideway. 

L Emlergency telephones within the passenger station are 
inclüdedin the 24 telephone channels stipulated for 
each passenger station. 

8. Emergency telephone circuits will be fully supervised 
by equipment which is a part of the émetgèncy telephone 
subsystem, and any such supervisory signals inherent in 
the subsystem can be used to switch TS circuits upon 
failure. 

9. n'rs circuits will be four-wire because of the full- 
duplex requirement.. DTS equipment will be self-supervis- 
ing with automatic switchover. 

10. Redundancy with automatic switchover for the Radio and 
P.A. conttol will require that those circuits be f our- 
wi re. 
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11.. Complete redundancy, as stipulated in 3.12.1.E of the 
Design Criteria implies that there will be redundant, 
physically separated cable facilities connecting 
Central Control to the passenger stations and to the 
yard areas. 

.12. Within each separate cable facility certain channels 
will, have independent redundancy at the channel level. 

13. Each cable should have a minimum 10% spare pairs tenninated 
at each location. 

14. Cables with standard pair counts will be used. MG *22 
wire cable can be procured in pair counts' of 6, 12., 18, 
25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 and 609 pairs. AWG 
*19 wire caAle is not put up in the 600 pair configura- 
tion, but can be obtained in the other pair counts as 
shown for AWG *22. 

15. Video Frequency Modulation has a 7.4 dB advantage in 
signal-to-noise over Vestigial Sideband Amplitude Modulation 
when standard to five tines the number of cascaded 
amplifiers in a trunk cable over that possible with All. 

(See "A Frequency Modulation System for Cable Trans- 
mission of. Video or Other Wideband Signals,," Court, 
Patrick P. 3., et al, April 1720, 1977.) 

16.. High quality, graded index, fibers will be used, and 
these can be procured cabled in lengths up to one mile 
without splices. 

5.4.2 Calculations 

Repeater spacing in the fiber optics' subsystem configuration 
is based on the following: 

Type of Light Source: Injection Laser 850 run - 
5mw = 7 dBin 

Coupling Loss into Fiber: 3 dB per source 
connector Loss: 1 dB 
Splice Losses: 0.25 dB splice {Assume 1 

mile = 0.1551km) 

Type of Detector: 
Required Bit Error Rate: 
Required Receive Power: 
Sy. tern Margin for Aging: 
Allowable Link Loss 
Cable Attenuation: 
Link Attenuation Limit: 

Avalanche Photo Diode 
45 Mbps 
-53 dEn 
10dB 
39 dB 
3.5 dB/km 
39/(3.5 + .155) = 10.67 kit 

The system bandwidth for the fiber optics link is a function 
of the link rise tite, and has been calculated using the 
following parameters: 
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COMPONENT RISETIME RISETIME2 

Light Sourôe 1.5 ns 2.25 ns 
Fiber Dispersion 5.0 ns 25.0 ns2 
Receiver 3.0 ns 9.0 ns 

SUM OF SQUARES 36.26 ns2 

Link Rise Time = 1.1 (sum of squares)112 6.2 ns 

System Bandwidth = .35 
56.4 MHz 

6.2 X 
5.5 RESULTS 

5.5.1 Capital Costs 

The capital costs for the three alternative CTS subsystem 
concepts were developed on the basis of the cost estimate 
sheets contained in Appendix iii. Copper wire costs were 
obtained from Okonite for the part numbers shown, and are 
current quotations. Similarly, many of the hardware items 
were priãed on the basis of telephone quotations for specific 
items. Coaxial cable costs were based on 1981 catalogue 
price lists which were escalated 15 percent. Where necessary, 
other catalogue prices were escalated to reflect more nearly 
current pricing. 

All of the costs contained in this analysis were developed 
on the basis of preliminary configurations of hardware 
items. As suôh, they are quite suitable for comparison 
purposes. Detailed engineering of the various alternatives 
would almost certainly result in somewhat higher costs for 
each, but would not result in reversal of the relative 
positions of each of the alternatives.. 

5.5.1.1 Alternative 1 Cost Sununary 

Circuit #1 - Witeline Voice 
Central Control to Main Yard 67,371 

Circuit 12 - Wireline Voice 
Central Control to Seventh a Flower 67,362 

Circuit 13 - Wireline Voice 
Central Control to La Brea 325,909 

Circuit. 14 - Wireline Voice 
Central Control to Studio City 512,918 

Circuit $5 - Wireline Voice 
Central Control to North Yard 612,829 

TOTAL WIRELINE 1,586,389 
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Video Ciróuit *1 
Central Control to Aviarado 246,907 

Video Circuit t2 
Central Control to Beverly 408,101 

Video Circuit $3 
Central Control to North Hollywood 506,982 

TOTAL VIDEO 

Redundant Wireline 1,586,389 

Redundant Video 784 ,3.94 

TOTAL COSTS - ALTERNATIVE $1 

5.5.1.2 Alternative *2 Cost Summary 

Outbound Coaxial Voice Cable 476, 578 

Inbound Coaxial Voice Cable .518,636 

Central Control RF Hardware 68,753 

PCM Multiplexers & T-1 Car.tier 1,392,288 

COAXIAL VOICE CABLE 

Video Circuits 

Redundant Coaxial Voice 

Redundant Video Cable 

TOTAL ALTERNATIVE $2 

5.5.1.3 Alternative *3 Cost Sunmtary 

Circuit $1 
Fiber' Cable Installed 181,547 

Circuit $2 
Fiber Cable, Installed 891,586 

Circuit *3 
Fiber Cable Installed 676,029 

Circuit $4 
Fiber Cable installed 21,081 

TOTAL FIBER CABLE COST 
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1,161 ,990 

5,119,162 

2,456,255 

1,161,990 

920,913 

784 ,394 

5,322,552 

1,770,243 



Voice Circuit Optical Hardware 201,267 

Voice Digital Carrier Hardware 1,104,795 

CCtV Optical Hardware 2,398,704 

TOTAL HARDWARE COSTS 

Redundant Fiber Cable Circuits 1,770,243 

TOTAL ALTERNAtIVE *3 COSTS 

5.5.2 Operating Costs 

.5,273,74 2 

7,043,985 

Operating costs pert ining to the overall communications 
system have been defined elsewhere by Kaiser Engineers as 
consisting of: 

a. Labor for Operators 
b. Off-hour surveillance labor 
c. Energy 

5.3.2.. 1 Labor Costs 

The CTS subsystem will be. operating 365 days a year, 24-hours 
per day. The choice of subsystem type is not likely to effect 
the quantity or quality of the operators. Thus, all three 
subsystem configurations are clonsidered to be equal in terms 
of operating labor requirements. 

Similarly, there appears to be no requirement for a different 
amount of off-hour surveillance for either of the alternatives 
considered. All of the systems will be equipped with failure 
alarms. 

5.5.2.2 Energy Costs 

At this prelimihary level of engineering, estimates of power 
consumption for each alternative subsystem would only represent 
the roughest order of energy requirements for one subsystem as 
opposed to another. The CtrV ttansmission subsystems are 
precisçly the same for Alternatives 1 and 2, and the require- 
ments foi transmission of information in one alternative 
sUbsystem do not change from those of the Others. 

For purposes of this study, we consider the. energy require- 
nents equal for all three alternatives. 

5.5.3 Maintenance Costs 

Based on historical information relative to the maintenance of 
small public telephone systems, it is estimated that the annual 
costs for maintaining the Subtystem configured as Alternative 
$1 would equal approximately .3.4 percent of the capital cost.. 
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Recognizing that a significant amount of: the hardware require- 
ments in Alternative #1 are met by the PABX equipment, it is 
estimated that the maintenance for Alternatives 2 and 3 would 
likely be at least 30% greater than for Pdternative 1. 

Utilizing these factors as a basis for estimating the mainte- 
nance and spare part.s costs for the three alternatives, the 
costs art as follows: 

Alternative *3. 

Alternative $2 

Alternative #3 

5.5,4 ANNUAL EQUIVALENT COSTS 

174,052 per year 

235,257 per year 

311,344 per year 

The annual equivalent costs for the three alternative subsys- 
tens are those capital costs for subsystem acquisition annu- 
alized over the system lifetime at some time value fot the 
capital dollars plus annual operating and annual maintenance 
costs.. 

For purposes of this analysis the system lifetimes are consid- 
ere.d to be a period of 32 years, and the tire value for the 
investment is considered 12% annually. 

5.5.4.1 Annualized Capital Costa 

Annualized capital costs have been defined by Kaiser Engineers 
as follows: 

'l + ACC = Capital Costs x 1, 

(1 + n 
- 1 

Wh!re i = interest rate 
n subsystem lifetime 

For the parameters previously cited concerning lifetime and 
annual percentage rate for money, this formula yields the 
following zultiplier: 

n 
ACC = Capital Costs x 

.S&S 
= 0.123280 

(1+ 0.12) - .1. 

The annualized capital costs for each of the three alterna- 
tives are as follows: 

Alternative *1 5,119,162 x 0.123280 = $631,090 

Alternative *2 5,323,552 x 0.123280 = $656,287 

Alternative #3 7,0.43,522 x 0.123280 = $868,325 
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5.5.4.2 Relative Standings of Alternatives 

The relative standings of the alternatives based on cost 
factors can be found by adding the annualized capital costs 
for eaóh alternative to the annual operating and maintenance 
costs. Since the operating costs are considered equal for all 
alternatives, the annual equivalent costs for the three alterna- 
tives are: 

Alternative *1 631,090 + 174,052 = $ 805,142 

Alternative *2 621,945 + 235,257 = $ 891,544 

Alternative *3 868,325 + 311,344 = $1,179,669 

5.5.5 RELIABILITY 

This alternative study has been based on very preliminary 
engineering. Therefore, there will be no attempt to assess 
the reliabilities of the subsystem configurations in a quanti- 
tative manner.. 

From a relative standpoint, Alternative *1 utjlizes very 
mature technology, and hardware to implement that. configu- 
ration is highly standardized and has been in use for a very 
loflg time. Based on these facts, it would appear that Alterna- 
tifl $1 should experience fewer failures per unit time that 

4$ could be expected iii Alternatives 2 and 3 

Since Alternatives 2 and 3 both util-ize digital carrier tech- 
niques to transmit the voice signals, much of the hardware for 
this purpose is commOn to both Eubsystems. It does not appear 
that either of these two alternative subsystems has a relia- 
bility advantage over the other. 

. 

5.5.6 TECHNICAL RISK 

5.5.6..l Alternative *1 

The teähnology involved in lterntive *1 is that of the 
telephone industry. As such, it is very mature, and little 
technical risk would be involved provided that the subsystem 
were within normal operating limits for the technology. 

Many of the circuits in the Alternative *1 configuration are 
sufficiently long to réguire Specialized treatment of the 
telephone pairs that make up the circuits.. The Scope of 
Serv.ices which Sets forth, the various subsystem alternative 
stipulated that the circuits utilize no repeaters.. All of the 
circuits beyond LaBrea will require voice frequency amplifiers 
or repeaters. 
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In the environment which will exist along the electrified 
rapi.d rail system, Alternative *1 involves technical risks in 
that the voice circuits which extend beyond the LaBrea station 
are likely to be very noisy. The amplifiers necessary to make 
the circuits workable will also amplify any induced noise. 

Certainly expansion beyond the North Yard location would 
worsen this problem, and there are finite limits beyond which 
a subsystem configured as Alternative *1 will not work. 

5.5.6.2 Alternative $2 

The technology involved in Alternative 2 is basically that of 
the GATV industry. Hundreds of systems with thousands of 
miles of trunks are in daily operation. The majority of these 
systems utilize Vestigial Sidb.and AN modulation, because the 
narrower bandwidth requirements will allow a larger number of 
channels to be transmitted on a single cable. The noise 
environment inherent in electrified rapid rail transit is such 
that there is a high risk of inducing hum and noise impulse.s 
into a trunk cable which utilizes AN modulation techniques. 
The FM modulators utilized in this Alternative should provide 
a large Theasure of protection against noise. The reduced 
bandwidth capabilities when FM. is used will limit the number 
of channels on a common cable to less than that available with 
AM. However, utilizing separate cables for voice and video 
will provide a measure. of protection from interference to the 
videofrom diäital signals in the voice SyStem. 

The hardware necessary to implement Alternative $2 is readily 
available, although theere are not so many suppliers of the FM 
modulators as there are of the AM modulator eqUipment. 

5.5.6.3 Alternative *3 

The technology involved in Alternative *3 is relatively new.. 

However, the techniques for transmitting both voice and video 
information over fiber cables are quite mature in term s of 
multiplexing techniques. Developmental work has continued in 
the manufacture of glass fibers, and in improving the trans- 
mitting and receiving equipment.. Manufacturers are now deliver- 
ing trAnsmitters and receivers which operate in the 1.2 to 1.3 
micrometer region at which today!s glass fibers have a very 
low attenuation rate. 

Telephone companies in this country and abroad are now begin- 
ning to construct new interexchange trunking facilities utiliz- 
ing fIber optics. In locations where wireline duct capacity 
has limited growth., wire pairs are being replaced with fibers 
which vastly increase the bandwidth and consequently the 
number of voice circuits which can be handled in the physical 
space occupied by the cables. 
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By the time that the CTS subsystem is constructed for the Rfl 
starter tine, the technical risks associatd with a relatively 
new technology will have been minimized. 

5.5.7 AVAILABILITY 

5.5.7.1 Alternative 1 

Hardware. with which to construct a subsystem such as described 
in this alternative is readily available from numerous manu- 
facturers and suppliers of eqüipnient to the telephone industry. 
The equipment is generally very standardized because most 
telephone companies specify that hardware be compatible with 
and meet the Bell System Standards. 

5.5.7.2 Alternative *2 

Hardware to construct a CATV distribution system is readily 
available train a number of sources. All CATV Sources have AM 
modulatori available.. Not every suppli.et can provide the FM 
modulators specified for Alternative *2. 

5.5.7.3 Alternative *3 

Hardware to cOnstruct a fiber optics subsystem is available 
from several manufacturers. Not only is the number of manufac- 
turers of fiber optics hardware more limited than Alternative 
1, not every item utilized in Alternative *3 as pecified 
herein is available from every manufacturer. However, there 
are sufficient sources to assure that competitive procurement 
can be undertaken. 

5.6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The circuits in Alternative *1 are stretched to the maximun 
for direct operation from a PABX. On the longer runs, amplifiers 
will be required enroute, and any noise accumulated between 
Central Control and the terminal points will be amplified 
along with the voice signals. Because of the Electromagnetic 
Interference (EMI) associated with signal and communications 
circuits along an electrified railway, Alternative *1 is not 
recommended for further consideration. 

Alternative *2 is a feasible approach to the Cable Transmission 
Subsystem design for the RTD starter system. There are some 
limiting considerations. The basic design which was considered 
in this study uses a 1/2 inch coaxial cable. Were the basic 
starter line to be lengthened, or if longer rail segments are 
later constructed, a larger copaxial cable would be required. 
Increasing the diameter of the coaxial cable with a RULON low 
smoke jacket from 1/2 inch to 7/8 inch would increase the 
cable cost per foot from 2.02 to about 5.00. While not all of 
this would be increased costs for the System - the lower 

. 
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attenuation would mean fewer trunk amplIfiers - the costs for 
a Cfl subsystem along a longer transit line Would be more 
expensive on a per mile basis than the optimum system discuss- a ad in this report. it is not possible to continue adding CCTV W trunk amplifiers without. limit to meet the requirements of 
longer circuits. As thp rail segments get longer, the costs 
per mile for CATV techniques are going to more nearly approach 
those for the third alternative. 
Alternative $3 is a feasible approach to the Cable Transmis- 
sion Subsystem. From a noise environment standpoint, the 
fibers themselves are immune to the typeS of flU normally 
associated with cable systems along an electrified railwayo 
However, the transmitters and receivers associated with the 
optical system are not designed to be specifically immune to 
the effects of induced or impulse noise. ITT recommends that 
these devices be installed in shielded enclosures when systems 
are operated in heavy flit environments. 

High speed operation on fiber cables generally requires that a 
laser diode be used a a light source. Laser diodes are 
somewhat more pure in spectral output than are the Light Emit- 
ting Diodes (.LEDS), and the pulse stretching that occurs with 
broader spectrum light sources is minimized when lasers are 
used. Lasers, however, must be cooled, and lifetimes are 
quoted on the basis of accelerated tests at which the laser 
diodes have been operated at higher than recommended tempera- 
tures. On the basis of accelerated testes, lifetimes of 
100,000 hours are projected.. 
5.6.1 Recomniendation 

Alternative *3 is recommended for implementation because it 
will provide the greatest flexibility for growth and change 
within the CTS subsystem.. . Were a rail system longer than the 
RTD starter line considered for Alternative *2, larger cable 
would be required, and Alternative *2 Annual EqUaivalent 
Costs would more nearly equal those for Alternative *3. 

Oncle the fiber cables have been installed along the starter 
line, they will represent a fixed facility which cannot 
readily be discarded. As such, it might be difficUlt to 
retrofit the starter line should a new and dramatic break- 
through in fiber technology occur within the lifetime of tIhe 
system. However, on the basis of the known requirements, 
there Should be no reason to consider replacement of the 
fibers during the system lifetime. 
Future rail extensions will not be bound by existing fiber 
optics hardware and fiber technology. Iiproved transmitter/- 
receiver and fiber technology can be utilized on each new rail 
segment when the crs for that segment is designed. 
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It is recomfflended that the fiber optics approach be pursued, 
but. that the design incorporate available hardware and tech- 
niques which can promise to reduce the acquisition cost. The 
as system need not necessarily employ a dedicated fiber for 
every function at every terminal. Utilizing existing techno- 
logy, the ntthiber of fibers in the cables can be reduced. This 
would materially reduce the cost for this alternative sub- 
system. 

C 
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. APPENDIX B 

LIST OF SOLYRCES 

Kaiser Engineers contacted various vendors, users, and associates in the 
process of the communications system alternatives analyses. This appendix 
details the organization or company and1 Where applicable, the person 
contacted. 

VENDORS 

Radio Service: 

General Electric Company, Mobile RAdio Coinications Division: 
Bank WilliAms, Glen Gelineau, Jack Miller, and William Nye 

MOtorola Electronics and Courinications Division: Larry Hamilton 
and Kristine White 

Telephone Service: 

Frontier Electronics (CSC): Tin Moses 
General. Dynamics (Stromberg-Carlson) 
General Telephone & Electronics: Frank Jett 
Pacific Telephone: William X Bendley, Jr. and Jim Picker 
ROLM Telecottntications: Phil Mackey and D. Miller 

Closed Circuit Television: 

ORU Closed Circuit TV: Julian J. Peck and C. Kuntz 
General Electric: William Nye 
Javelin Electronics David Gibbs 
Pacific International. Corporation: .J. T.. Booth 
Progress Research Organization (Panasonic): R. E Johnson 

Cable Transmission Service: 

Maconda Telecommunications: R. Glisson 
Anixter-Pruzan: Roland Watkins and GÜ Stuart 
Artel Cosnications Division: Richard Cerny 
ITT, Electlro-Optical Products Division: Dale, C. McBride 
Leeds & Northrup: Peter Kraus 
Pirelli Communications Products Division: Michael Salisbury an4 J. W. 

Johnston 
RFL Industries: Pete Tarbell 
Wescom: B. L. Robinson 

-flI 



. USERS 

American Natural Resources, Detroit, Michigan: W. L. Johnson 
Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BAfl): C. Austin, J. Schiro, and 3. Allen 
Chicago Transit Authority (cm): 3. Stewart 
Gruran Aerospace Engineering and Manufacturing, Bethpage, Long Island: 3. 

Mooney 
Mass Transit Administration (MTA):: D. Wellington 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA): 3. TUcker and R. 

Miller 
Metropolitan Dade County Transportation Rapid Trinsit System: S. Abbas, R. 

Maguire, an4 W. Brownson 
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, California: R. A. Greenwell and D. 

N. Williins 
Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay, Georgia: E. 3. Clarke 
Navy Public Works Center, San Diego, California: Ed Murdock and Jack 

McClanahan 
New York City Transit Authority (NYCTA): C Kalkhof 
San Francisco Municipal Transit Authority, San Francisco, California: T. 

E. Hopkins 

ASSOCIATES 

RaiSer Engineers 
Tony Ran 
Jan Van Buuren 
Roy Yamada 

JTJ 
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. PPENDIX C 

CALCULATIONS 

!C0N0MIC ANALYSIS PARA}IETERS 

tn the tables, all costs are based on 1982 dollars. 

Annualized Capital Cost (ACC) 

ACC Annualized Capital Cost = CC x 

CC = Capital Cost 
i Interest Rate (12%) 
N a Economic Life (32 years) 

i (I 

(1 + 

- CC x O.1Z328 

Annual Operating Cost (AOC) 

Communications equipment installed in stations and central control will 
operate for 365 days/year based on 24 hour operation for a total of 8760 
hours a year. Vehicle radios will operate for 365 days/year based on 20 
hours operation. 

Labor (cost for operators) - 18.00/hour 
Off-hour surveillance labor cost - 15.00/hour 
Energy (cost of electricity) a O.07/kwB 

Operating cOsts shown in this report are based on equipment data power 
consumption required to perform its intended function. 

Annual Maintenance Cost (ANC) 

Based on service contracts offered by the manufacturer of radio e4Uiprnent, 
10% of capital cost will be the annual maintenance cost, including labQr 
and parts. Maintenance for other corinication services will be by the 
Metro Rail Project personnel with the following rater 

Labor (cost for technicians) $19.30/hour 

Annual Equivalent Cost (AEC). 

The annual total cost can be obtained frS the folloiing equation: 

AEC = Annual Equivalent Cost ACC + AOC+ AZ4C 

S 
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GENIRAL4 ELECTRIC 

April 5, l98Z 

Kaiser Engineers 
300 Lakeside Drive 
P.O. Box 23210 
Oakland, CA 94623 

Attention: AP (Jim) Adela Jr. 

Dear Jun: 

As per you request please find the attached budgetary pricing for the 
equipment in your consideration for use by SCRTD PROJECT. If you should 

( have any further questions regarding this equipment please do not hesitate 
to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn 14. Gelineau 
Major Account Sales Agent 
560 San Antonio Road, #201 
Palo Alto California 94306 

GWG: rac 

En ci 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC 

Kaiser Engineers 
April 5, 1982 

. 

Item Description Unit Price 

1 1 CIP2BKK66KEN 6 watt VHF MPR Portable- $ 2,595.00 

Radio, equipped with GE STAR toggle 
switch eñcodêr. 6 Frequency capability 
eauipped to operate on 1 frequency with 
Channel cuard 

2 1 35403A1K MPR VHF Vehicular Charger, $ 350.00 
includes MNTG accessories,speaker 
and microphone. 

2A 1 P3AK6AG Power Master. 60 watt UHF $ 510.00 
power amplifier for use with MPR Vehicular 
Charger. 

P-b 



GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC 

0 Kal ser Engineers 
April 5, 1982 

Item 

Li] 

Description 

MC66IU6$A Mastr II Mobile Radio 
65 watts VHF, 8 frequency capabil- 
ity. Equipped for single frequecy 
operation, Channel Guard, and GE-Star 
encoder, includes speaker, microphone 
1/4 wave antenna, and MNIG hardware. 

Unit Total 

$ 2285.00 
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CAPITAL. COSTS 

Unit costs were obtained from the sources indicated bel: 

Push-!button telephone instrwnent: The Pacific Telephone and 
Telejràjh Company inventOty price list mailed to custoners of record in 
southern California, November 1982. 

Wail-mounted instrument without dial and test set jack GTE Automatic 
Electric Company, Nilbraé, CälifOtiiiá estimatihg flieS provided by sales 
representative. 

Electronic PBX: This item of cost. presented the most difficulty in 
obtaining. MOst .PBX apparatus is sold by counication consultants or 
contractors who freely quote approximate turnkey estimates of $1,000 per 
line. Two suppliers, however, were, willing to quote approximate costs of' 

PBX equipment only. The figures used in this report were obtained from a 
representative of Northern Telecom in Pomona, California. The prices 
quoted were as follows: 

Size of PBX 

400 lines $150 to $200,000 
1400 lines 550 to 600,000 
1400 lines 650 to 700,000 

Substantiation was obtained from a sales representative of GTE Business 
COmmunications Systems in Reseda, California who quoted an eqUipment only 
price for a 400 line PEX at $500 per line. 

Labor to install: GTE Business Communications Systems in Reseda, 
California, sales representative stated that $80 per 'line was appropriate. 
Universal Counications Systems, Culver City, California, sales engineer 
indicated cost to install each line was $100. 

MAIWTENANCE COSTS 

Maintenance éxpensè data were derived from information in the annual 
reports of telephone companies on file ith the State of California Public 
Utilities Commission. Reported data was obtained from two smaller 
telephone companies which serve Southern California. The two companies 

are C? National Corporation and Continential telephone Company Of 
California. The date of the annual reports are December 31., 1981. Data 
from plant accountls for central office equipment and station apparatus 
provided the base for which corresponding expense accounts, repairs to 
central office equipment, and repairs to station apparatus were compared. 
The ratios developed are as follow: S 

E- Z 



Central Office 
E4üi,mènt Ratio 

CP National Corporation 10.3% 

Contineritial Telephone Co 9.97. 

Station 
Apparatus Ratio 

17.7% 
18.7% 
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. MULTIPLE CAMERA SEQUENCING 

(ALTERNATIvE 1) 

OPERATING COST (LABOR) 

CCTV Monitoring Personuel (Central Control) 

Base Period 

6 am-lO pm, 6 days/week, 16 hoUrs/day 
3 monitors/hr x 16 hours/day x 312 days/year+1,920 work hours/year = 7.8 
sa ! television monitor employees. 

Peak Period 

6-10 am & 2-6 pin, 5 days/week, 8 hours/day 
2 monitors/hr x 8 hours/day x 260 days/year+ 1,920 work hours/year = 21 
say 3 television monitor employees. 

Off'Hours Period 

10 ptn'6 am! 7 days/week, 8 hoUrs/day 
1 monitor/hr x 8 hours/day x 365 days/year 1,920 work hours/year= 1.5 
say 2 television monitor employees. 

Sunday Base Period 

6 am-lO gin, 1 day/week, 16 bouts/day 
2 monitors/hr x 16 hours/day x 52. days/year -..1,920 work hours/year = .8 

say 
.1. 

television monitor employee. 

TOTAL MONITORING PERSONNEL 14 

Annual CCTV Operating Personnel Cost 

14 employees x 2,080 paid work hours/year x $18/hr 

TOTAL OPERATING COST $524,160 

MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Spare Parts 

22 TV cameras @ $1,260/camera $ 27,720 
8 Sequencers @ $1,120/sequencer 8,960. 

6 12-inch TV monitors @ $360/monitor 2,160 

TOTAL SPARE PARTS $ 38,840 

P-a 



Labor 

CCTV Maintenance Personnel 

S 

2. CCTV techniciansfhr x 24 hrs!day x 312 diys/yèar+L,920, productive 
work hrs/year 7.8 say 8 technicians 

1 CCfl technician/hr x 24 hrsfday x 52 dayslyear+ 1,920 productive work 
bra/year .65 say I teóhnician 

TOTAL NAINTENAiCE PERSOIqNEL 9 

AnnUal CCTV MAINTENANCE personnel Cost 

9 CCTV Technicians x 2,080 paid work hrs/year x $19.30/hr 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL $361,296 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST $400,136 



. 

SPLIT-SCREEN PROJECTION 

(Alternative 2) 

OPERATING COST (LABOR, INCLUDES FRINGE. BENEFITS) 

CCTV Monitoring Personnel (Central Cdntrol) 

Base Period 

6 am-tO pm, 6 days/week, 16 hours/day 
6 monitors/hr x 16 hoursfdayx 312 dayslyear4l,920 work hrs/year 15.6 
say 16 TV monitor employees. 

Peak Period 

6-10 am & 2-6 pm, 5 days/week, 8 hours/day 
2 monitorsfhr x 8 hours/day x26O days/year + 1,920 productive 
work hoursfyear e 2.1 say .3 TV monitor employees. 

Off-Hours Period 

10 pm-6 am, 7 days/week, 8 hours/day 
1 monitor/hr x 8 hours/day x 365 days/year 1,920 productive 
work hours/year = 1.5 say j TV monitor employees. 

Sundiy Base Period 

6 am-lO pm, 1 day/week, 16 hours 
3 monitors/hr x 16 hours/day x 52 days/year4 1,920 work hours/year = 1.3 
say 2 TV monitor employees. 

TOTAL MONITORING PERSONNEL 23 

Annual CCTV Operating Personnel Cost 

23 employees x 2,080 paid work hours/year x $18/hr 

TOTAL OPERATING COST $861,120 

MAINTENAJCE COSTS 

Spare Parts 

22 TV cameras @ $1,260/camera $ 27,720 
11 2-image camera splitters @ $360/splitter 3,960 
11 12-inch TV monitors @ $360/monitor 396O 
2 12-inch TV monitors 0 $360/monitor 720 

TOTAL SPARE:PART$C0ST $ 36,360 



. 

Labor 

CCV Maintenance Personnel 

3 CCTV technicians/hr x 24 hrs/day x 312 days/year+ 1,220 prOductive 
work hrs/year a 11.7 say 12 technicians 

2 CCTV technician/hr x 24 hrs/day x 52 days/year4- 1,920 productive work 
hrslyear a 1.3 say ! technicians 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL 14 

Annual CCTV MAINTENANCE Personnel Cost 

14 CCV Technicians x 2,080 paid work hrsfyear x $19.30/hr 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL $562,016 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST $598,376 

F-; 



COMBINATION SPLIT-SCREEN SEQUENCING 
(ALTERNATIVE 3) 

OPERATING COST (LABOR, INCLUDES FRINGE BENEflTS) 

CCrV Monitoring Personnel (Central Control) 

Base Period 

6 am-tO pm, 6 days/week. 16 hoUrs/day 
3 monitors/hr x 16 hours/day x 312 dEys/yeart,920 work hours/year 7.8 
Say 8 TV monitor employees. 

Peak Period 

6-10 am & 2-6 pm, 5 days/week, 8 hours/day 
1 monitor/hr x 8 hours/dat x 260 dAys/year4l,920 work hours/year 1.08 
say 2 TV monitor employees. 

.Off-Rours. Period 

10 pm-6 am, 7 days/week, 8 hours/day 
1 monitor/hr x 8 hours/day x 365 days/year 4 1,920 work hours/year a 1.5 
say 2 television monitor employees. 

4$ Sunday Base Period 

6 am-lO pm. 1 day/week, 16 hours/day 
2 monitors/hr x 16 hours/day x 52. days/year--1,92O work hours/year = .8 

say! TV monitor employee.. 

TOTAL MONITORING PERSONNEL 13 

Aññual CCTV Operating Personnel Cost 

13 employees x 2,080 paid work hours/year x $18/hr 

TOTAL OPERATING COST $486,720 

MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Spare Parts 

22 12-inch TV cameras @ $1,260/camera. $ 27,720 
8 3-Image camera splitters @ $360/splitter 288O 
8 3-image camera sequencers @ $280/sequencer 840 
4 12-inch TV monitors @ $360/monitor 1,440 
2 12-inch TV monitors @ $360/monitor 720 

TOTAL SPAR! PARTS COST $ 33,600 



S Labor 

S 

CCTV Maintenance Personnel 

2 CCTV technicians/hr x 24 hrs/day x 312 days/year +1,92& productive 
work hrs/year c 7.8 say 8 technicians 

1 CCIV technician/hr x 24 hrs/day x 52 days/year 1,920 productive work 
hrsfyear a .65 say I technician 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL 9 

Annual CCTV MAINTENANCE PErsonnel Cost 

9 CCIV Technicians x 2,080 paid work hrs/year x $19.30/hr 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL $361 ,296 

TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST $394,986 

F-i 
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4,4 Monitor Display Technique, 

SitS the indicated Camera quantities reflect presently 

anticipated reguirements the monitor display board must 

be large enough to accommodate the monitors required for 

initial use as well as the future potential growth. There 

are four basic methods that may be employed individually 

or possibly as a comSination of two or more, namely: 

1. Individuafly dedicated large screen monitors, 

one for each camera, 

2. Individually dedicated small screen monitors, 

one for each camera, 

3. Split-screen projection on. a large screen monitor, 

viewing two, three or four cameras, or, 

4. Sequencing of several cameras (2. to 5 max.) on 

each large or small monitor. 

4.4.1 Dedicated. Monitors 

Three of the four transit authorities currently employing 

the CCIV surveillance technique, reference 3, favor employing 

One monitor dedicated to each camera. One of these 

authorities use 8 inchandl9 inch monitors Ct different 

zone centers) while the other two employ 9 and 10 inch 

monitors respectively. 

Each authority felt that the size of monitor they etployed 

adequately revea3id the degree of surveillance desired. 

Although the larger screen (19 inch) projected a larger 
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picture than did that of the small Screens, each had equal 

resolution (624 lines). In. general, the small screens 

displayed a sharper picture, however, this was partially 

due to the use of more advanced equipment. Based on the 

CCTV camera arid monitor display and ensuing discussion 

with an equipment supplier, arranged by Bechtel, the lack 

of clear display by 19 screens was attributed to the fact 

that they provided, only 624 lines of reso].ution reflecting 

Old equipment. The recommendation was made to employ 21. 

inch monitors having .1200 + lines of resolution (the current 

suitable monitor for the application wider consideratiox4. 

4.4.2 Split-Screen Projection 

Split-screen projection, employing large screen monitors 

4$ is another technique for effectively a,ccoznplishing multiple 

camera viewing within a limited space. Although this 

approach may at first be considered unde:sirible since the 

req irement for additional equipment means added cost, the 

savings that will be realized in requiring less monitors 

may more than compenSate. This technique will enable the 

projection of 1, 2, 3 or 4 pictures on one monitor. y 

employing the reconimended 21 inch monitor, the diagonal 

viewing display achievable would be 10.5 inch picture when 

4 pictures are projecte4. Zn areas where a camera is re- 

qtired to view a wide area and a corresponding wide monitor- 

ing area is desired, a two picture split-Screen projection 

(horizontal or vertical) may be employed resultin4 in a 

viewing display of 7 4 inches x 14.85 inthes. Single picture 

projection may be employed when desiring better definition 

and/or video taping. 
-20- 
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4.4.3 Sequencing Multiple Cameras 

Sequencing is yet.another method that may be enployed to 
minimize the quantity of monitors in the zone center. 
Although other authorities have considered the applica- 

tion, Illinois Central Gulf was found to be the only 

authority ctrently employing sequencin4 of camera 

coverage, and found it to be acceptable. The sequencing 

rate is adjustable from two seconds to three minutes of 

viewing time. The one major drawback to this approach is 
that during the period after a camera transmission has 

been terminated and until it is once more transmitting 

on screen, dependent upon the sequencing rate and rnznber 

of cameras dedicated to a given monitor, the activity 
within the. purview of the camera will go unnoticed. When 

more than tco cameras are. sequenced, this situation then 

involves all but one camera dedicated to a particular 
monitor. As related in the trip report,reference 3, 

an occurrence was detected during One evening of observance. 

This technique should not be considered for the ?ffiRTA system. 

With the Mondale Zone Center initially responsible for 
observing 33 cameras, the Sequencing of two cameras per 

monitor would reduce the qtantity Of monitors to 17. 

Sequencing four cameras per monitor would result in a 

need of nine monitors. If a three second sequencing rate 
were eçlDyed, the first consideration would result in an 

unobserved period of three seconds with the second con- 

h4A.r44ni resulting in a nine second unobserved period. 
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increasing the sequencing tine period would result in a 

Cor±espondingly longer Unobserved period of tizue, which 

would permit undesirable activity to ensue. 

4.5 Monitor rpnpemnt Rationale 

There are several possible monitor arrangements that 

may be employed for effective surveillance. An assess- 

ment, also considering maximization of effectiveness and 

minimization of quantity on the part of observers., indicates 

that the arrangsnnnt should be base4 on the overall sur- 

veillance requirements and intensity of activity that may 

occur. By arranging the monitors in two major groups, 

namely platform and concourse, the optimal balance can be 

achieved relative to Operational activity. The group con- 

taming platform viewing camara monitors will be greater 

in number since more cameras are So located. Since coin- 

znUnications will, also be a major activity of the zone 

centers, and the patron assistance calls are anticipated 

to comprise the greatest activity of corunications, the 

combination of a lesser quantity of monitorS to view in 

the concourat group plus the involvement' with patron 

I assistance should app±ov4'nately balance the effort of 

observing the greater number of platform dedicated monitors 

and the associated co=unications involving publtc. address 

and security telephones. 

The proposed monitor application and arrangements for the 

Avondale and West Lake zone centers, as considered necessary 
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to satisfy the four zone center concept, are shown on 

drawings. CWCflD and C?U210. Since the West Lake zone 

center will have interim jurisdiction for four stations 

. 

and later have other stations added, a rearrangement of 

the monitors will be required as shown on drawing C74X22.O. 

By arranging the monitors and cameras as shown on the 

drawings, the. observers óán achieve and maintain orientation 

of the assigaed sector. 

Two major factors were considered in establishing the. 

rationale for arranging the monitors for stations and 

their respective cameras. In most. cases, the station 

monitors were arranged such that at the vondale center, 

the extreme upper left monitor would be assigned to the 

extreme west station (Georgia State) and extend to the 

right, reflecting adjacent stations to the east. However, 

when a station requires two or more xnonitàrs, the desired 

arrangement must be compromised. The West Lake center 

arrangement is reversed such that the upper right monitor 

is assigned to the eastern most station (Five Points), then 

progressing to the left for stations progressively west. 

This format is duplicated, to the extent possible, for 

both concourse and platform sections of the display board. 

The second factor involved is specific camera/split-screen 

assignment. The monitors Will display an arrangement 

based on the type of camera(s) dedicated. Cameas having 
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Chapter 6, but are referenced here so that the designer can plan for them in 
the layout of operata workplaces. It is important to have an appropriate loca- 
tion for storing those documents, and flat surfaces for using them. In addition, 
space should bE made available for storing expendable items like writing supplies1 
new and used cassettes, labels, bulbs, and other articles that are necessary for 
day-to-day operations. 

3.3 PERSONNEL AND WORK SCHEDULES 

The questionS to be addressed when planning. for personnel in the monitor- 
ing center include: (1) how many monitor screens can an operator view effec- 
tively; (2) what hourly, weekly and monthly shifts are best; (3) how many 
Operators, supervisors and other personnel are needed on each shift; and 
(4) which bthef jobi can operators be expected to perform? To answer these 
questions, current practice and the research literatui'e have been reviewed. As 
a result, it is possible to provide some general guidelines, but each trEnsit secu- 
rity system must also acicornmodate its own sets.of resowce constraints and 
variations among its own personnel When considering those generalities For 
instance, it may be ideal to use trained young polièe officers, working in 6-hour 
shifts of 1/2 hour on - 1 hour off, viewing no more than 8 video monitors, with 
no duties other than interacting with the passengers under surveillance and the 
responding units, but. this ideal option could require ingenious planning or be pro- 
hibitively e, nsive to implement. One then needs to know what kinds of com- 
promises. with the ideal are reasonable. It is e intent of this sectiofl to 

4, 
provide a sense Of operating ranges around the ideal design parameters. 

3.3.1 Number of Monitors Viewed per Operator 

The practical upper goal that is most frequently established by CCTV 
transit security personnel contacted during the preparEtion of this document 1k 

16 Video monitOrs per operator. However, the actual number at which perfor- 
mance (detection End interpretation capability) becomes unacceptable depends 
upon many factors, including: (1) how crowded the sCene is and how much 
activity is taking plate; (2) whether or not multiple cameras are sequentially 
scanned on individual video monitors; (3) how far into the work shift the opera- 
tor is; (4) What. other duties the operator must perform; and (5) operator 
experience. (10) 

Of over a dozen existing CCTV security systems examined, the number of 
monitors in the control center ranged from 2 to 55, and the number of operators 
ranged from i to 3. In some of these systems, the number of operators varied 
during the day as .a function of predictable pefl activity: levels. As a represen- 
tative example, the cond largest system examinEd has 38 monitor screens (no 
sequencing) and employs 2 civilian operators most of the time, going up to 3 
operators during rush hours in the morning (7:004:45 AM) andafternoon (4:00 
6:30 PM), and dropplig to 1 operator after 10:00 PM. This particular system is 
"shut down" from 12:30-5:30 AM, but a police duty officer is present and can 
observe the. screens during that period. The operator's responsibilities, other than 
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the video monitors, include patron assistance telephones, police telephone and 
. radio, remotely controlled access to rest rooms, intrusion alarms, elevator tele- 

phones and the public address System. Sequential switching of 2 to 3 cameras 
per monitor screen was tried and rejected when it was found to degrade operator 
attention. To help reduce fatigue, operators receive a 10-minute break about 
every 1 to 1-1/2 hours. 

Relatively few researchers have conducted relevant scientific studies on 
the number of video monitors one operator can view effectively. Target 
numerosity studies on air traffic control type displays have demonstrated the 
degradation of detection and recognition a the number of significant targets. 
or even the number of irrelevant forms1 increases. More applicable studies involv- 
ing outdoor television scenes of people and vehicles showed that police officers 
were better than civilians at detecting critical inCidents; near incidents were 
detected more reliably than distant incidents; and learning what to look for 
masked fatigue effects (even after 4 hours). (5, 24, 26, 28) 

The most relevant research studies involved the problems of monitoring 
numerous video displays for one or two hours. In oe study, 16 arid 24 television dis- 
plays showing little movement were obser'ved. In the other, 16 displays showing 
a great deal of movement were Observed. Both required the deteótion of inci- 
dents in prison environments, by civilians and police officers, The video display 
monitors were 40 x 30 mm (ibout 19 inches diagonal) in size, and typically 
arranged in a 4 x 4 or wider 4 x 6 artay at a distance of 13 feet from the 
observer. In some parts of the tests only 1, 4, 8 or 9 of the video monitors 
were used, but the array was maintained. It was found that, for scenes involving 
a great deal of movemefl, a 100% likelihood of detecting incidents requires view- 
ing only one monitor display. if it is necessary towtch more than 1 Screen 
with a great deal of movement, then no more than ! should be viewed by one 
person. The likelihood of detecting incidents on 9 znbhit rs was 83%. and on 4 
monitors it was 84%no significant improvement by going from 9 to 4 monitor 
screens. However, for 16 monitors that figure dropped to 64%. If very litUe 
movement is present In the viewed scenes, then 16 monitors is the recommended 
maximum number by the authors, When 24 monitors with very little movement 
were viewed, the likelihood of. detection dropped from 97% (fOr the is) to 88% 
(for the 24). It is recommended that these same guidelines of a maximum of 9 
or 16 monitor screens per operator be followed by transit systems as well, for 
the high and low movement conditions, respectively; (25 2?) 

3.3.2 Viewing Time and. Shifts 

Where curity of busy transit stations is the primary mission, eyes should 
be kept on the screens virtually full time; non-viewing activities increase the 
probability of missing the deteãtion of a brief critical incident and lengthen 
reaction time generally. In one large department store examined, detective 
operators only attend the monitor screens for just one hour at a time, rotating 
duties with Other roving store detectives throughout the full workday. The ten- 
dency among existing CCTV transit security organizations is to maintain the con- 
ventional, non-rotating work shift of about eight hours' duration. However, these 
organizations recognize the need for breaks from the routine of watching monitor 
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screens. Such breaks are provided. in more or less formal ways, by either sched- 
ulng an actual relief (e.g, for about 2 to 10 minutes per 1/2 to 1. bout) or by 
designing the operator's job to include non-viewing activities such as found in 
the role of communicator or police desk officer. For many systems, the shift 
assignments are determined and specified through terms negotiated with a 
transit workers' union., In the 38-monitor system referred to in the previous. 
section, for instance, the agreement permits from one to three operators to be 
present during the operatint period of 19 hours per day. A 30-minute lunch 
break is required and approximately 5-10 mjnutes per hour or so are provided for 
a rest break. (22) 

The research on optimum iewing time indicates that vigilance can be 
maintained for about one hour, and then begins to degrade noticeably. This one- 
hour criterion is borne out by objective measures of missed incidents and by Sub- 
jective preferences reported by viewers. For example, the previously cited 
research study invOlving eight monitor screens and B great deal of movement 
Showed a 71% likelihood of detecting' incidents during' the first how, dropping to 
62% in the second hour. The authors concluded ,that the maximum desirable. 
length of watch is about one hour. Two hours is certainly too long. Half an 
hour gives us advantage over one hour. In the research study involving 16 moni- 
tor screens showing little movement, no objective time clolmparisons were made. 
but interviews with the viewers revealed that '50 oUt of 65 considered that 1 hour 
was not too long a viewing period; 7 considered 1 hour to be about the maximum, 
while 8 felt it to be too long. Opinions about the length of a regular viewing 
period included durations from 1/2 to 3 hours, and 55 obserVers cbnEidered that It 
should not be more than 1 hoUr. (22, 27) 

In summary, the maximum recommended viewtng time is about 1 hour. 
When longer shifts are used, it is recommended that viewer personnel be pro- 
vided with 5- to 10-minute rest periods each hour; or rOtate jObs with other non- 
viewer personnel each hour. 

When operators work in shifts, usually of eight hours each, the issue of 
changing or rotating shifts must be considered. Typical shifts run from 8 AM - 
4 PM. 4 PM - 12 M, and 12 M - 8 AM, give or take an hour and some overlap. 
While most police and transit departments have experience with shift changing, 
it may be helpful to consider some of the research findings on this subject., Bio- 
logical rhythms and personality attributes have been found to be associated"with 
the ability to adjust successfully to shift changes. Certain types of people adjust 
more. easily than others to shift changes and night work Since thosCádjustrnents 
can take up to two or three weeks for some people, frequent (e.g., Weekly, bi- 
weekly) reassignment of an individual's work Shift is not appropriate under ordi- 
nary circumstances. Several studies of individual circadian rhythms have Shown 
that evening-type people adjust better than morning types to night work. Studies 
of personality have shown that extroverts adjust better 'than introverts, espe- 
cially if those extroverts have certain neurotic: tendencies.: The ability to sleep at 
unusual times of day, End to overcOme drowsiness, is likewise. characteristic of 
those who adapt. better among the general population. Interestingly, the indica- 
tions are that most people, if given the opportunity, will tend to choose the 
shifts that best fit their combined biologióil. ps3fchological and social situation. 
"Permanent" Or long-term shift assignments have met with great succ in such 
cases. Finally, there is some early research underway which is investigating the 
use of drugs to alter biological cycles and poSsibly aid adaptation to shift 
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4.6 TRA}SMISSION UNKS 

4.6.1 Methods of ansmitting Video Signals 

The Direct Wire system is the most common and economica! approach for 
CCTV signal transmission, in this method, the: video signal is carried directly from 
the camera to the monitoring center by coaxial cable. NO license is necessary, 
but one may have to obtain rights of w8y to cross certain properties. This method 
is limited in distance of transmission, unless equalization End amplification are 
used. It is also quite susceptible to interference, especially over long distances. 

The other methods of transmission generally make use of radio frequency 
(RF) carrier signals onto whlich the video signal is placed electronically through a 
process. Known, as modulation. The modulated carrier signal can be transmitted on 
a coaxial cable, in which case t,he method can be referred to as an RF (Wire) 
transmission system. Several sepate video signals (e.g.. 12. or more) can be 
transmitted on a single coaxia] cable by this method.. Like the direct wire method. 
no license is necessary, but rights of way may need to be obtained. When the modu- 
lated carrier is transmitted over a wireless, RF (Microwave) system, a license is re- 
quired from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). but rights of way be- 
come unnecessaty. These radio linkS are limited to line-of-sight arrangements, so 
that repeEter stations may be necessary if long distances or terrain obtac3es are to 
be traversed. Although the RF (Microwave) link is typically limited to a single 
channel (or camera signal), multiple. channels (6r camera signals) can be. traynitted 
on the UHF (Ult±a-High-Frequency) system. The UHF system Is like the RF' (Micro- 
wave) System in the other noted characteristics. Finally, the Optical Transmission 
system is one. of newest techniques for transmitting video signiiC One method dàes 
so over a modulated laser or light beam. Unfortunately, this 'method is presently 
subject to weather variations such as precipitation and fog. it requires line-of-sight 
clearance (t$ugh mirror relays are possible) but may have an all-weather limitation 
of about 1,000 feet.. This method is convenient for traversing railroad yrth, park- 
big lots and other locations where cable installation may be a problem. No license 
or rights of way are requ .. ed Development is currently continuing on optical fiber 
transmission systems which have relatively unlimited distance capabilities for multiple 
channels carried in cables of optical ,fiber bundles. Satellite Tt*ns'mission, now in its 
infancy, will probably become available in the next several years for those willing to 
pay the price for it. (8,9) 

4.6.2 Slow Scan Television 'It'ansmission 

Standard telephone lihes, ordinary paired wires or other' existjng "áarrow-band" 
transmission systems can be used to transmit "frozen frame" video Images. These 
speciAl systems typically provide a sequence of Still pictures with rats varying from 
one frame every 0.5 to 300 seconds. To speed Up the. process, some systems may 
also reduce resolution from the normal 525 lines to less than half that number. Under 
favorable conditions, transmissions up to a mile are practical with some Individual de- 
vices and repeaters can be used to Increas that distance to the ettént that noise or 
resolution levels become objectionable. These systems are useful only where brief 
or high speed events are not anticipated and where some picture degradation can be 
tolerated. An extreme version of this slow transmission method would be to make 
an "instant" photograph of the CCTV monitor screen and then place the photograph 
on a facsimile scanner for transmission to another location. (6) 
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& OPERATOR MONITORING AND RESPONSE PATTERNS 

6.1 GENERAL 

it is the expressed belief of many security officials that any crithe coun- 
termeasure or safety system must be perceived by those served as providing ra- 
pid and certain response, or its credibi1it Will bé questioned, confidence Will 
falter and the consequent value of that system will be seriously diminished. The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with information about appropri- 
ate: operating procedures and action sequences that typical transit CCTV monitor 
personnel employ in the course of their day-to-day aëtivities. These activities 
include routine, monitoring of displays, response sequences to representative inci- 
dents, communications procedures in working with related services and the pub- 
lic, the use of automatic capabilities and the keeping of records. The informa- 
tion presented in this chapter is a further development of the operator Issues 
addressed in Chapter 5. (Personnel Practices). It is considerably more ecific, 
however, about step-by-step procedures employed when detections are made on 
the monitor displays. 

6.2 ROUTINE MONITORING 

6.2.1 General 

The continuous, routine human activity most associated with CCIV 
station security operators is the monitoring of television screens for the purpose 
of detecting évehts requiring a. response. This activity is an essential part of 
maintaining an overall awareness of the. Security and safety status at each loca- 
tion. Typically, the function of routine monitoring is carried out ertrely b the 
human Operator, although there are certain conditions which permit the use of 
automatic detection devices Which can alert operators by distinct 'larms when 
conditions change. Ths section on Routine Monitoring addresses :ly the continu- 
ous monitoring of conditions by the human operator. Automatic r 4litoring and 
detection capabilities are the subject of a subsequent section iii t .s chapter. 
The response sequence following the detection of a significant seciity or safety 
event is also treated in a subsequent section. 

6S2. PatternS of Station Activity 

After the system has been operating for some period of time, monitor opera- 
tors Will begin to notice the existence of certain trends or patterns Which are char- 
acteristics Of each station and its various surveillance zones. Each station will 
usually have some cameras that observe an abundance of activity while others may 
show activity only during certain time periods of the day. At certain times, there 
may be a predominance of particular types of passengers (e.g., school children, 
elderly, shoppers, office workers, etc.), so that. other types sand out as different 
from the majority. Some of these routine patterns miy contribute to reduced vigi- 
lance. or even boredom. 
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.2.3 Maintaining Vigilance 

The administrator's continuing challenge is to help the operators over- 
come those tendencies toward deraded monitoring performance created by 
routine and boring activity pettErns Overal) alettness and awareness mist 
be maintained so that threats to secUrity of safety are readily and reliably 
recognized. The operator's ability to detect significant events can be sustained 
even when facing routine and boring patterns by sensitizing him/her to expect. 
such events and t,o be accountable for recogniing them. One way such seri 
tization is accomplished in certain CCTV security systems is to inform opera 
tots that periodic training and testing of the entire system (including operators) 
will be carried out using unannounced events staged before the cameras at ran- 
dom times These events are actually carried oUt, operators are later lnfonned 
of their oCcurrence and response patterns are reviewed. 

6.2.4 Adherence to Geometrical and Numerical 'Guidelines 

Routine monitoring is influenced by the degree to Which the operator's 
physical, perceptual and cognitive, capacities ire respected. Pound elsewhere 
in this document are guidelines for the geometrical arrangement of CCIV dis 
plays before the monitor operator and the number of monitors One person can 
monitor effectively. Should those guidelines be violated, the reliability of routine 
monitoring and detection can be degraded because of resulting fatigue1 task o'ver- 
loading eyestrain or other consequences of the mismatch between operators and 
equipment under the given conditions. 

6.2.5 Redeployment of Police Surveillance Patrols 

To the extent that the CCTV surveillance system accomplishes Its 'fwc 
tion, the use of police patrols for broad surveillance in all areas of the tIit 
stations can be reduced. Those police officers should be deployed in5t to 
Other locations where C.CTV surveillance is not as effective, or from whe ey 
can make more rapid responses and more certain apprehensions (Such 05 near 
exit gates). It is not recommended that police patrol activity be stopped, bat 
rather that the emphasis be shifted if CCTV surveillance is effective. Implicit 
in this guideline. is the. need for good communications between the CCIV mcc2i- 
tor Operators and the police patrol unis. Polioe patrol units n even visit tthe 
monitoring center to gain a perspective on station and system status prior to 
initiating their patrol tour. 

6.2.6 Local Monitoring and Central Monitoring 

Some systems which are staffed b people (e.g., police officers, ticket 
agents, Change-makers) at each station, may encounter technical or adndnlstra- 
tive circumstances which necessitate that monitoring functions be shared or 
otherwise divided between those local individuals and personnel in a central moni- 
toring location. U such a compromise is necessary, it could be executed on the 
basis of relative workloads at given times of day (or week) or the relative lows 
of operation for certain positions or functions. fl the event that routine moni- 
toring and detection functions are so shared, it is essential that appropriate equip- 
ment and procedures be provided to insure effective monitoring performanee 
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For exampl, it may be necessary to locate small CCTV monitors and a video- 
tape. recorder in an agenUs booth, along with an audio capability for commimni- 
eating with other system personnel or with the public. As protection for such 
an agent. It Is also possible to keep an open audio link to Enother agent, in a 
farm of 1'buddy" systems, thus making the source of detedtion and alarm am- 
biguous to a potential assailant. In local Station security booths, one-way mu'- 
tars facing the station can provide a similar sense of' ambiguity, whereby a po- 
tential dffender or fare evader Will remain uncertain if a police officer or other 
official is present in the booth. 

62.7 Combined Audio and Visual Remote Surveillance 

To help overcome the tedium that sometimes occurs in visual CCTV stir- 
veillance alone, generally quiet stations can also be monitored by an audio sys- 
tem. In this case, the control center operator would be alerted to observe some 
Signitieaitt events on the CCIV monitor Upon hearing unusual sounds or clornm.o- 
tion over the speaker system. Typically, this approach does not insUre that all 
types of fincideAts will be detected and it Is really limited to use on one or, at 
most, a few stations having unusually low backgroUnd noise levels. Once the 
background noise becomes annoying, the Operator is likely to turn off the audio 
monitor uintil It is needed. (2) 

6.2.8 Attention to Vulnerable Passengers 

The CCIV monitor operator should usually be alert to the types of people, 
numbers of people and kinds of movements seen on the monitor screen. For 
example, handicapped, elderly and infirm passengers are highly vulnerable targets 
for criminals and may require, extra attention. Sleeping passengers awaiting the 
arrival of their train are vulnerable, as are lone passengers in isolated areas and 
intoxicated passengers. Accelerateld activity at the time of boarding and un- 
boarding of vehicles may provide special opportunities for certain kinds of crimes 
(ag;, purse Or necklace. snatching, fare evasion). Each geographical area and transit 
system has its own segments of the population and types of circumstances that 
may require special attention because of an increased likelihood of people being 
victimized or hurt. The local police Unit is usually in the best position to train 
monitor operators in recognizing those higher risk passengers and óircumstances 
as weu as the types of individuals' who are likely to commit offenses. 

6.2.9 Constant vs. S$uential Monitoring Modes 

Mt operators interviewed during the preparation of this guidebook ex- 
pressed a strong preference for one constant, individual camera's pictures on 
each CCTV monitor, rather than sequentially switching from one camera to an- 
other on a single Screen.. In special circumstances, the sequentially switched 
cameras viewed on a siflgle monitor are acceptable. These circumstances include 
extreme limitations of space, unusually low activity levels being monitored and a 
high likelihcod that. the events requiring a response would take place over long 
enough periods of time so as not to be missed by the sequential monitoring pro- 
cess. A typical sequential mode could include as many as six cameras, With about , three seconds of monitoring on each one in succession. Of course, the operator 
must have the capability to stop the sequencer and display only the picture from 
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any one camera at will, when necessary. Obviously, the other cameras may be 
going unattended at that time, unless the system is desired to contir.1i'e the se- 
quentiál display on One monitor screen while using a second monitor screen to 
dwell on the one selected camera. As noted elsewhere in this guidebook, the di! 
advantage of sequential swtching of cameras on a single monitor screen is that it 
virtually eliminates the possibility for an operator to make go use of movement 
on the screen as a cUe to be. mOre attentiQe to what is happening at the station. 

C 

6.2.10 Experienced vs. Inexperienced Observers 

Tre is some air-defense research which indicates a difference in the way 
skilled and unskilled observers view television-type sitUation. displays Unsophis- 
ticated viewers tend to be stimulus Oriented rather than response oriented. That 
is, the unskilled observers tend to make judgments in terms Of stimuJL:s charac- 
teristics rather than in terms of what the situation requires of them. Certain 
characteristics of complex situations tend to be selectively ignored, and the ob- 
server concentrates on only one or two characteristics. While no simple guide- 
lines can be presented at this time, it may be helpful to the systerr. designer 
and trainer to be aware that there are cornplexrelationstdps betwet :n the char- 
acteristics of a display (number and forms of things seen) and the i dividUal's 
perceptual style (how things are scanned, discriminated and sesset and cogni- 
tive style (how perceptions are integrated and processed for a respo se). (3,7,8) 

6.3 RESPONSE SEQUENCES 

6.3.1 Genera] Sequence of Events 

The generalized response seqUence for the CCTV mOnitor ope""atOr begins 
when he/she detects a suspicious activity or event on the display. Usually the 
operator will immediately start the videotape recorder for the r :priate camera 
(md audiotape, if available) while attempting to further recor nd identify 
what is actually taking place. Based upon this determination at is occurring, 
the operator next evaluates the. need for a response based upc ne loowledge 
of available options. those options range from minimal respo; g., doing no- 
thing, making a brief annoucemet over the public address syst to complex 
responses involving coordination with personnel of Other datm- C (e.g., police, 
fire, train operations, medical, etc.). Often the detection, idettifac. .ion and evalu- 
ation fur ctions occur almost simultaneously. The operator next c its out the 
response, taking responsibility for its completion unless that respor ;bnity is legi- 
timately assumed by another authority. After the crisis perod is ver, the opera- 
tot must frequently follow-t the inôident with e preparation of written notation 
or report. In more complex situations, the operator's follow-up re onsibilities may 
also include the preservation of videotape evidence and possible cou;t appearances 
as a Withess to, S even a participant in, the incident. 

6.3.2 Incident Recognition and Identification , Upon detecting an event that must be further examined, the operator should 
start the videotape recorder (and audio recorder, if used). A time and date generator 
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should be overlaying Its information on the upper or lower edge of the image 
at the same time. The operator must determine Where the incident is occu;- 
ring, its nature and scope; who appears to be involved. end how it is develop- 
ing. To aid in this funotion, the image should be switched to the largest avail- 
able monitor. Often, that is the one which in onitors whatever is being recorded 
on the videotape recorder. To help identify what. is occurring, the operator 
should 8lso snake use of any additional information available, such as alarms, 
prior Iaiowledge from the. Supervisor, and verbal reports from passengers or other 
system employees. At thiS time, the operator should also take advantage of any 
speciál capabilities available, such as camera, pan, tilt and zoom features. In 
unclear situations, an officer or other individual may need to be dispatched to 
the incident location in order' to make a final determination of What is taking 
place. 

6.3.3 Incident Evaluation 

One of the first assessments to be made by the operator is whether the 
identified Situation Is a life-endangering one. If it is, an imjnediate call for po- 
lice ror5e is usually appropriate. In some systems, the poliôe Will then initi- 
ate and coordinate contacts with all other outside organizations like fire or emer- 
gency Sedi1 services. In other systexns the operator or his/her supervisor must. 
initiate the contacts. If no life is endangered, the. operator may still determine 
that a pollee response is needed, especially if the incident is criminal in nature. 
Other respqrnses, which the operator could determine a need for, include notifica- 
tion of transit system personnel or direct contact with the passengers with no , other departments Ivolved. The implication of all these evaluation options for 
rponse to sit incident is that pre-determined response procedUres and communi- 
cations link to related services and passengerS are essential it the response is to 
be most effective. For systems with small monitors (e.g.. 12 inches or less), the 
Identification and evaluation functions can usually be aided if the scene can be 
switched to a larger monitor (e g, 19 inches) such as one used in conjunction with 
the videotape recorder CCTV systems having pan, tilt and zoom capabilities on 
Its cameras can make use of those capabilities to carry out these functions. (6) 

6.3.4 Planned Responses and Job Aids 

The more structured and pre-planned the response procedures are f or each 
kind of thcident, the less likelihood there is of an inappropriate response by the 
operator. It is helpful to have a book of prepared instruthtions describing the spe- 
cial actions to be taken for the different kinds of. incidents that could be encoun- 
tend.. It is also helpful to have a readily available list of telephone numbers of 
persons to call in different types of emergencies. For certain kinds of inCidents 
the operator should also have maps of the station, showing all access features, 
camera surveillance zones, and other important factL Responding police, officers 
also require these handy facts and should have them readily available (eog.i as 
part of the small loose-leaf notebooks they carry with them at all times). 

6.3.5 Response Authority 

In some monitoring systems. espeCially those staffed by civilian rather thlan 
police operators, it may be necessary to. notify a higher l,eyel supervisor Or sworn 
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po!ice officer of the incident. As a result the operator snap either relay re- 
. sponse instructjon or may hand over management of the incident to that higher 

aut hority. 

6.3.6 Response to Suspected Criminal Activity 

The videotape and audio recorders should be in continuous operation during 
every significant ivent, especially if a criminaJ incident is taking place. The 
operator should be recording the event using the camera that shoWs the clearest 
image of the suspect, the victim, the suspected criminal activity, the responding 
officers or civilians an4 the apprehension or escape procez. Police procedures 
and control center capabilities will dictate particular steps 10 be taken, such as 
calling a second officer if an apprehension is taking place. ing automatic gate 
locking devices to contain the sus pect, stopping of elevators and escalators, closing 
(or opening) of selected doors/gates, re-directing of vehkles in the system and 
using existing contingency plans (e.g., for station evacuation, bomb threats, hostage- 
taking). in the events of system failures, all automatic locking devices should have 
reliable (but secure) methods for manually bypassing such locks1 Mans' traitit. sys- 
tems are inherently desired to make apprehensions relatively easy. since they typi- 
calli restrict escape to the exit gates or to tracks and guideways. Direct communi- 
cation between the cciv operator, or someone (like a desk officer) with the same 
monitor coverage as the operator, and the responding police officer is essential if 
accurate information for apprehension is to be made available. rapidlyz and U escape 
As to be prevented. (6) 

4' 6.3.7 Availability of Responding Officers 

When En officer is on patrol at the station, the operator (or nçeriOr offi- 
cial) must establish radio, telephone or public address contact with hUn/her and 
direct that officer to the incident location.. When the station IS part of a multi- 
station patrol area for the officer, a more difficult and slower sequence may re- 
sult. Good communication facilities are essential, and the eoritactedi officer must 
then use his own resoUrces in getting to the scene as quickly as possible. In some 
systems, Where the transit vehicles are used to conduct the patrOl and long bead- 
ways are sOmetimes in effect, it may take considerable time (2O-3O Ibinutes) to 
reach the scene. Often, the use of a radio patrol car (or even a helicopter) travel- 
ing between stations can reduce that response time significantly. T.tls may or may 
not be adequate, depending upon the incident in proven (e.g., rape 's. purse snatch- 
ing). The operator should knew vehicle schedules and the location of all police offi- 
cers and transit personnel In the %jstem. More or less complex and sophisticated 
techniques are available to accomplish that purpose (from simple phone-in to cOstly. 
automatic radio transponder tracking). Considering the countermeasures potential of 
the CCTV surveillance system and rapid communicationS techniques, everything possi- 
ble. should be done to shorten the time required to get a police office to the sóene.. 
Once a suspect escapes from the transit property and is on the. streets outside, 
local police usually Must be called With a description to aid in the ap,rebension. 

6.3.8 Inhibiting Effect of CCTV on Responding Officers 

4' With the prevailing concern over charges of "police brutality," some police 
officers making an apprehension in a criminEl incident hesitate to use necessary 
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force to subdue a resisting suspect. If those officers know they are being ob- 
served on camera and being videotaped for possible evidence purposes. This 
could result In Injury to officers wild others. Police aldministratprs should re- 
mind police officers of their right to use Whatever force is necessary to arrest 
the retsting sUspeCt. 

6.3.9 Direct Contact. Responses Between Operators and Passengers 

In cases where the operator is to respond directly with passengers or 
sUspects, the use of a one-way or two-way audio system is generaliy necessary. 
This can be one that Is non-private (e.g., the Public Address System) or it Can 
be private (e.g., the Passenger Assistance Telephone). One way of establishing 
contact with a specific passenger is to use the public address system to direct 
that individual to go over and pick up the passenger assistance telephone (e.g.. 
"That ma in the leather jacket Who just cocked the turnstile, please go to the 
wall. an yoUr right End pick up the yellow tèlephoné"). A firm, but polite dis- 
cussion can then be carried out to find out what the problem is afld to direct 
subsequent proper action. In other cases, such as If a person goes onto the 
tracks or guideway, the one-Way public. System may provide the. only immediate 
respaise capability. The public address system can also be used to signal police 
officers (imirzg codes or calls to the telephone) if no radio Is available for that 
purpose. 

Dep*nding on the transit system design and the purpose of the CCTV 
operation, wany other interactions can take place between operators and passen- . gets. Some of these Interactions would have more to do with passenger con- 
venieflee services than With security or safety. Fo ex ample, pa&senr.rs may 
call to reçuest directions for reaching their destination or to report a lost Child. 
Pre-planned procedures may be necessary for some of these t'pés of inquiries or 
servióes. (3) 

6.3.10 Response Failures Due to Lack of Confidence 

It ts essential that operators develop confidence in the surveillance systems 
and the organizations responding to it. That confidence can be seriously diminished 
by excessive equipment failures, false alarms, undependable individuals needed to 
aid the reSponse, inadequate support and follow-up resources or other reasons. For 
example, a major department store in a very large Eastern city recently stkffered 
an unrecognized after-hours burglary in its jewelry department,, despite its CCTV 
monitoritg system. The perpetrators had simply tUrned the cameras to look at. the. 
ceiling. The secUrlt' force. assumed that this Was just a continuation of a recent 
series of. camera malfunctions and chose to do nothing about the Inappropriate 
Images on the television monitors. Even the best system likely to suffer similar 
costly consequences if the attitude and confidence of its operators is poor. 
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8. COSTS 

8..l LIFE-CYCLE COSTS 

8.1.1 General 

To aid the reader in calculating the costs of a potential CCTV transit 
station security system, this chapter identifies typical categories of costs and 
provides solme representative dollar figures of possible items for which one must 
pay. It is concerned only with economic costs. In the earlier chapter on System 
evaluation, non-economic (e.g., social and political) costs Were addressed, and 
those also shou'd be kept in mind. 

Depending on size, pricing policies, construction reçuirements and many 
other factors, a CCTV transit station security system can have a purchase cost 
of anywhere from $1,500 to $20,000 per camera/monitor installed. For example, 
a very low cost, recently installed system covering a single platform, a Waiting 
room d a ramp area, using eight monochrome cameras and eight. 10-inch moni- 
tors, an autoratic sequential switcher, a videotape. reóorder and 17-inch monitor, 
a tao-way audio system, and, no Special installation problems, at low prices based 
on authorized Federal supply schedules (General Services Adm inistration), actually 
was purchased for about $12,000 ($1,500 per camera/monitor). This is considered 
an unusually low cost, and should not be the expected purchase cost of most 
systems1 It is also essential to note that many othe! development, operation, 
and maintenance, costs are incurred, which could easily and rapidly exceed the. 
purchaSed equipment costs. This chapter provides some peflpi tie. on all of 
those cost components. 

8.1.2 Cost of Ownership 

To establish a comprehensive framework for estimating all economic costs, 
the life Cycle of a transit system cm be used to define a sèriés of stages, and 
then costs can be computed for each stage. The life cycle of a transportation 
system has been classified by others, and is depicted in Table 8-1. Most "advanced" 
transit systems will go through all of these phases "Conventional" systems will 
require little, if any. RD&D, and "revolutionary" systems generally will be con- 
fined to RD&D until they probably become "athranced" systems. The CCTV secu- 
rity system planner must determine Which Stages of the life cycle are relevant 
to his/her cost computations. In most instances, it is expected that the Acquisition 
and Use periods would include the applicable cost categories. (3, 5, 6) 
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TABLE 8-1. LIFE CYCLE OF A TRANSIT SYSTEM 

Phase I Stage 
Research, Design Novel System I Concept Formulation and 
and Development Development Definition 
(RD&D) Technology Development 

and Demonstration. 

Acquisition Revenue Concept Selection 

geriñg :gDennitb0n and 

Detail Design and 
Development 

Property Construction, Fabrication, 
Development Assembly, Test and 

Checkout. 

Use Operation Operation, Maintenance, 
Modification, and Removal 

Within each category One must consider the c6sts of pUrchased Items 
(equipment and materials), labor (designers, operators, technicians, and other 
system employees), travel expenses (transportation, per diem, etc.), outside 
services (consultants, etc.), and any other miscellaneous expenses (e.g.. leased 
Items). One possible way of classifying those Costs is in terms sucti as shown 
in Table 8-2. Obviously, each planner or designer will be subject to the general 
pl:anni.ng and budgeting practices followed in his/her agency. 

. 

TABLE 8-2. cost FACTORS IN EACH STAGE OF THE LIFE CYCLE 

1. One-time costs, such as purchased equipment. These costs can often 
be depreciated or amortized over the useful life, in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting principles. They include office 
equipment as well as CCTV apparatus. Upon system removal, a 
scrap value credit may be realized. 

2. Fixed costs, such as needed to m ntain and operate the activities at 
any stage of the life cycle. They include Wages, employee bene- 
fits (holidays, insUrance, etc.), utilities, insurEnce, leasing and 
renting costs. These costs can increase if the ross activity 
level requires more permanent personnel. 

3. Variable cOsts, Which are incurred in accordance With actiwty level at 
any stage. They include repair and replacement costs1 office 
supplies, etc. 

4. General and administrative expehses, which are allocable to the system 
activity in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
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Kaiser Engineers Califbmia 

(alit' E,cir.eersiCalIIer.al corotitn 
£ SuSsi:iry ol Ray'"cr'ø IKIiser Engineers Inc. 
g2$r?' Main Slree 6,r Floor 
I_cs £nçefl. Calutorna 90013 
(21319724033 

DECEMBER 21, 1982 

)MORANDUM Tb: W. 3. Rhine 

FROM: P. M. Burgess 

fl.. 

Job 4'fr: 81152-403 
WBS #: 14 CAC 

RE: ALTER1'ATIVE ANALYSIS -- CObDIUNICATION SYSTEM 

This is in response to a Decernber. 20, 1982. request. by your 
staff to write you a memo to be inserted in the appendix of 
our revised 1Q35 #14 CAC report. The desired purpose of the 
memorandt is to confirm that alternative analysis work, on 
the subject of controlled aperture CCTV for dibly-lit areas 
versus higher illtination, was suspended after the tecimology 
assessment phase of the alternative analysis showed that 
moderately priced cameras are available with aperture, control 
range that. precludes the need, for extra illtination. 

On March l7 1982 we confirmed, by memo, that we would evaluate 
six cowtications alternatives wider task WUS #14 CAC. On 
Jwie 14, 1982, we inöluded the controlled aperture CCTV alter- 
native in a composite list of alternative analysis subjects 
that we had analyzed or were continuing to analyze. 

On Aptil 27, 1982, we discussed with Metro Rail staff 
siarized results of the analysis work completed t that 
date. Out May 28, 1982 mlemo to you advised that w had 
suspended the TV camera aperture control alternati e analysis 
because we had verified that a readily available., easbnably 
priced, general purpose camera with automatic ugh compen- 
sation would accoodate the range of mjnfnt emer mcy 
lighting to maximtmi illiination for passenger station appli- 
cation. 

Our July 19, 1982 WBS #14 CAC draft report starized the 
analysis work that had been done and the significant results 
and conclusions. 

As requested, we will append these written counications to 
our WBS #14 cAC final report, including a copy of Chapter VII 
of o draft report. 

cc C. Fisher 
D. Wellington 
A. Adela 
D. Schuler 

P1thI ].a dr-a 
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June 1.4, 1982 

KMSER EW3INEE. INC. C SOUTH MAIN STREET 
mt FIX 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 1X13 
mitsost GIZ fl4o3 
File: 81152-100 
WBS: IIDAF A/2439 

MEMO TO: W. 3. Rhine 

FROM: P. M. Burgess 

SUBJECT: Composite List of WBS 14 Alternatives 

FollOwing is a list combining the eight separate lists of 
alternativ s I forwarded to you with. eight memoranda 
all dated , 1982. This composite list is being prepared 
as a convenient reference document for use in keeping track o 
8lternatit'es that have been decerred or eliminated during the 
alternative analysis work an4 for keeping track of changes in 
terminology. 

* This is a Basic Data Subject 
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ALTERNAT 1W S 

Date Delivered 
Passenger Vehicle WES: 14CAA MarhT7, 1982 

1. Vehicle Configuration 
A. Semi-permanent dependent pairs (shared e4üiment). 
B. Quiök separable dependent pairs (shared equipment). 
C. Double-ended single cars (controls each e.n4). 
D. Single-ended single cars (controls one end Only). 

2. AC (60Hz and 400 Hz) vs. DC Auxiliaries.. 

3. Chopper vs. Cam Controller. 

4. Disc vs. Tread Brakes (or both). 

5. Wheel Diameter (28 inch minimum to 34 inch maximum). 

6. Roof Vs. Undercar Airconditioning. 

7. Material and Structural (steel, a1inum, or combination). 

Train Control WES: 14CAB Match 17, 1982 

1. Reverse Running: 
A. Full protection for close following moves. .: 

B. Headblock to headblbck with no following moves between 
interlockings. 

2. Automatic Vehicle Identification: 
A. Passive - intermittent (only reads labels for vehicle 

and train information). 

B. Active - Also intermittent but can be used for: 
1. Automatic track switching. 
2. Control of station destination signs. 
3. Control of train arrival and boarding location 

indicators. 

3. Central Control: 
A. Mimic Panel vs. banked CRT display. 
B. Operator interface via CRT vs. öohtrol clonsOle. 

4. Platform Train Destination Signs: 
A. Signs triggered by wayside AVI. 
B. Signs controlled by Central. CPU (possibility of having 

equipment cost underwritten by advertising). 
C. No platform destination signs. 

5. Scope of Starter Line ATO: 
A. Automatic speed regulation. 
B. Prograned station stops. 
C. Automatic station dispatching. 
D. Automatic door closing. 
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Conmninications WES: 14CAC March 17,. 1982 .1. Vehicle radios fixed or removable, as in a combination 
having an installed handset. 

2. PABX, maintenance and emërgéncy telephone systems, separate 
or combined employing common equipment. 

3. Lease vs. purchase of telephone systems. 

4. Controlled aperture CCTV, for dimly lighted areas, vs.. 

higher illumination. 

5. TV monitors sequenced or split screen, or combination. 

6. Cable transmission via fiber optics, vs. multi-conductor 
cable, vs. coaxial cable. - 

Electrification System WBS: l4CADll March 17, 1982 

Traction Power 
1. Substation configuration single unit vs. double unit. 

2. Substation. spacing and location at passenger station vs. 
intermediate other locations. 

3. Substation cooling system, self-cooling vs. forded cooling, 
dryvs. liquid. ... . H 

4.. Contact rail, alinum with stainless steel cap vs. steel 
rail with extruded aluminum sides. . 

.. 

S. Switchgear overload protection, breakers vs. fuses. 

6. Cable and raceway system in tunnel exposed conduit vs. embedded. 

Auxiliary Power WBS: 14CAD12 March 17, 1982 

1. Primary power supply integration with traction power vs. 
separate feeders from utility company. 

2. secondary power distribution, radial vs. dual selective. 

3. nergency standby power supply, DG7tJPS vs. turbine-generator/UPS. 

4. Tunnel lighting fixtur e, fluorescent vs. incandescent or 
high intensity discharge. 

5. Secondary distribution equipment panelboards vs. switchgear. 

6. Secon4ary distribution transformer, liquid vs. dry, self-cooling 
vs. forced cooling. 

7. Low voltage switching system, large ACB vs. fuses, insulated case 
yr. fuses, molded case vs. fuses, drawout vs. fixed. 
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Fare Collection WBS: 14CAE11 March .17., .1982 

1. Self service vs. barrier. 

2. Flat fare structure Vs. graduated. 

3. Bus fare compatibility. 

4. special fares capability. 

Auxiliary Vehicles WBS: 14CAEI3 March 17,. 1982 

1. Sell propelled maintenance and service vehicles vs. locomotive 
and unpowered vehicles. (Types of self-propulsion might 
be 3rd rail, diesel or. both). 

.2. Rail grinding and track alignment equipment procured during 
construction or deferred. (Equipment could be purchased or 
leased; it will be needed before' start of revenue operations 
and again after approximately tWo to five years of operation). 

Escalators and Etevators WBS: 14BAG March 17, 1982 

Escalators 
1. One standardized width for all stations vs. sized according 

to projected patronage.. 

2.. Treadle operated. vs. Super'vised ètarting and stopping. 

3. Long escalators vs. segmented design. 

4. Inclined iñoviñg Sidewalk. vs. escalator for short rise. 

Elevators 
1. No laternative developed in WBS 14BAG. 

Vehicle Maintenance 
Shop Equipment.. 113$:. 14AAG11' March, 17; 1982 

1. in-floor vehicle hoists vs1 portable jacks for lifting 
vehicles. 

2. Shop stinger system vs. self-propelled car switcher. 

3 Shop lubrication system vs. portable lub carts. 

4. Shop air system vs. electric powered tools. 

5. Lathe vs. thilling method for wheel truing. 



COPIES TO 

P. M. Burgess 

KAISER 
ENGINEERS 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

MT.' 4 t3') 
'. s 

DATE March 22, 1982 

FROM 
A. P. 

OB 601 - Oakland 

1!' JODNO. 81152-403 IL. 

SUjIECT RTD METRO RAiL PROJECT 
COMMUNICATION SYSTflI 

Attached is an outline for WBS 14CAC Deliverable to be prepared. This 
outline will be Used Unless a standard fOrmat has been prepared. I 

also would like to amend the alternatives previously suritted to e 

delete the following: 

1. 1 footcandle level of lighting as against aperture control 
of TV cameras for higher PC light level. 

Théré is no operational and cost difference involved. The 
type of camera with automatic light compensation applicable 
for 1 PC and 2 P.0 or more is the same. General purpose 
cameras will be used with options. The ranges are as 
follows: 

Type of Camera Sensitivity 

Ganeral. Purpose DC - 100 PC S4outa Pc.i) (I PC. - .,000FC) 
Cts'tt'tC"PO P,e Tre. (tin ct'/.r 

Nrrmal Light Range 0. DC - DC 

Low Light I.evel 0.O1FC - 0.1FC 

Very Low Light Level 0.001PC - O.O1PC 

2. Mastereloek programmable agAinst non-programmable control unit. 
There is no considerable difference in the functions required. 
Programmable control units are more complex and expensive as 
against a non-programmable. The following features envisioned 
to be required for the Masterelock System are standard to both 
types. 

1. Central reset 
2. Hourly correction 
3. Instant reset after power failure 
4. Pre-set timer for Standard and daylight, savings tine 
5. U-hour correction 

Please advise if you or the clients disagree with this motion, otherwise, 
we will proceed as outlined. 

/spt 
attachment 
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H. Burgess Q&TC April 27, 1982 
n XE Los Angeles 

.aoA A. P. Adele. Jr., 

topics o Ed Freeman, till 

03-601 

JØIMO. 81132-403 

susan COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
WBS 14..CAC DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

This is to confirm our recent meeting with the client ,regarding 
- the various design alternatives to be evaluated. 

1. Radio Service. Passenger Vehicle 

a. Fixed 
b. Removable 

1. Non-operable. 
2. Operable 

2.. Telephone Service 
Equipment Configuration 

S a. PABX, PAX and Emergency Telephones as separate equipment. 
b. Combine two or three services in one common equipment or 

instrument 

Nethod of Acquisition.: 

a... Lease 
b. Buy 

3. Closed Circuit Television (CCV) 

a.. Sequencer 
b. Split Screen 
c. Combination 

4. Cable Transmission Service (Cr5) 

a. Fiber Optics 
b. Paired Cables 
c. Coaxial Cables 

The following criteria has been evaluated to further enlighten 
the reasons for dropping the alternative for CCfl on the aperture 
control as against the light level. 



P. M. Burgess - 2 - 

XE - Los Angeles 

1. The reçuirements for emergency lighting 
established by NEC and Section 5 of the 
(WFPA 101), which states that the light 
be less that 1.0 foot candle measured a 

A P. Adela, Jr. 
April 27, 1982 

are primarily 
Life Safety Code 
level shall not 

t the floor. 

2. The locomotive headlights classified by the Federal 
Railroad Administration are classified as road service 
givIng 800 ft. object visibility. Each lamp projects a 

beam about 5 degrees wide of 300,000 candelas. 

Using a 10 ft. distance from the light to camera lets, with 
direct exposure, the vertical illumination level will be; 

PC a Candlepower .x sin 4 
Distance S9uIred 

a 300,000 .x stn 50 - 26147 261 PC 
102 100 

3. AlthoUgh the calculated illumination level is high, the 
camera lens won't be directly exposed to the headlight. 
The actual light level will just be a spill from the 261 Pc. 

4. As previously mentioned in my memo of March 22, 1982, the 
general purpose caera with automatic light compensation 
will be able to handle the minimum emergency lighting level 
of 1.0 rc. and a maximum of 1000 PC. 

APAIj in 
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In SOUTh MA$N STflET 
LiPkOom 
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Pile: 81152-403 
WBS; 14CAC 

MEMO TO: W. J. Rhine 

FROM: P. N. Burgess 

SUBJECT: WBS 14CAC telephone Lease vs Bus' 

Alternatives Analysis 

A/ 24 3 9 

cr 

A meeting was held June 25 between representatives of Pacific 
Telephone, KAiser Engineers and your staff to obtain telephone 
leasing information for our lease vs buy alternatives analysis. 

we were informed by the telephone representatives that a 
recent antitht court ruling against the telephone company 
precludes anyantee that. Pacific Telephone will be in 
the leasing buSjess during the time we wifl be procuring 
telephone services or equipment. Therefore, as discussed with 
Jim TraM and Mike Becher, we have discontinued the analysis 
of the lease versus buy alternative. 

we plan to address the lease s buy subject again in W3S 16CAC 
work when we expect to have more definite information regarding 
the possible deregulation of conunication utilities and its 
effect on leasing vs owning optipns. 

Or WBS 14CAC Alternatives Analysis report will include a 
narrative of the previous work that was done on this alternative 
subject. 

clincidentally the report will briefly address the subject of T.V. 
camera aperture control. versus increased, illumination on which 
we suspended. the analysis because our technology assessment 
showed that moderately priced cameras have recent1 become 
available with aperture control range that precludes the 
need for extra illumination. 

PMB :mea 

A AVMOND INYflNAYIONA2. COMPANY 
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CHAPTER 7 

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION APERT RI CONTROL EVALUATION 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The intent of this analysis was to assess the capabilities of 
current CCIV cera lens technology for providing good TV coverage 
of areas Where illumination levels differ widely, as they do in. 

transit syst stations and yards. The analysis vas suspended after 
the initial technology assesnent shoved that moderately priced 
caieras have recently becctie available with aperture control range 
wide enough to accrnodate the entire r8nge. buoying are details 
of the information obtained and the results concluded. 

7.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERN&TIVES 

7.2.1 1.0 Footcandle of Lighting 

According to the Life Safety Code, 1.0 footcnMle should be the 
minimum level of lighting for energency purposes. Camera lenses 
should confos to this lighting level to provide clear and usable 
images. 

7.2.2 Higher Level of Lighting 

Normal lighting in stations and concoUrse areas is maintained at a 
level of 100 to 200 footcandle. The cameras intended for these 
areas do not require highly sophisticated control functions as long 
as the lighting levels are maintained. 

7.3 RESULTS: 

The requ resents for esergency lighting are primariy eStablished by 
NEC and Section 5 of the Life Safety Code (NPPAIOI), Which states 
that the light level shall not be less than 1.0 foot footcandle 
measured at the floor. 

The greatest amount of localized light intensity that can be 
expected in a transit traimeay is that of a locanotive headlight. 
These are classified by the Federal RailroS Adudniatration as road 
service headlights giving 800ft object visibility. Each lp 
projects a beam about 5 degrees wide of 300,000 candles, which 
converts to 261 footcandle as shown below. 

4- II 
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Using a 10-ft distance fr the light to cera lens, with direct 
exposure, the vertical illumination level will be.: 

candlepower x sin (theta) 
Ic a 

distance squared 

300,000 * sin 5° 
a 

to2 

26147 
- -261 

100 

Although the calculated illumination level is high, the ceta lens 
will not be directly exposed to the headlight; the actual light 
level will just be a spin fr the 261 footcandle. 

The type of camera with automatic light compensation applicable for 
1 footcandle and 2 footcandle or more is the same. General purpose 
cameras, with options, will be used. The ranges are as follows: 

Type of Camera 

General purpose 

Nontal light range 

Low light level 

Very low light level 

4-ia 

Sensitivity 

1 fc - 1000 Ic 

0.1 Ic - 1 Ic 

0.01 Ic - 0.1 ft 

0.001 ft - 0.01 Ic 
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APPENDIX H 

TELEPHONE LEASE VS. BUY EVALUATION 
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III' FICOR 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 913 
fltipnofl. g13j gn4a 
File 81152-4.03 
WES: 14CAC 

MEMO TO: W. 3. Rhine 

FROM:. N. Burgess 

SUBJECT: WES 14CAC Telephone Lease vs Buy 
Alternatives Analysis 

A/2 4.39 

A meeting was held June 25 between representatives of Pacific 
Telephone, Kaiser Engineers and your Staff to obtain telephone 
leasing information for our lease vs buy alternatives analysis. 

We were informed by the telephone representatives that a 
recent anti-turst court ruling against the telephone company 
precludes any gurantee that Pacific Telephone will be in 
the leasing business during the time we will be procuring 
telephone services or equipment. Therefore, as discussed with 
Jim Trani and. Mike. Becher, we have discontinued the analysis 
of the lease versus buy alternative. 

We plan to address the lease Vs buy subject again in WEE 16CAC 
work when we expect to have more definite information regarding 
the possible deregulation of communication utilities and its 
effect on leasing vs owning options. 

OIu.r WBS 14CAC Alternatives Analysis report will include a 
narrative of the previous work that was done on this alternative 
stbj ect. 

Coincidentally the report will briefly addressthe subject of T.V. 
Camera aperture control versus increased illimination on which 
we suspended the analysis because our technology assessment 
showed that moderately priced cameras have recintl become 
available with aaerture control range that precludes the 
need for extra illumination. 

PNB: mea 

A RaYMOND INtflNATIONAS. COMPANY 
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6.1 

CRAPTER 6 

TELEPEONE SERVICE. 

LEASE vs. BUY EVALUATION 

In this alternative, Kaiser Engineers was to analyze leasing 
and purchasing options for the telephone equipment. 

6.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

6.2.1 Lease 

Leasing the PABX and PAX main fres, including lines and telephone 
instruments1 is the current trend of major business industries. 
This equipment, installed on the Metro Rail prenises according to 
the Metro Rail systa specifications, wifl be furnished and 
maintained by the local telephone company. 

6.2.2 121 

This alternative presents an 8dvaüte to the Metro Rail syste in 
purchasing the telephone syst, because it could be precisely 
engineered and specified to meet specific. requirents. 

6.3 RESULTS 

A preliminary functional specification was prepared by Kaiser 
Engineers and presented to the telephone company for a lease 
quotation. A meeting was held at the Metro Rail project premises 
and was attended by representatives of Pacific Telephone, Kaiser 
Engineers, and the Metro RaU. Project staff. 

A recent antitrust court ruling against the telephone company 
precludes any guarantee that PAcific Telephone will be in the 
leasing business when the telephone system for the Metro Rail 
project. is instolled. As a result of this discussion, the analysis 
of this alternative will not be included in this report until more 
definite information is gathered. 

H-S 
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HEAVY DUTY 
OPTICAL FIBER CABLE 
These optical fiber cables are especially suited toremployment in voice, videoand data transmission 
applications which require ruggedized cables. High cable strength, crush and abrasion resistance, and 
moisture protection character2e the rugged nature oi these cables. (See Installation Suitability Table) 

The optical fiber cables areavajlable in to types which are desci bed as General Purpose and Heavy 
Duty. The General Purpose cables incorporate standard ITT optical fibers which have 0.5 millimeter outer 
jacket diameters. These cablesare generally intended for installation in ducts, cable trays, or similar appli- 
cafions. The Heavy Duty cables incorporate ITT optical fibers having outer jackel diameters 010.95 
millimeter. The additional buttering material on the fibers provides an additional measure of ruggedness 
which makes these cables well suited for direct burial or aerial itallations. BOth cable types are 
characterized by high cable strength and excellent abrasion resistance. Other cable type can incorporate 
up to nineteen optical fibers, 

Both cable types are comprised of an inner core of optical fibers over whidh is extruded a bleak poly- 
urethane jacket This inner jathket is surrounded by helically laid Kevlar' strength members over which 
the outer jacket 01 polyurethane is extruded. 

The HeavyDuty cable is Cesigned for aerial installation by lashing to a messenger wire. It is also suitable 
for duct installation using standard dud-pulling techniques. This cable is available with an optional void- 
filling compound applied within the inner cable jacket as well as an alumiriU'm tape armOr with an outer 
payethelene jacket This cable complies with the PEA General Guidelines for Fiber Optic Communi- 
cation Cablet ISsue 2." With the addition of these options, the cable is suitable tor direct burial by plowing 
or trenching. 

Since the optical fibers used in these ables are inherently strohg(tintious Drool tested at 100 kpsi 
lOads) and special attention has been paid to increaSd cable strength in cable designs, standard cable 
installation techniques c8n be used out damaging the optical fibers in the cable. Additionally, 
termination Of the strength member and optical fiber is enhanced by the flexibility and internal structure of 
the cables. 

These cableS can be ordered with any ITT muffirnode optical fibers. Fibers in a Wide range of attenuation 
and dispersion are available As an option the fibers can be color-coded in accordance with "REA 
General Guidelines for Fiber Optic Communication Cables, Issue 2." These cables are available in 
lengths up to one kilometer. Longer continuous lengths can also be provided on special order. 

1979. Irneniat I Telephone 
and teiegrapn Cortora ion 
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OPTICAL FIBER CABLE 

AcniAL 
OPTICAL FIBER CABLE 

- 
-& fla-,.a.1c 

INSTALLATION SUITABILITY 

CABLg TYPE 

Intrabuilding 
Heavy Duty 

Unfilled, unsheathed 
Filled, unsheathed 
Fined, sheathed 

General Purpose 

CABLE SPECIFICATIONS 
OPTICAL 

Numerical Aperture 
Attenuation @ 0.85 Mm 
DiSpersion (-3dB Irtlermodal) 

w.c- .a 

r 

UlritLr SUi-sIAL 

OPTICAL FIBER CABLE 

TYPES OF INSTALLATION 
Aerial Duct/wet Duct/dry Dirt Burial 

Refer to Optical Fiber Data Sheets 
Refer to Optcal.Fiber Data Sheets 
Reler to Optical RberQa%a Sheets 

MECHANICAL 
GENERAL PURPOSE HEAVY DUTY 

Unsheathed Sheathed 

jacketed Fiber Diameter 0.5 mm -. 1.0mm 1.0 mm 
Cable Diameter 6.1 mm -. 7.0mm 9.7mm 
Weight 30 kg/km 39 kg/km 56 kg/km 
Minimum Bend Radius 4cm Scm lOom 
5hort-Term Tensile Strength 150 kgf 150 kgf iSO kgf 
Number of Fibers 1to7 1 tO? 1 1o7' 
'EigPu to nineteen Ilbers can be specified on specat order. 

CABLE ORDERING INFORMATION 
(Cable Part Number is brefixed by the letter "V'. followed bS' 

a three-element number as followr T.XXXX-YY-7777 - see below.) 

xxxx VY 
Cable Type Number of Working Fibers 

Heavy Dutyt 

nfl 
Fiber Type Numbr 

Filled, unsheathed 2500 Specify 01 to 19 See Optical Fiber Data Sheer 
Unfifled, unsheathed 2501 5pe 01 to 19 See Optical Fiber Data sheer 
Filled, sheathed 2502 Specify 01 to 19 See Optical Fiber Data Sheer 

General Purposeff 3500 Specify 01 to 19 SS Opticai Fiber Data Sheer 
tFormerlv desçn led types 1-491 to '1-499 

tfFórrnerly designaied ypes 7-41% to 7419 
Øetete -r nfs 
FOr Ioraed1ibers. add suffix C alter riber lype Number 

EXAMPLE: T2502-O7-12OB is a IllS. sheathed seven fiber bIe usng gradid indes fiber with an cuter jacket dian'eter 010.5mm 
ashibung 4.0dB/km maximum altenuaton at O.BSja and mazirnum 3dB intermnodaldispemsion pIGS rWlunaIo.9 Mm. 
(fiber type. the outer jacket diameter; renuaten. art dincn are taken 1rpm Grided Index QvtaI FiSt - at) 

5-81 

ELECTRO-OPTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION ITT 
7635 Plahtàlion Rd., Roarioke, VA 24th9. Tilephone (703)563-0371 
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1 Iña Wink flhiaht VidTr2ncmiecinn tn .: " ,w,, 9 .u.; v ,w I. J (10) KiIometeWfthout RepeMe Using 
FiberOptics -., - 

Dsigned to accommodate a wide range of custom sem reuiremen, JflS Video Laser Transmon 
System isa single, modularized package that expands 
to satisfy multipiS. channel transmission ol simp%ex or 

signals. The standard 514" x 19" equipment 
shelf has provisions for accepting up to foUr (4) video 
cha4nel units and an AC pwér supply unit. Superior 
video quality for signal bandwidths to 10 MHz is com- 
bined with the ability to transmit over nonrepeated fiber 
optic links up to ten (10) kilometers. 
A low noise, fligh linearity fiber optic transmission 
system, the ITT VLT unit mplOys F.M. modulation to 
provide a signal-tonoise ratio (weighted) of glreater 
than 60dB and differential gain of less than 1.5%. 
Easy to install and maintain. ft is an ideal transmission 
System for video and other wideband analog signals 
where me signal quality is critical. 
I b.... ,al.aa, .;,,.a ,.-. .4... .r.,;_-__ 4, 
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and leIeç?©n Corooraict' 

OUtU Iv ,cn flOt5i I..J, ,u,ui 011%)' I, II C 
ITT:Video LaserTràrismissi on System bypasses the 
traditional installation problems associated c4ithboppér 
tabS sØëms and iscapabte of transmission in.hih 
noise environments, because it is inhtenty immune 
to radio frequency and electromagnetic interference. 



videoL?r 
... gg I ransmission 

The high flexible packa in co figuration ill accept 
vstern I other modules in the TGlOOiSeries toacco!n' odate 
a a variety uf dlyhai or siyndis. 

:.. Featdres L 
10 kilomter nonrepatered hn s. 
Low noie/highlineanty 

- ,. - Modular)constructu ' .'- 
E -: ': 

i -. '7 -I'. "i4t' .-ta', - -- 

i 

.Z, 

LIIEEJJ 

FiberOptcCable --: (UpTo1OKrt Length) z':..s. 

- . rIaT tai naP U ft LaX 

Modutor.. ?nrnr:. - mouialor 
16122 - 16120 - 18170 . 16172. - 

VIDEO LLINK '1 

SPEtWICA11QNS.. .:...,.. 
I 

T6120/6170/6122/6172 
El4trical . ForAddhional intLrmation 

-. RS-iTQ Write or'Call: ..- 
lnpqtlmpedande 75n,lvpp 
Output lmpedahce _ -__7 a i pp Marketing Departme t - 

Frequency Re4onse (±1.5 dB) 10 Mfz ITT - ... 
LiriTilt _ . I- . 

cl% Electro-OptucalProd DMSiO 

_iNai htøel n,Lta-Ppntlnrn £'Jn,c ,,.RnIIR 7 5 Plantati n Road 
Dilfe9rential 8a11 I <1.5% 4. Box 
Ditlérential Phase ____________________________ < 30 Roanoke.virgin;a 2419 
PoWer ReaUireriients 117 Wac ±1 0% Teept one (703) 58310371 

<-46 

Mechanical! 
I 

Video Modulator, T6122 I p.24" x 4.15,' x 8.56R 

Widéband. Transmitter, T6120 ______ 0.87" x 4.75" xB.56" 
WidebaodBeôivPr _ TR17fl1 C) R7" _ x _ 4 _ 7" r. M 

1.24" x 4.75" x 8.56" Vidéb Dimbdülátoi T6172 
Power Supply-i 117 Vat, 16904__. 556" x 5.22" x 1 0.75" 
VideO CháSs T6902 19,00', x 5.25" x 15.75" 1 

Electrical connection _ BNC Connector 
Qpiical Connection _ I __ Cannon FOT COnnector 

H 
I I 

ITT 
ELECTRO-OPTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 

7535 Plantation Rd..Roenoke, Va. 24019. Telephone (703) 563-037 

0 
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Video/FM Coaxial Cable Transmission System 
FEATURES: DESCRIPTION 

Greater than 60 dE Signal to Noise. The CatS VFMS Video FM Transmission System consists.of 
Improved Impulse Noise Immunity a VFMM20Q0 Video FM Modulator and a vMD-2obô PM 
Longer Transmission Runs with Less Distortion Video Demodulator. FreqUency range ii available from IBto 
No Gain md Tilt Compénsition Required 293 MHz with standard bandwidth of 14 MHz. (Special 

bandwidths optional) 
Low Maintenance. Solid State Design 
Minimum Cross-Modulation Effect Due to the noise imrñunity advantages inherent in FM, the 

system is capable of long distance tiañsmission of high speed High Level Silnals data, television pictures and facsimile with minimum 
Improved Group Delay Performance dist6rtion. 
Ideal for PCM Multiplex 

Lower Cost than Comparable AM Systems 
Minimum Effect from Intruded SignalsFM Capture Effect 

i-s 



Unique Advantages of FM/Video Transmission... 

Special features of Frequency Modulation make it ideally 
suited for wideband cable transmission applications. 

First, the high signal to noise and imputie noise immunity 
characteristics of FM proviDe improved performance in 
three areas: longer runs vitb minimum distortion, multiple 
regeneration in cascaded systems with feweramplifiers 

and improved overall transmission of high speed Data, 
television picturis and ficsimile. 

Secondly, the straight.forward, design of the FM system 
towers purchase priöe, maintenince ôPsts, and reduies the 
number of additional active elements in the system. 

"0ff-Air" Video "Ott-Air" Video 
Figure A Figure B 

Figure A shows AM video display from input through B 
amplifier cascade Figure B shows improved characteristics 
of FMtrensmission within the same parameters. 

Versatile, Modular Design Coñbept 
The chart shows arious combinations of Catel video 

!fld audio bandwidth modules which make up specific MODULATOR 
trequency- and applicatuon-tailoreC systems. 1-ull pricing -. 
available on request. Iv / / 

'S. / 5 

/ / /7/I 
VFMS,2000 / / t 
DATA MODULES S / I -/ 
Cabinet with tamper-guard panel CAZIDO XXX XXX xxx 

Power Supply PS2SOO XXX XXX xxx 

Video Modulator VFMM2000 XXX. XXX XXX 

Video Derriodulator VFMD2000 

Down Convener TC2SOOD XXX xxx 

Band Pass Filter BPF2IOO 

Audio Modulator FMX21002 XXX 

Audio Demodulator PMRX2200' - 

Panel Spacer CS2000 XXX XXX4 

Two way au0o/viwaI T.u.contqr.ncing mod.m.t a much Iow.r I.rmili.i pflct thn convtnionsi AM Syu.m 
2St.ndard cn.i Audio Moduinor.'DtmaduIno, 
3Reou.rn '*0 CIDifltiI 1-6 

IWO SPfl!r$. 
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SPEd FICATIONS 

VFMS.2000 Video FM Syr.m 
rsouann R.no, ......................... M"tO 293 MHZ - Svst.m (Sosclfy) 
lnpuIBaó Bàndwiam Option .............. lOw, to 100 ksi Mm. 

ION! to.SMNI Mi,. 
Channel Banawidit .............. ¶4 MHZ 
Cr.snn.i Guard Ditto ........................ 1.5 MHz at mizci,nzim bandwidth 
Baa. Bandw.d1t. Re,.Dona ................... t0.S dB.30 Hz to 1.2 MHF 
Pt..,. Delay .................................. 150 áac,30 Hz jo 4.2 MHz 
Diftersatial Gain ......................... 0.505 
Dif1srsaial Pt ......................... 11'.3.5S MN: 
Signal to Noise Ratio ..................... 6065 Minimum Back to Back (Unwaighted) 415 dB. Iliblit 
Sync tilt. . .-. ..- ........................ 2% Maa. 

VPMM.2000 Video FM Modulator 
Input Level ............................. I.OV Peak.Pak Ad,vatabls.ove. 0.71 to 2.0%' Rang. 
Input imp.oanc. ....................... 75 Ohm Unb.Isnc.d 

.20dB Return Lou 
Output Itnpaanc, .................... 75 Qtm unülencs ¶605 Return Lola 
Output Level ................. 64 dBmV Levels a, High sa 72 flmv Available on Spatial Orgar) 
FraOIflnMV Stability ...................... 0.1% 
HuMandNoiul ......................... 700BDdwnalM-1.S 
input Bandwidth Option, .................. 10Hz to 500 tHa Mitt. 

¶0 54, lo S MHZ Ma,. Spurious!,) ........................ 6000 MInimum B.iaw Pnii Crrier Level QuaSi 14 Mlii Bjndv,ioft. 
Power Aequirsm.nn ...................... 
VFMD4000i'BPF.2100 Video FM Demodulator 
Input Level .................................. +io dBmV Mitt. io *30 dBMV Mn. 

Input Impede .......................... 75 0h. terminating Unbalanced 16 00 Return Lou 
0 ................................ Kiwi impedance Loop through (Specify) 

Output Loyal .............................. ¶ PS.k4.Pfl Adjuanbi. 
Output impedance ......................... 75 Ohm teiminatlnj 20 oB Return Loaa 

P5-2500 Power Supply 
Power Input ............... 105 to 125 VAC. 60 Hi (330 V.10HZ OptIonal) 
Piwer Outpu ............................ 12.6 VDC at 1.0 AMperes 

(-15 VDCat .5 Ampere,) 
Ripple .................... ........... Lw than 1 mY 
Regulation ................................... El. tronic (l.C.) 
Prot.ction .............................. Input-Fund 

Outp.n-EI.ctronlc Sa,on Cirtult Protect.d 

OPtiONS: Siaci.i Bandwidths 
Premium Sp.c!ficniàna 
DC Coupling for Pat. Tr.nimsmo. 
BNC:ciniI.h 

AUDIO MODULES 

FMX.2100 -. 
Output Control ........................... C Atinuoud y Va,Iabii 
Response .. . .. ....................... 1105 of 75 Mjc,o,.c cad pr,.empre,i, nva orSO Hz 'aGO kHZ C.optonafl 
Modulation ............................... Oven iui.ted VCO 
Mo0..Ietiofl Capability .................... 75 tNi7d.viation 
Hum and Noise .......................... 6009 below Max. output 
Input Lenl ............................. -100Gm (ore-amp .yall.bii) 
Input Impedance ........................ SPOP Ohm, unbalanced or 500 Ohm, balanced 
Spurious Signals ............................ GOdS bsiàw ma.. OUT lit 
Froduency Range ........................ ¶4.300 MHZ 
Output L.vel ............................ *4505 MV 
!recue!tcv Stability ...................... 0.005% (crinsi controlled) 
Power Raouirem.nt, ......... .. 12.6 VDC. 180mA average: 220 mA Max. (Powerad by PS2SOO Pow., Supply) 

FMRX.2200 
Prapuahcy RangE ........................ 4.0 MHz to 300 MHZ (SpecIfy) 
Audio Output ........................... 2.5 VPsak.tâ.Peak into 600 Ohrna Unbalanced.. 41005 wIth 600 Ohm 

(Bal.ncad option) 
Spurious I5O011fl ........................ !0. OS Minimum 
Hum and Nolaa .......................... -40 fl Minimum 
SiiDility .................................... 0.005% (Crynai.ConiiiilIdV 
lmag..Rejection . ........................ eon 
Sensitivity .............................. 3 jiV fo,30 09 QuietIng (1 HF) 
Selectivity .............................. L..aih.n ISO lcHz .t30 00 down 

Len man 260 kHi si so os down 
Panbano .................................. 200 ENs (COiamic Flitar) 
AM Rejection. . . ....................... 5048 
I-Iirmoiic Ql,iortion ....................... Lea than 1% (50 sz to ¶1kHz) 

:,-.t ....................... 2_SOS 
Signel plus Noise/Noise .................. . 5005 
PSwar Rnulrsm.nn ....................... 12.6 VOC. 118 mA (PowereC by PS2SOO Power Supply) 

OPtIONS: 600 Ohm Balanced Audio Output 

0 'to uA.,.caio. i-7 
.aar.OST.asiim*OSO Limo iniJ.5.&. .7/76 P.O ot.Ifla 
uOuWtal* vies. cc nae, 

twa l,03,aea,4 





General 
Transmission Rate 

Electril Signal Intedace 

Optical 
Light source 
Operating Wavelength 
Fiber Pigtail 

Average Optical Power 
(at bulkhead connector) 

Extinction ratio 

Electrical Power 
Operating voltage leVels 
Electrical power consumption 

Mechanical 
Size 
Mounting 

Temperature 
Humidity 
Laser Tertiperature 

With TEC Cooler 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DCto 100MB/s 
optimized for DS-3 arid DS-3C operation 

NRZ-L ECL-Level, Differential 

Injection Laser 
820 nm (typical) 
125 urn dia. 50 urn core 
NA = 0.21 graded index fiber 
OdBm. (typical) 

>10:1 

±8vdc 
10 watts (max) 

8.75"H x 1 .375'Wx 8.5"D 
ltinch terminal tray 
0°CtoSO°C 
0-95% (no condensation) 
30°Q(Max) 

In accordance with standards established by the Bureau of Radio- 
logical Health, DREW, each of the labels below are attached to trans 
mitter equipment. 

DANGER 

INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION 
WHEN OPEN 

(CONNECTOR REMOVED) 
AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE 

TO BEAM 

a 

DiSTAl, coMMUNICATiONS CORPORATiON 

MANUFACTURED__________________ 

cOMPLIES WITH 2ICFR 1040.10 & 1040.11 

naflnasn a siXrnw. UP' Fil F! Ls it! k. iflI.J d .x.ic.iIRl 
.1 t, A. 
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S INtRODUCTION 

The Model 6013 Digital Television Codec is a ow 
cost, bandwith efficient digital video codec. It provides 
good quality digital NTSC color video at one. 
half the bit rate of standard PCM encoded video. 

The Model 6013 Digital Television Godec offers TV 
transmissiOn capability over digital links a the Bell 
System Standard T-3 rate of 44.736 Mbps. Its primary 
application is video transmission over fibei optic. 
cable but. wit! operate over other digital links as well. 

KEY FEATURES 

High quality television transmission. 
Two-to-one compression of the digital 
Video using Differential PCM 
DPCM techniques. 
interframe coding with adjacent pixel 
as well as previous line prediction. 
Line substitution I or lines received 
in error. 

'%wSfl 

Adaptive quantizer (based on biffer 
..nemory fill statUs).. 
PrOgram audio (mono or stereo). 
Standard T-3 frame compatible 
(allows use of Standard T-3 rate 
monitoring equipment on digital link). 
Alarm liDs on front panels. 
Front panel test pqlnts. 
internal orextemal 44.736 MHz clock. 

There are two versions (network quality and CATV 
quality) of the Model 6013 DIgital Television Codec. 
These two differ In their video performance specifica- 
tions which result from different hardware implemen- 
tations. The CAN quality version is upgradEblito the 
network qUality version by adding the Entropy Encoder 
Module and Buffer Memoiy Module to all en- 
coders and by adding that Entropy Decoder Module 
and the Buffer Memory Module to all decoders. Addi- 
tional jumper changes are alSo required. The GAry 
quality version has been given the designation 6013C 
and the network version has been given the designa 
Hon 6013N. 

Excellence in Telecommunications Engineering 

Digital Communications Corporation 
A COMPANY 
11717 EIotin Ldne 
Germantown. Maryland 207 
flP' £Zflfl1&. AfltOC' -. A - 



SPECIFICATIONS 

VIDEO INTERFACE (!NC Coaxial Connectors) 
Signal type ............. NTSC (colOr or rnonochiPrne) 
Amplitude ............. 1.0 V p-p 
Impedance ............ 75 ohms unbalanced 
Polarity ............. .. Black negative 
Bandwidth . ........... 0' 4.2 MHz 

AUDIO INTERFACE. (Terminal Block) 
Impedance. . .. .. ...... 600 ohms balanced 
Input and.Output Level .. 0 dBm (nominhl) 

6 65 adjustment capability) 

TRANSMISSION 
INTERFACE (BNC Coaxial Connectors) 

Bit Rate ................ 44.736 Mbps : 20 ppm 
(Standard 1-3 ratS) 

Clock .................... Intefnal crystal oscillator 6r 
external ECL level reference 

VIDEO PERFORMANCE 

Model 6013C Model 6103W 
(CATV Quality) (Network Quality) 

St&bjectie Equivalent 
Signalto-.Noise Ratio 
(Peak signal to 
RM$weights) .......... ................ ts4dB 
Differential Phase .......... 

.t45q3 
5° max ................. 4° max. 

Differential Gain ......... 12% max. ............... 8% max. 

AUDIO PERFORMANCE 
Signal-toNoise 

eighted) .................... 
Harmonic Distortion 
(400Hz) ........................ 
Total Distortion .. ............. 

BER REQUIREMENT .......... 
BER THRESHOLD ............. 

62dB 

sO.5% 
;sO.75% 

1 X108 
Good qUaiiW operatior 
at 1 X 10 

MECHANICAL 
Modular Arrangement 

-. Two sets of encoder modules, or 
Two sets of decodir modules, Or - One-set of enoder modUles arid one set of 
decoder rnddulSs $hown in photo) 

Size 
Codec Tray ........................ 8.75" X 19" X 18" 
Power Supply .................... Varies dependng on 

configUratiOn 

ENVIRONMENT 
Temperature ..................... 10° C: to 40° C 
Humidity ......................... 10% to 90% 

(honcondening) 
Power ....................... 11S23O VACI 50160 Hz, 

48 vOC Option 
available 

OPTIONS 
Etender boards (two types) 
Moynting rack and blower 
Redundant po'Srsupplies 

Information is preliminaryand subject to change. 

naanraww 
at*Iazrne1!1t1Wi L.NiiJI.Il1 tu1tllI.]iTt.]i.I.]t.iiMj1 
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1/2" FOAM-DIELECTRIC 
HELIAX® CABLE, TYPE LDF4-75 

This 75-ohm LDF series foam-dielectric HEL,IAX coaxial cable 
provides a combination of strengTh, flexibility, and efficiency 
not available in other cablEs. The proprietary Low-Ion foam 
Ciiëlectric offers attenuation performance equallingthat.ot air- 
dielectric, cables of similar sue. An Ennulirly corfUgated outer 

CHARACTERISTICS FOR TYPE LDF4-75 

BULLETIN 1259 

conductor, 'in conjUnction with the connector "O"-ring seals. 
provides a longitudinal moisture bidet. Ditterential expinsion 
is eliminated by mechanically locking the outer conductor and 
bonding the inner conductor to the diEiecftic. 

The connectoñ feature a unique self-flAring design °.! sup riot 
electrical contact, high resistance to connector pull-ott and 
twist-off and.easy aisembly with ordinary hand tools. 

LDF4.75 is available in long continuous lengths for easy 
installation and maintenance-free service. The rugged black 
polyEthylene jacket makes the cable suitable for dirEct burial 
or for installation in corrosive environments. The cable is 
suitible f& installation dawn to _4OCC (-40'F) and for 
operation upto 8CC (176°F). 

Nominal.Size 1/2" Jacket Spark. volts, RMS' 8000 
Characteristic Impedance, ohms 75 Capicitance, pf/tt (m) 15.4 (50.5) 
Inner Conductor Cooper-Clad Aluminum inductance, z h/ft (in) 0.087 (O.28) 
Outer Conductor Copper Diarnitir ovirjickit, in. (rhrn) G.M (16) 
Miximum Frequency. 6Hz 10 Minimum Bending Radius, in. (mm) 5 (125) 
Veiocity,percent 88 CabieWeight, lbs/ft (kg/rn) 014 (!21) 
Peak Power Rating. kw 13 Bending Moment, 'ft-lbs (N 'm) 2.8 (3.8) 
DC. Resistance, ohms/lOGO ft (1000 in) ?ensile Strength..lbs (kg) 200 (90.7) 

Inner 1 22 (4.00) Flat,Plate Crush Strength. lbs/in (kg/mm) 110 (2.0) 
Outer 0.80(1.97) Number of Bends, Minimum 15 

D.C. Breakdoi, volts 4000 Typical 50 

10, 

-w 
u-pc 
'U - 
.& 

a,, -z a-1 Ca 
C,- 

'Ma 
a- .u& 
I-- 
C 

1 10 100 1 10000 
FREOUENCY IN MEGAHERTZ 

12 
Andrew Corporatian 10500 W. 153rd St. Andrew AMennes Andrew Antena. Umfljoa 
Orland Park, IL. U.S.A. 60462 LSitigelly, Fif, Great Britain .$oroaba,.SP, Brazil 

AnMr.w Antenna Ccrnaan Ltd. Andrew Antennas Anten., V Pi,ra..z 

SI I 

I 

Agitsnn.s Andrew S.A.R.L 
Nopnt4.-Rotrov, France 
A,.4.., Ce I 
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t*Drt.rfl .qflr 

Ti4sàthn pcibrvn 

man a Iflfln a 

Spatth.d ,nnimum 5.0 5.0 
On dnars 2S 0.5 Si 02 
ASs' la$ng 3.0 04 3.3 0.3 
Change 0.1 0.3 02 0.2 

t.b4. 4 
M.siuiid sfl.pwadon of It,. fibre lengths can- 
crIed to 550 it, wsvlsngth 

fl. puIan.49flL 

NOfUCtS $easns 
Telecom Kebelverk 

man a mean a 

Sps&ied maxum 
Sis/km 1.5 14 
onãthns ii o. ii 0.7 
Aftãfaying 1.3 0.3 14 0.5 
Ckáij. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

1sb4. 5 
Ms.sursd dispersion of the fibre length It $50 na nnlar 

-.fl - 
Catl.l.agth .. StIII 10k.' 

.._. - 

- 

Mean ØQ op 1-2- 3. 1. 3 3 
Late t*on.d8 312 fl. VS as 40.7 352 372 35.7 
DieprsionoISO%.ns 44. 4.9 4S 

. 4.7: 5.4 5.4 , . 

101 55 56 9 55 65 1 

) No compnbi. measurement results n a,&IiIl. .......... e.. ..t:_. ........ :. :.. -.: 

tai.s 
Tree. ii a deli SIB sod 10km. 
ws.slagI 15nnLNTceb! 

......... --. . 
cabislenger - - 

ae-p 
5km 

......... 
lObe 

lap I. op Loop Man Loop Loop taap Man 
- . .:.;T-i. ..,2..v..3 .: .. I 2- 3: 

32.5 fl7 313 M.5 CC '.,:' ' -' 
OEsPflóflESO%.M 42- 5.6.46 5.1 54 5.7 5.9 
-s.ndwc.wc:.:-ls .80 Th .fl 70 .55-56 .65 - .-.- ..-.CZ.i%..-..%-.--.,.--- ...... - .... .-.... ....... ..-... 

TeNs? 
T,.nvsieion dot. all end 10km. 
Wsvelahiom.n.SlCVnbS -. 

DATA SHEET ERICSSON GROUP 

References 
1. GIlt. H. and Vucins. V.: 34 Mbll/s 

Optical Fl Line System. LAM 
347. Ericsson R..57 (19803:3. pp. 
104-198. 

t-Endórsz.G.::OpticlI Mn CabMs. 
En Ric. 57 (19803:3. pp. 88- 

. 3 Bbttcher. U.: Jointing of Optical 
Fiw. CabS. Ericsson Rev. 57 
(lsea)z pp. 92-at 

4. EñdIrsz. C. arC Râdhe. P.: Trans. 

(19803:3. pp. 
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CATHER 
De lauw. Cath.T I Company 
Eroineers urd Pinners 

S 

E CT 

MADE DY 

,VF 

Ciii!- cq-g.r 

JOB, NO.._______________ 

SHEET HO. _____ OF_____ 

_______ DATE________________ CHECKED BY DATE _____ 
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CATHER 
Di Lnw. Cattier & Company 
flOinher Slid PsnnIri 

- 

- -I_ _ .'LJó ____________________ 

SMEr NO. _____ OF 

MADE BY ' DATE CHECKED BY DATE-.__ 
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SUBJECT '- j6awth. 

CATtIER ________________________ 
De Leuw, Cather & Ccrnp.ny 4 
Enoirlerl and Plannn MADE;BY V DATE ______________ CHECKED BY DATE - 

U 
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.eMIflC.fl SHEET MC. ____ 0? ______ 
D. Lnw, C.m,r £ Compvij' 
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&sc-CQ a SUBJECT JOB NO. ______________ 

CATHER OF_ 
Dc L.euw. Cath.r 6 Compiny - 
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SUoJEC -- / i -JàOBNo. 
GATHER 'J /,4 $P4EETNo. op___ 

Do Louw athot & Compwy 
EnoinootA ant PtanSrs MADE Pt._________ DArE CHECKED BY ___________ DAn _____ 
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Need quotation (budgetary) for Okonite cthle in fQllO%dng quantities 

Guage Pairs Length Okanite Product 

422 300 80,000' 707-15-3300 

#22 200 1,0,000' 707-33-3200 

*22 150 30,000 70-]5-31So 

422 75 6,000 707-15-3075 tto7.eft 

419 200 60.000 707-15-4200 

419 150 9,000 707-15-4150 

#19 75 22,000 7b7-15-4075 

ii-9 
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DePIJW SUBJECT COST EST1 NATE JOB NO. 3469nfl 

CATHER WIREIJINE - ALTERNATIVE #1 - PRIMARY CIRCUIT Iii SIIEE1 NO. OF 

Dc LaUw C011ier & Company 
COnsulting Englnesrs end PIann,,s MADE BY DATE _______________ CHECKED BY ____________ DATE - 

NO I1M DESCRIPTION. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT AM?I 

1 ib1e AWG 122. 30ó Oair OKONITE 717-15-3300 -0.4 KIt 3609 mliii 

2 Cable AUG ff33. 150 pair OKONITE 71.1-15-3150 9;4 Kit 1820 15:2W 
3 splice Cases Pot Irnored, burieá cable 6 EA 18 lOt 

4 Splice Sleeves 5400 EA 0.10 - $541 

5 Protector Blocks 4 x 26 a 167 2; 83 

Total Material 491 091 

IàISTALLATION COSTS 
I 
I 

1 Equipaent Rental @ hrs / 1.000' cable 61.2: BPS 21.70 2 352 

2 LiABOR Pull Cable,. Electrician 40 HRS/l,000' 320 lIPS1 27.70 8 64 

3 Splipe Cable Electrician @ 0.033 fiRS/Splice 180 IWS. 27.70 4 986 

4 Terminate Cables Electrician @ 0.083 HIts/pair iS BPS 27.70 2.JOJS 

I-- 

Total Instaflation in 

Total Circuit Cost 671311 -________ 

-I 
I _____I 



DeLE(JW SUnJECT cost ESTIMATE zoo no. 3469-00 
1 

CATtIER WIRELINE - ALTERNATIVE 1 - PRIMARY CIRCUIT #2 SHEET NO. _____ OF _________ 
De Leuw, CiIbn & Company 
Co..iuIUnq Engineari antiflannaig MADE UT DATE CHECKED UT ___________ DATE 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT AM?; 

1 Cable AWGU22. 300 pair, OKONITE 711-15-3300 5.124 Xl t .3609 18149: 

2 Cable AWG#22, 200 pair, OKOtIITE 717-15-3200 4.139 Kit 2399 

3 Cable AWG#22, 150 pair, ÔXCI1ITE 717-l5-3iS0 2.826 Kit 1820 5h4: 

4 Cable AWG#22, 75 pair, OKONITE 717-15-3075 2.826 Kit 970 
. 21 743 

S Splice Cases Burled Cable. 4 LA 18 

6 Splice Sleeves 
2800 EA 0.10 28' 

7 Terminal Blocks Bee hive 7 LA 16 13: 

8 Protector Blocis 4 .X 26 24 LA 167 4 08 

I 

I 

MATERIAL COSTS 41 ;4.39 

vrjni.nane. Rental @ 8 hrs/l,000't i19 MRS 35.00 
I 

4l6S 

2 IaIr Pull cable Electricianl@ 40 hrsll,000' 5.97 Hrs 27.70 161537 

3 splice Cable Electrician @ 0.033 hrs/spltce 93 Mrs 27.70 21576 

4 Terminate Cables Electrician P 0.083 hrs/pair . 
95.5 Mrs 27.70 2:645 

-I 
Total Installation 25923 

TOTAL COST CIRCUIT #2 . 
671362 

- S. 

F-- 
I 

-, .. - .- 
. -' 

-- .. 1- 



. ... 
DeLEUW SUDJECT ..D)ST ESTTM9P. JOD NO. 

CATHER WIRELINE - ALTERNATIVE Ill - PRIMARY CIRCUIT $13 SnEET NO. OF 

0. Lain!, Celhn & Company 
ConsOmngEnglnfln snd!PIinneta MADE DY DATE: CIECKED DY DATE: 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION. NOTES UNIT UNIT 
PRICE$. $ 

1 rabin inn pAir nrninp 717-lc-iifln .,f. ,.i, Yfi lCflO 

I 

-91I7 

2 cable AWG#22. 200. pair OICONITE 717l5-3200 2-.82j_ Ut 2398 67T 

3 Cable AWG*22, 150 pair OKONITE 717-15-3150 2.826 Ut 1820 5;14: 

4 Cable AWG$22, 75 Pair OKONITE 117-15-3075 5.0 Kft 970 4(651 

5 cable AWG#19-, 75- pair OKONITE 717-15-4075 6.0 Ut 1766 l 59 

6 Splice Cases Buried Cable 15 18 
( 
27 

7 Splice--sleeves 9000 LA 0.10 90' 

8 Loadiog coils SBnth, 300 stack 4 EA 832 231 

9 Loading coils 68mb, 200 stack . 1 EA 585 56' 

10 Wading Coils -68mb, 75 stack . 1 LA 215 I 2U 

jf Terminal Blodks Bè'e Hive 10 LA 16 16i 

12 Protector Blocis 
4 X 26 -22 LA 161 474 

I 

I. 
J4atsrlal Confn .. 

I: 
na;i&s _____________________ 

-I 

INSThLIaTTflI_costs 
I 

_______ 
1 Equipuent Rental @ 8 hrs/li,000' __255 BPS 35.00 91925 

2 Labor Pull Cable Electrician 0 40 hrs/1,000' 1276 BPS 27.70 j51345 
3 splice Cable Electrician 0 0.033 bra/splice 300 BPS 27.70 .8:310 
4 Terminate Cable Electrician 0 0.083 bra/pair . r'4 BPS 27.70 41820 

.5 Mount: coil Stacks @4 hours per location. 
I. 

24 

, 

_HRS 27.70 .4665 

I 

Total INstallatIon 58065 

I 
- Total _ CircuIt Costa . in;:987 



JOB HO. 3469=-On 1 DeLEUW SUBJEcT _C0 ZSTAE 
CATHER WIRELINE - ALTERNATIVE #1 - PRIMARY CIRCUIT 4 SHEet NO. ____ OF.________ 

Os Letg,v, Ca the,. & Company 
Consul lag EnQineits and Plannns MADE BY _________DATE CI4ECICEO At___________ DAVE 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION . NOTES! QUANTITY UNIT 
AMOI 

_____ 1 Cable AWGV.22, 300 pair OKONITE. 717-15-3300 .55.218 KIt .3609 199.28; 

Cable M4G#22, 200 pair OKONITE 7l7-l5-3200 5.452 KIt 2398 131.oir 

3 Cable AWGR22;, 75 pair OtONITE 717-15-3075 32.169 KIt 970 3120' 

4 Splice Cases Buried cable 61 BA 18 091 

5 Splice sleeves . . 

35)50 EA 0.10 31 53 

6 Wading Coils 88mb, 300 stack 9 BA 832 7$ 48' 

7 Wading Coils 88mb, 200 stack 2 580 

8 Loading Coils 88inii, 75 stack 5 BA 215 lp375 

Tn TAng iinpfnr LCOD Extender :300 BA 167 501100 

10 Patplifiers . VOIce Frequency 300 BA 116 34800 

11 Eguirent Racks 7 feet tall, 19 inch panel 4 LA 200 

12 Card Shelves 10 card, 19" .60 BA 64 3 84U 

13 Power Supply 48 volts . 1. LA 560 ;56 

14 Fuse Panels .. I '3 BA 68 {ea 

15 Fuses ... . 300 BA 0.35 10 

16 Terminal. Blocks Bee Hive 9 LA. 16 114' 

17 Protector Bloàks 4 X 26 24 Ba. 167 
- 

MATERIAL TOTAL ! 

F- 
- 

I 



DetLJW SUDJECT 
COST ESTIMATS SOD NO 3469-00 

CATHER wuwLINE -ALTERNATIVE 01 - PRIMARY CIRCJIT 04 
_____________________________________________________ SHEET NO. ______ OF - 

De Law. Coiher & Company 
ConsulUng Engineer, pad Piinnsra MADE DY __________DATE _______________ CHECKED DY ____________ DATE - 

NO DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT AM?% 

xNsmLIaTIoN COSTS ________ I _____ _____ 

4 

______________________ 
Equipment Rental at B hrs/l,000' 743 35.00 2600 

2 Labor Pull. Cable Electriàian @ 40 hrs/1,000' 3714 

_J!!s.-. 

Hrs 27.70 102$ 811 

3 Splicà cable Electrician @ 0.033/splice 1178 MRS 21.70 . 32(633 

4 Terminate Cable Electrician @ 0.083 bra/pair 146 111W 27.70 044 

S Mount Load Coils 4 bra per location . 64 lIES 27.70 1( 173 

6 Mount Racks 2 fiRS/rack 8 firs 27.70 22i 

7 Inata4i shelves 1 Hr/shelf 60 BBS 27.70 1 62 

8 
Ihatall CardS 

- 

WJre backplane 0 1 hr/card 600 111W 27.70 16 $20 

9 PcserSupply Install and wire to racks 24 HAS liftS 27.70 6S 

10 Fuse panels Mount in racks and wire, 1/2 hr each fuse ISo lIfts 27.70 4 55. 

I 

TCYPLT. nJqpAt.ts'pTnu 

Hf 
:109 IçJç5 

I 

-TOPAL CIRWIT 04 
,1 
513 182 

i 

I 

_-_- H 
.. I 

. I- ________ 



DeLEUW SUBJECT 
ESTIMATE JOB NO. 3469-00 

CATHER WIRELINE :- ALTERNATIVE I 1 - PRIMARY CTRflJIT IS SHEET NO.. OF 

Os Ls,s Cãthsr £Cornp.ny 
CcnsuI*Is.g Engineeli end llenn.,s MADE St DATE ______________ CII WIlED BY ___________ DATE 

S 

NO DESCRIPTION NOTES oumrITY UNIT 
AM?U 

1 Cable AWG022, 200 pair, OKONITE 717-15-3200 16.08 Kit 2390 1821440 

Cable AWGIl9, 200 pair., OKONITE 117-15-4200 28.504 KIt 4405 136'962 

3 Cable Mid 19, 150 pair, OKONITE 717-15-4150 4467 lCft 3412 15j241 

4 Splice Cases Buried cable . 34 BA 18 . (612 

5 Splice Sleeves .1)500 BA 0.10 1350 

6 Loading tolls OBmh, 200 stack . 18 BA 580 10 $140 

7 Long Line Adaptor loop extender 200 LA 167 33 400 

8 amplifier Voice Frequency 200 BA 116 23 !200 

9 Equipment Racks 7 feet 19 inch panel . 3 _EA. 200 00 

to card Shelves 10-card, 19 inch panel 45 BA 64 2 880 

1]. Fuse Panels 0 BA 60 44 

12 nsse .200 BA 0.35 

13 Power Supply 1 BA 560 1560 

14 Tezininal Blocks Bee Hive I 2 BA 16 32 

15 Protector Blocks 4 X 26 - . 14 BA 167 21330 

I 

Tflflt. MAPRDTAT 

___- I 

dfll 

I 
I 

- ____ ______ -- 
-. 1 

- 
-- _____ 



. 
DeLEUW 
CATHER 

Os Leuw Cether 0. Compuny 
ConsullthiEnulnest. sndPI,nnets 

cosT ESTIMAP SUOJECT 

RNATIVE #1 - PRIMARY CIRCUIT ItS 

MADE ST. DATE 

________ 3469-00 I 
_________ SHEET NO. _____ OF 

- cHEcKED DY. ÔATE - 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT rt A9 

INSTALLATION COSTS ___________ _____ ________ I 

1. Equipnent Rental @ 8 hrsjl,000' 147 fiRs 33.00 514 

2 Labor Putt CAble, ElectrIcian @ 40 hrs/l,000' 5563 MRS 27.70 154$ OW 

3 Splice cflble Electrician @0.033 bra/splice 450 UPS: 27.70' 12146 

4 Terminate Cable Eleotrician @ 0.083 bra/pair 562 MRS 27.70 15 56 

5 Mount Load Coils @ 4 .hths per location 72 MRS 27.10' 1$ 99 

6 Mount Racks 2hrs/rack 6 MRS 27.70 116 

7 Install shelves 1 -bra/shelf 45 MRS 27.70 ii 24 

8 Install CArds Wire Iackpiane @ 1 hr/card 400 UPS 27.70 08' 

9 Power Supply Install, and wire to racks 24 UPS 27.70 66 

10 Fuse Panels Mdant in racks and wire 1/2 hour/fuse 100 lIPS 27.70 

I 
.__________ I. 

TOrn. INSTALLATION ,n4,ig. 
I 

TOTAL CIRCUIT IS 6l 98: 

I ___ _____________ ___________________________ 
I 
I 

.t. I 

-I 
- -- 



DeLEUW 
CATtIER VIDEO CIRCUIT 

Os Lain., Csh.r & Cumpiny 
Conswflng Engineers end Planners 

COST ESTIMATE JOB NO. 

#1 - ALTERNATIVES 1 & 2 SHEET $0. _____ OF 

MADE DY ___________DATE cHEcKED DY ÔATE - 

El 

NO 
fbi DESCRIPTION NOTES - GJANTITY UNIT $. 

AM 

1 MoDULaTORS pfl. SINGLE CHANNEL. trrsc 22 2k 2180 611160 

2 DEMODULATORS FM SINCLE CHANNEL , NTSC 22 EA_ 2966 65252 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 54-400 Mhz . 
18 2k 1050 18j900 

4 EQUALIZERS 18 EA 240 . 41 320 

S CABLE CoAXIAL 1/2!', 75 ohm 22,321 FT 2.02 45088 

6 CABLE CONNECTORS CATV to FIT TRUNK AMPLIFIERS . 
- 30 EA 11.00 

I 
418 

1 SPLITTER 4-WAY Contbinei 3 EA 150 
1 

250 

8 SPUTTER p 4-WAY SEPARATOR 3 . 2k 750 .i 250 

9 SPLITTER 5-WAY Combiner -2 EA 900 4 800 

10 SPLITTER S-WAY SEPARATOR 2 EA 900 800 

11 RACKS 7 feet tall, 19 inch panels 10 EA 200 
4 

obo 

12 
POWER SUPPLY. DC j'lWNK AMPLIFIERS 1 395 

1 

13 DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS S EA 85 L42 

MATERIAL COSTS . 2o4 43( 

I 

I H 
_____________________ 

. I. 
I '. I 

- _-____ 
. ___ --___ ___ 



;.. 
DeLEUW sunact COST ESTIMATE ma so. 

ci 

CATHER VIDEO CiRcufl 01 At.TEP1aTIVES I. & 2 SHEET ,. 

0* Lout. Cattier & Company 
Cónsutflng Enginsotiand Plannoss MADE fl! _________DATE ______________ CUECKED By ___________ DATE 

NO DESCRIPTION. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 
UNITS AMOU 

1 Pankn 7hrn rack 2ri unc TI in _______ 

2 

_rnntpll 

Mo4ulator9(dem1u1aton Install and Wfre. 1 Ur/each 44 UPS 21_la 
4 

714 

3 Trunk Amplifiers Inttall @ 2 bra each 36 _NRS 27.70 1 997 

4. EqualIzers install @ 1 hr each 18 _BPS 21.70 I 

5 Ancillary Equipnent Install S Test 0 40 hrsfsite 240 HPS 21.. 10. 6; 648 

6 cable pull In cable Electrician 0 40 hrsfi,000' 893 HRS 2.7.70 24)736 

I Cable Attach connectors 0 1 hr each BPS 27.70 1 053 

B Cable. EquipiTient rental 0 8 hrs/l,000' 179 UPS 35.00 4 265 

p 
.. . 

I 

IHSTAZ.MTItM ctSTS 

_____I 

44 ,i 
- 

_1 . 

I 

U 

. 
I 

I 

I 

'I I 

-L _____ __ ___ 

-- I I 

I I 

____________ 
--- 

1.1 (I 
I 

-t I 



. 
DeLEIIW SUbJECT COST ESTIMATE jon no. 346900 

CATHER vn*o CIRCUIT 02 - ALTERNATIVES 1, & 2 SHEET HO. ____ DY ________ 
0. Leuw. Cathtr.& Company 
ConsüIIing Engine.,, sndPiannsra MADE DY DATE: CIIECKE*) BY _____________ DATE - 

NO IØM DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 
AMI 

1 MflflhItATflPS PMr RTMP. rnftlnanr., HTSC 25 PA ,7Rfl SQl cni 

:2 DEflODULAT0S PM. SINGLE CHANNEL. NTSC 25_ 
38 

EA... 

Eft 

2699 

1050 39$ 90( 
3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 54'-400 MHZ 

4 EQUALIZERS 
38 EA 240 - 91121 

5 CABLE H Coaxial Cable, 1/2", 75 ohm 54l8 FT 2.02 11473; 

6 CABLE CONNECTORS CATV TO ATTACH TO TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 78 n ii .00 1 US 

7 SPLITTER 4-WAY, COMBINER 5 EA 750 

B SPLITTER 4-'WM, SEPARATOR 5 Ek 750 

9 SPLITTER 54AY; COMBINER . 

1 EA 900 I 9 

10 SpLITTER 5-WAY. I4BXNE 1. EA 900 9rn 

11 RACKS 7 FEET TALL, 19 INCH PANELS 12 EA 200 4 4 

12 POWEI SUPPLY .1 EA 395 1 

13 DIRECTIONAl. COUPLERS 6 EA 85 SB 

_____ _____ ________________________ MATERIAL COSTS 316' 86! 
1 

1- 

-r 
. 

I.. -, ,. I 
.-----I- 

1 

.- -- H .4 -- 



. . 
DeLEIJW SUBJECT COST ESTIMATE - JOB HO.' 346900 

CATHER VIDEO CIRCUIT 112 - ALTERNATIVES 3. & 2 SHEET NO. _____ OF. 

0. lauw. Cslher &.Cuntpony 
Coniuuling Engln,.tscndPI.nnirS MADE BY DATE ________________ CHECKED BY _____________ DATE 

NO DESCRIPTION. '. NOTES GJAN1ITY UNIT 
AMC 

TngFnit L w4r, 0 1 hr/unIt cu HRR 7 in 1 lu 
1 

2 

MflflhtT.hPflD!flP.MnflnTaThP 

RACKS tngtal]. @ 2 HPS EAOI 24_..._... MRS 27.10 

76 

38 

28b 

18 

2193 

UPS 

hrs 
UPS 

UPS 

lIPS 

21.70 

27.70 

21.70, 

27.70 

27.70 

2 

1 I 0! 

7 7! 

3 

4 

S 

6 

1 

TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 

EQUALIZERS 

NICILLARY EQUIPMENT 

CABLE 

CABLE 

INSTALL. @ 2 HRS EACH 

INSTALL 1 liP EA 

INSTALL & TEST @ 40 UPS/SITE 

INSTALL CONNECTORS 0 1 lIP EACH 

PULL IN - ELECFRXaAN 40 UPs/i ,000' 

8 CABLE EQUIPME?C RENTAL 0 8 HRS/1,000 439 UPS 35.00 15 134 

INSTALLATION COSTS 91 2:: 

H-f 
- ti-urn. _ rTnnIrr _ rnc'rs AflL_1i 

-I-.- 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

F -- I 

______ ___ ____ I 
I 

r 
I . I- 



. 
DeIEJW 
CATHER 

COST ESTIMA JOB NO._- SUDJECT 

VIDEO CIRUJIT 03 - ALTERNATIVES 1 & 2 Sh1EET NO. 

0. Leuw,CSther & Company 
Consulting Enginan and Plannsvs MADE BY DATE 

3469-00 - . 
OF 

CUECKED BY ÔATE 

NO DESCRIPTION NOTES QUNtITY UNIT 
AM 

1 MODULATQRS FM. SINGLE CHANNEL. NTSC 12 RA 2780 nI it 

DEMODULATORS FL -SINGLE CHANNEL, NTSC 12 EA 2966 51 

3 trunk amplifiers 54-400 MHZ 50 EA 1050 52j 

4 EQUALIZERS . 50 EA 240 - 121 Ot 

S CABLE COAXIAL 1/2", 75 ohm 104384 2.02 210; 8 

6 CABLE CONNECr0RB- CAfl TO FIT TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 102 EA 11.00 ii 1: 

7 SPLIrrER 4-WAY COMBINER EA 750 
2: 

2' 

8 SPLITTER 4-WAY SEPARATOR 3 ia 75o 4 V 

9 RACKS 7-FEE? TALL 19" PANELS . -6 EA 200 4 2( 

10 POWER SUPPLY . 1 FA 395 I 

11 DIRECTIONAL courizas 3 EA 85 

I 

MATERIAL COSTS 350 SI 

I - L- 
1 

I 

-H 
____ _____ ____________________ ______ I 

I __--____ 
. 

I 



. '.... . 
'DeLEtJW SUflJECT 

COST ESTIMATE joe no.' 3469-00 

GATHER VIDEo CIRCUIT 3 - 1tLTEPNftTIVES 1 s 2 SHEETNO. OF 

DeLquw,Cather S Company 
Consulling Englneea:and MannS,t MADE DY _ DATE:_________________ CHECKED DY 

. 

DAtE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 
AM 

1 RACKS- INSTMJL.AT 2BPS each .24 fiRs- '27.70 

MODULATORS/DEM0DUIaPOrn INSTALL S WIRE @ 1 HR 
:24 _ UPS 27.70 I6 

3 TRUNK rnPLIFIERS INSTALL @- 2 HOURS -PER AMPLIFIER. 100 UPS 21.70 2j7 

4 EQUALIZERS INSTALl, 0 1 hR BA 50 flitS 27.70 iLlS: 

5 ANCILlARY EQUIPMENT INSTALL S TtST- P.T 40- 'iiOuRS/ 320 fiRS- 27.70 . 

6 CABLE H CONNECTORS _ INSTALL _ 0 1 HR BA- 102 UPS 2.70 

_8j8 
2181 

7 CABLE- PIlL IN 0 40 HOURS ELECTRICIAN/1,000' 4175 fiRs 27.70 1i56 

8 CABLE.: EQUIPMENT RENTAL 0 8 HOURS/i,000' 835 'c fiRS- 27.70 :231V 

I 

* TOrAh INSTALLATION -COST -is9 4( 

______________________________________________ 
I 

TOTAL CIRCUIT COST 506; 91- 

- 

I. -1 HH.---- 
- I 

C I' 

- 
. 

-, 

:. --.--__- 
H-c-- .. 

. 

- 



. S ..,. . 
DeLEUW SUDJECT COST ESTIMRft 3469-0(1 

CATHER VIDEO CtRUITS . MIFRPNATTVRS I & - uPnDJnaWl' rpnTr SHEET NO. ____ OF 

0. LIUw Corner & Company 
COIISUIHAg Enginors and Plinnois MADE DY. DATE CIECKEI) DY DATE 

NO DESCRIPTION. NOTES QUANtiTY UNIT 
Al 

1 CABLE 1/2 INCH COAXIaL, 15 ohms 181,523 FT 2.02 366 1 

CABLE CONNECTORS .218 EA 11.00 2;: 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 54-400 MHZ 106 EA 1050 111 

4 EQUALIZERS. 106 EA 240 25 

S POWERSUPPLY 3. EA 395 . 1] 

6. COUpLERS DIRECTIONAL 14 EA 85 

7 SWITCH. AUTOMATIC. COAXIAL WITH LOGIC 3 EA 870 2I 

MATEpIAL CQST .. cml; 

.4 
INSTALLATION COSTS I___________ 

1 CA$ EQUIPMENT RENTAL @ 8 HRS/1,000 feet 1452 fiRs 35.00 501 

2 CABLE PULL IN ELECTRICIAN @40 HRS/1,000 ñ61 fiRS 27.10 20111 

3 CABLE CONNECTORS A 1 Ha EACHJ 2.8 UPS 2L70 

4 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS INSTALL A 2 UPS EACH 212 HRS_ 27.70 SF 

5 EQUALIZERS INSTALL A 1 H EACH 106 nno 
6 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT . 72 

..imt. 

MRS 2770 

27.70 

C 

21 ( 1 COAXIAL SWITCHES INSTALL & TEST 96 BPS 
I 

ThS'rAT.T.ATTCIH flTR . 

I 
2711 

I... 
TtflAI. REIMINDMfl fljg_Q__ 

-. .. 

F- 
ipiI t _ 

-t .- .. I 

I 

1 _ --- ____ ___ 



DeLtUW SUBJECT 
COST tMICE Joe HO 34&9oo 

CATHER OUTBOUND COAXIAL CABLE - ALTERNATIvE #2 SHEET NO. OF 

0. Latin. Collier & Company 
ConsullIng Engineers and Planneis MADE DY ____________ DATE - CHECKED BY _____________- DATE_ - 

rio 
IM OESCRIPTION. NOtES QUANTITY UNIT 

AM 

1 COAXIAL CABLE COAXIAL, 1/2",- 75 OHMS 1.19,3S2 FT. 2.02 241 

2 CABLE CONNECTORS CATV TO NATE- WITH TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 66 EA 11.00 177 

3 AMPLIFIERS, TRUNK 54400 MHZ 32 Eft 1050 33 

4 EQUALIZERS -. . 20 EA 240 

_9EM00tAT0RS 
17 Eft 2966 50 ;47 

6 DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS 16 85 1 J3f 

1 RAcKS 1FEETTALL,19INCHPMEL 16 EA 200 12C 

prmpii. costs 
I 

304195 

IN SflI.LPhT ION 

I 

1 RACKS INSTALLAT2HRSEA , 

! 12 BItS- 2.70 

2 EQUALIZERS @1IIREACH I -: 20 lips 27.70 54 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS @ 2 HOURS EACH . 64 FIRS 27.10 1177 

4 DEMODULATORS INSTALL AND WIRE @ 1 HR EACH 17 MRS 27.70 47 

5 DIRZCTXONAL COUPLERS 0 1 HR EACH 16 uns 27.70 44 

6 CABLE PULL IN ELECTRICIAN @ 40 URS/1,000' 4774 lIPS 27.10 132124 

7 CABLE EQUIPMENT RENTAL @ 8 HRS/1,000' 955 fiRS 35.00 331 42 

8 CABLE CONNECtORS @ 1 HR EICH 66 BPS 27.70 Ij 8. 

- I INSTAttATION COSTS 
I-- 

171j 61 

TOTAL cost OflnE-tuNn rAnrJ nsi ci 



. .. 
DeLEUW SUBJECT COST ESTIMATE jog tio; 3469-00 

CATHER. UftWA?ft OUTBOUND COAXIAL CABLE - ALTERNATIVE 2- voicE 
Di tsuw. Citiwi & Company 
ConulIIngEnglnesn.nd manst, MADE BY DATE _______________ CHECKED VT ____________ DATE 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 
AMOU1 

1 rsntr 'fl TWflI (YIAXTAT. -Ic (hUMS i2n..%c, n, ,n hi-i 

2. CARTS 

_ 

(TPJNPC'IY)RS _ CATV TYPE TO FIT Tmmt flflfl5 FT 11 nfl fri 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS- 54t.400 MHZ 40 EA 1050 44 ann I 

4 EQUALIZERS 40 EA 240 600 

S DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS 16 EA 85 
i 
_ 360; 

MATERIAL COST REDUNDANT OUT 296 _ 973 I 

INSTALLATION COSTS 

1 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS INSTALL @ 2 URS EACH 80 NW 27.70 2216 I 

2 DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS @ 1 _ HR EACH 16 HR ii 21.10 1443 

3 CABLE CONNECTORS- @ 1 HR EACH 82 HR 21.10 2:271 

4 CABLE PULL _ TN RTPrTPTCWI 40' HRS-/1..000" 4R1A Up ii 7fl In Iacn 
S CABLE EQUIPMENT RENTAL @ 8 HS/1.O00" 979 HR 27flfl l4M 

I 

TOTAL INSTALLATIa _ COSTS 172:654 

TOTAL COST REDUNDANT OUTBOUND VOICE 4691627 I 

I I 

I I 

.1 I 

I-. 
I I 

I 

{ F 
I ___ ____ __..__j _ 
I 

, 
_____________________ __________ _______________ 

_1 
I 

! ! 



OUW SUnJECT 
COST ESTIM no 346900 

CATHER INBOUND COMm. CABLE - ALTERNATIVE 2 
___________________________________________________ 

- VOICE CIRCUITS aliEn NO. ______ OF 

0. L.uw,.Calhn 6 Company 
ConsulllngEnglnon .nd:Plann,,s MADE ST __________DATE - ChECKED 01. -. DATE 

NO DESCRIP1ION 
I 

NOTES QUANi1TY UNIT aT 
Al 

1 CABLE 1/2 INCH COAXPAL 75 OHMS :120i 352 FEET 2.02 243 1 

2 CABLE CONNECTORS CMV TO FIT TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 82 FT 11.00 I 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS 54'-400 MHZ 40 BA 050 

4. EQUALIZERS . 
_40 BA 240 91' 

5 MODULATORS PN StNGLE DIAMIEL, NTSC 16 BA 2780 44.;. 

6 DIRECVIONAL COUPLERS 
16 BA 85 il 

7 iuias. 1. FEr. 19 INcH PANEL . 
.16 E 200 

I 

-I 
MATERIAL COSTS 344j 

.. -- 
IHSflLATI* COSTS 

-I 
I 

1 2 ns EliOt lIPS 27. in 
21.10 

27.70 

_21; 
2 CABLE COHNWI'OES @ 1 UPS EACH _ . .32 

82 MRS 

3 TRUNK AMPLIFIERS £ 
2 (IRS EACH _ . 

.80 HRS 

4 MOWLATORS INSTALL & WIRE @ 1 HR 16 UPS 27.70 
_21: 

I. 

fi-TREPrmnNAT. _ AMPWPIRRS 

CABLE 

TNSTAT.t _ 0 1 lIP EMIl 16 UPS 27.10 

6 putt In ELECTRICIAN 40 1111211.000' _4818 
979 

111W 

MRS 

21.70 
35.00 

7 CABLE Q7MENT RENTAL 0 8 HRS/1,000' 

INSTALLATION COSTS 173 

- _ 
1 TOTAL INBOUND CIRCUIT , 

-F 
-1 

- H 



De!LJW sunjEct. COST ESTIMS Jon NO. _ 349-0O 
CATHER Eoutwnit UWdUND COAXIAL CABLE _ - ALTERNATIVE 2 VOICE CIJJ3'%0, op _________ 

0. tauw. Cathe & Company 
Consulting En9tnars and PI.nnoea MADE DY DAtE ________________ ctlEtxED 

: 

NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 
N 

1 

__DESCRIPTION. 

CABLE 1/2 INCH, COA)eIAL CABLE, 75 oHMs 119,352 Fr 2.02 241k 

2 CABLE CONNECFOPS CATY TYPE TO FIT TRUNK NIflJFLERZ .66_ EA 11.00 

3 TWK AMPLIFIERS 54r400 MHZ . 
12 EA 1050 331 

4 EQUALXZERS 

] 

20 EA 240 4 Ii 

5 DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS 
16 EA 85 

MATRPIAT. _ ms'rs _____ ________ .,n1 _ 

I 

COSTS - 

1 CABLE CONNECTORS 

_IUSTALL&TION 

@ 1 HR EACH _66 UPS 27.70 4! 

TRUNK AMPLIFIERS @ 2HRS EACH 64 fiRS 27.70 _2_ 
3 COU9LJERS I 1 HoURS EACH -. 16 lipS 27,10 

U 
4 CABLE PULL IN ELECrRIcIM _ @ 40 HPS/1,000" 4+4 UPS 27.70 1321; 

S tABLE EQUIPMENT REWrAL @ S rn%z/1.,000' 5 UPS 35.00 33 L 

INSTAL,L&'F ION COSTS -- 
TOTAL COST. REWNDANT INBOUND CABLE 451J 2 

___- I 

-4- 

H 
- I 



D4UW SUDJECT COST ESTIMAØ on PlO 3469OO 

CPITHER tO7iflht CABLE - ALTERNATIVE 2 - CENTRAL CONTROL VOICE SHEET NO. OF - 
Dr Lruw, CaIher.&.Compeny 
ConsuIliAgEnglAeers ond.PImnnsrs MADE DY DATE CHECKED ov 

:. 
- DATE - 

NO ITEM DESCRIPTION. S. NOTES QUANtITY UNIT 
A 

1 MODULATORS FM SINGLE CHANNEL 5 EA 2780 .fl. 

2 DEMODULATORS FM SINGLE CHANNEL 16: EA 2966 

3 RACES 7 fler. 19 INCH PANELS _____ 2flfl 1 I __. 
- 

MAPR*TAT. ('PJtPPAT. (YWZPPflT. _________ 42 
I 

IN SThLLAIT ION I 

1 RACXS @2HRS EACH 10 UPS 27.70 

.2. MODULATORS. I(!STALL & WIRE @ 1 HR EACH .5 UPS 27.70 I 

3 DEMODULATORS INSTALL & WIPE @ 1 HR EACH 16 UPS 27.70 

4 INTERCONNEC'1 VIDEO MODULATORS TO NULTIPLEXERS 160 UPS- 21.70 

-5 TEfl 40 UPS- .27.70 

1 I 

-I ..CCC- ::tT-xc -::-';. -. 

___. 
1- 

_____ ______ _________________________ 

aTM. INStMAATIO& COSTS 6! 

TOTAL RF EQUIPMENT COSTS Gel 

r 
___- ---_- -V __ 



DeUW 
CATHER COAXIAL 

De%suvc Cuber I Company 
Ccnsullinp Engineers and Plsnno,s 

SUBJECT LOST ESTIMATE JOn no; 3469-op 

CABLE - ALTERNATIVE 2 VOICE CIRCUITS SHEET NO. ______ OF ___________ 

MADE BY DATE CHECICED ny ___________ dATE 

140 
ITEM DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 

A 

Ti &T2 PO4 ECAIIPMENT BY WCATION __________ _____ _______ I 

CENTRAL C)NTI)L INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 528 

MAIN YARD IWLUDgS CHANNEL. UNITS ___________ _____ ________ 161 

UNION STATIaI XNCWDES tHANNEL UNITS 
221 

CIVIC CENTER INCLUDES CHANNEl4 UNSTS .... . 221 

FIFTH & HILL INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 22 I: 

SEVENTH & FLOWER INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 24;' 

INCLUDES CHANNEL usn's -. 23:: 

VERIONT INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 
: 

221' 

NORMANDIE INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS -. 22.! 

WESTERN INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 25g! 

LA TA INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 23:: 

FAIRFAX INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS! 2412 

BEVERLY INCLUDS CHANNEL UNITS! 23:3 

SANTA MONICA INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 

STUDIO CITY INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 

- 
23' 1 

NORTH YARD INCLUDES CHANNEL UNITS 

-________ 
371 7 

PO4 MATEBII4L COSTS i 
p 

.07.71 6 

INSTALL & TEST @ 80 HOURS PER Ti TERIhINAL 11360 fiRS 27.70 

COST FOB PO4 VOICE EOUIPMENT 1 :392! 2* 
_____ 

- --____________ 



a ... . 
DeLEUW SUBJECT .pst ESTIMpTE JOB NO. 346g-nn 

CATHER FIBER OPTICS - ALTERNATIVE 3 - CABLE CIRCJIT 1 SHEET NO. _____ OF 
Do LOw. Collier & Có.npiny 
Cànsulilng (Sineer. end Planners MADE fly: DATE ________________ CHECKED BY ____________ DATE. 

ITEM DESCRWTtON NOTES WMTITI UNIT 
UNIT AM1 

PTRER CABLE . 38 FIBERS. RODENT SHIELD 1.5 KM 32480 4R 1601 

2 rtnn rsnr.t 3 fthern. rodent shield Li KM - 27600 11 11 

3 FIBER CABLE 29 FIBERS, RODENT SHIELD 0.8 KM :21500 l7f20( 

4 FIBER CABLE 18 FIBERS, RODENT SHIELD 0.8 KM 14490 111591 

5 FIBER CABLE 12 FIBERS, RODENT SHIELD 2.0 KM 10260 . 20;521 

6 FIBER CABLE 6 FIBERS, RODENT SHIELD 1.6 kin 5890 91421 

MATERIAL COST . 140104S 
. I 

I ___ ___ _______________ ________________________________ 
INSTALLATION COSTS I 

EQUIPMENT PENTAT. 0 gigiyn 7 g gig 71,fr. 

2 LABOR PULL CABLE @ 3fi37/fl( is xx 1617 )R1717 

3 SPLIS 1.000' PEELS 531 EA in.fln ci tin 

4 CABLE BOFS EACH SPLICE LOCATION 4 EA 50.00 200 

INSTALLATION COSTS 44502 

I 

T0fl. CIRCUIT COST 1811 547 

I 

-- 
. 



. 
DetEUW 
CATHER nan optics - 

Do LoU,,, CUtter & Conwnav 
Consulting Engine.,, .ndPi.nneri 

S 
SUBJECt ESTIMATE JOB HO.-1469-0O 

ALTERNATIVE 3 CABLE CIRCUIT 2 SHEET NO. _____ OF 

MADE BY__________ DATE CHEVMED fly ____________ dATE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION. :; , NOTES QU4TITY UNIT. 
Ni' AM' 

1 fl$$R CABLE 37 FIDER. RODENT SHIELD Rn ft 11flfl 91&Ig 

2 FIBER CABLE . 31 FIBER, RODENT SUIELD. O'.fl 26800 

3 fIBER CABLE 25' FiBER, RODENT SHIELD 3.3 Jim 21500 70 yS 

4 FIBER CABLE 19 FIBER, RODENT SHIELD . 
1.6 KM 15290 2414 

FIBER tABLE 12 FIBER, RODENT SHIELD - 2.3 fli 10260 23; 6 

6 FIBER CABLE 6 FIBER, RODENT SHIELD 1.6 Pt 5690 914 

7 LINE REPEATER T-2 CARRIER l'2 EA 6300 

8 LINE I3EPEATER T-3 CARRIER 21 EA 12000 252$ 0 

-. 
I MATERIAL COST 

3! 

1 
I 

INSTALLATION COSTS I 

1 EOUIPME1fl' REW1'AL P i9/KM In -* . 

gjg 

2 iasOa PULL CABLE @ 3637/KM 18.3 KM 3637 

3 LINE REPEATERS . T-2 CARRIER1 INSTALL @ 16 HRS- EACH 192 Jj 27.70 31 

3 LINE. REPEATERS T-3 CARRIER, INSTALL 16 lIPS EMil - 252 IIRS 27.70 9' 

j.. SPT.TrV-c "ne' nntc 1646 RA to 1 d a 

S SPLICE BOOtS EACH SPLICE LOCATION 60 EJt 

.ivi 

50.00 

INSTALLATION_COSTS 

__________ -- ' 
' I __ 

____ 

__ 
_____ _____________________ 

---- 
_____- TOTAL oIncUw-eee'p - 

____ 
-. SE _ .__. _________ 

-1-- 



DeLEUW 
CATHER FIBER OPTICS 

Os Lww. Cather & Company 
Consulting Engineer' and Planners 

H:. 
SUbJECT t'flWP PQ'PTMA7R JOB o; 

- ALTERNATIVE 3 - CABLE CIRCUIT 3 SHEET NO. _____ (IF 

MADE BY DATE.______________ CHECKED BY ___________ OATS 

NO DESCREPTION. .. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT UNITS AM 

_____ _____ flBER CABLE 14 FIBER1 RODENT SHIELD 28.1 KM 11640 . 327 01 

2 FIBER cABLE 8 FIBER, W)DENT SHIELD 3.7_- flI 7330 21 I9 

3 FIBER CABLE 2flBER, RODENT SHIELD . 
1.3 KM 3650 4J7! 

4 LINE REPEATER t-2 CARRIER .6 EA 8300 49,18t 

5 LINE REPEATER T-3 CARRIER. . 
8 EA 1200 9610t 

__________ 
I 

MATERIAL COST 499 6: 

ISTALLATION 

1 EQUIPMENT RENTAL@ 919/KM 33.1 Mt 919 3014: 

.2: OR PULL CABLE @ 3637/1(14 33.1 1(14 3631 120 31 

3 LINE1 REPEATERS T-2 CARRIER, INSTALL 0 16 lIPS EA 96 fiRS .27.70 21 6 

4 LINE REPEATERS T-3 CARRIER, INSTALL 0,16 fitS EA 128 lIPS 27.10 

5 SPLICES 1,000! REELS I 1395 EA 10.00 ii 9! 

6 SPLICE BOOTS EACH $PLICE LOCATION . 109 EA 50.00 4 

INSTALLATION COSTS lid 4 

TOTAL CIECUIT COSTS . 614 o: 

________- _____________________________________ 

.. --.- .- __. I- 

-- 
. I- 



S S 
DeLEUW sunct COST ESTX14ATE no: 3469-00 

CATHER FIBER OPTICS - ALTERNATIVE 3 - CIRCUIT $ SHEET NO; _____ OF 

0. Leuwo Came, & COmpany 
Consulting Enginesis sndPlanne,s MADE DY_ DATE _____________ CIIECIIED 

.1 

NO DESCAIPTION. NOTES QUANTITY UNIT 

1 PTRRP CflJE VTRRPS - PnDEPJT RIIIRT.fl 2.. 15(1 ° 

MATERIAL COSTS - 

I 

9$ 

It4STMJ.AT±CI Q3S5 _____ _____ 

1 

_____________________ 
EQUIPMENT RENTAL @ 919/nt 

I KM .919 2 1 

2 LABOR PULL CABLE @ 3637/KM 2.5 km 1637 91 

3 SPLICES 1,000' REELS 16 EA 10.00 

4 CABLE BOOTS EACH SPLICE LOCATION 
B . LA 50.00 

p 
.. 

I 

I 

znwrAT.rannN m.cts III 4 

I -I 

TOTAL CIRCUIT COST 
H 

21! 

'1 -. __ _ __ 
I 

I.. 
I 

I 

--.- . 

I 

--_ ___ _ 



I!EUW SUDJECt COST E 346g-oo STDthTE / Jon HO. 

CATHER FIBER OPTICS - ALTERNATIVE 3 - CCIV EQUIPMENT SHEET NO. _____ OF 

0. Leuw. Cattier & Company 
Consulting Enqln.eta and Panner. MADE fly DATE - CHECIIED tiDbit 

NO 
ITEM DESCRIPTION NOTES QUANTITY UNIT p!%. AK 

1 T-3 nicoflEn (conve) TIthSSMIT men flrp) cn P!A 19 Ann 7081) 

T-3 DECODER ICODEC) RECEIVE END (In) 59 Eft 90OO 531. 

3 MULTIPLEXER T-3 .OPTIO%L TERMINAL TRMSMIT & RECEIVE 118 EA 8,120 1 028j9 
I 

TOtAL MAtERIAL __________ _____ 2 
I 

I 

INSTALLATION _____ 

1 TRaNSMIT ENOR ThSTATSTA 0 24 HOURS EAnI TERMTNAT. I 41R tens 97 In in I7 

2 RECEWE DEOtER INTML ê 24 HOURS EAcH TERMINAL 

jNSTALL e 16 HOURS EACH TERMINAL 

1416 fiRS 27.70 

3 T-3 MULTIPLEXER 1888 fiRs 27.70 ...5212 

TOTAL ItWrALLAT ION 
'-4- 
r 1.397 

tcrn, ccxv HApnwitn 2 39817 

I- 
I 
1 

1 

- 

I 

F- 
I -----. 

_- _______ H -_-- . 

-: -t . . 
I 



IELJW COST B 
:. . 

STIMATE Jon HO. 469-flfl 

CATHER FIEI OPTICS - M.TERNATIVE ft - FIBER TERMINAL STS SHEET NO. ____ OF 

Ce Leuw. CSther & Cón'psny 
Canalling Englnela end Flannels MADE 57: DATE _______________ CHECKED 07 ____________ ÔME 

NO DESCRIPTION. NOTES JA$UTY UNIT p 
AN 

3. T-3 OPTICAL TERMINAL MAIJLYARD 1 r R7fl) fl 

2_ T-2 OPTICAL TERMINALS CEflRAL CONTROL 14 EA - _45OO 

3 1-3 OPTICAL TERMINALS CENTRAL CONTROL . 
2 BA 8720 17j ' 

4 T-2 OPTICAL flRMZNM.S PASSENGER STATIONS & . 
14 BA 4500 631 

S 1-3 OPTICAL TERMINALS NOtCH YARD . 
. . 1 BA 8720 

1 
MATERIAL COSTS _W4 F 

I , 
tverpr.rs'rrgw rnre _____________ ______ __________ 1 

1 IHSTALLT2 tEt%MTNAT. W11PS £13 HItS 17.70 

2 INSTALL 1-3 TERMINAL t 16 mIRE __________ HPg 37.79 

I 

INTALLMtION costs 21*3 
_____ -- ___ I 

1 

TOTAL OPTIC HARDWARE 201I 2 

I 

I I 

.1 

I- 

I- .1 



DeLEUW SUDJECT COST ESTIMATE j000. 3469-nfl 

CATHER FIBER OPTICS - ALTERNATIVE 3 - T-1 CARRIER MULTIPLEXERS SHEET NO. OF 

Do Leuw, Caiher & Company 
Consulilng Engineots and Puanneis MADE BY DATE _______________ CHECKED DY DATE - 

NO ITEM DESCR%PTlOt4 NOTES IM4$T1V( UNiT jj 
. 

*140 

P-i C!APRTRR MTIr.TTPTPWR*S flY 1S)CATT(fl _____ I 

1 T1-MULTIPLçCER CNTRAL CONTROL COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 

MAIN YARD COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES- 

'U is - %QQdi 

2 Ti-MULTIPLEXER 

- 
24 LS ]44f 13 

3 UNION STAtION COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 1.5 14125 

4 CIVIC CENTER- COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES --.3 LS 13; 82 

5 FIFtH S HILL COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 LS 13(82 

6 SEVENTH & FLOWER COMPLETE WITh CHANNEL MODULES 3 IS 151 

7 AIJVARADO COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 -LS 141 681 

8 VERl1Ottl' COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES -3 IS i4 82 

9 
. NORMANDIE COMPLETE WITh CHANNEL MODULES 3 1.5 131 82 

10 WESTERN COMPLETE- WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 IS .161 85' 

11 LA. BREA COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES -3 I.S 68 

12 FAIRFAX COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 iS 19 55: 

13 BEVERLY COMPLETE WITH tHANNEL MODULES 3: IS i4 68' 

14 SANTA MONICA COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 LS 24 42: 

15 STUDIO CITY COMPLETE WITH CHARNEL MODULES 3 ii 28: 

16 NORTh HOLLYWOOD COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 3 1,3 it; 47 

17 NORTH YARD COMPLETE WITH CHANNEL MODULES 5 ES :24 Oil 

H I 

MATERIAL COST 
-I 

791:1 12: __________ _____- _ . 
INSTALLATION I 

1 INSTALL T-i. CARRIERS INSTALLLYIR.E & INTERCONNECT @ 80 ?RSJtL.TESIINAL_ 11360 . fiRS 27,70 31.j 67; 

___ 
TOTAIg p04 HARDWARE COST - 

. 

-I 
t40j 79' 


